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Surging data demand driven by the proliferation of smartphones is revolutionizing the wireless scene. By 2020, the number of smartphone subscribers will grow to 9 billion and the demand in mobile data traffic will grow 10 folds. Capacity (bandwidth) and Latency are the key contributing factors to a positive user experience. For example, streaming a video from Netflix or Youtube is bandwidth limited while loading or browsing the Youtube or Netflix website is latency limited. One can argue that by using more spectrum (wider wireless channels) can solve the capacity problem however according to Federal Communications Commission (FCC) we are already facing a spectrum deficit. Newer network technologies like 4G and LTE have improved the network performance (both capacity and latency) but 60 world’s mobile subscribers will still be using the slower 3G or 2G connections for at least a decade. Another challenge that mobile devices are posing is that the networks previously dominated by the static users (or static channel conditions) with devices like laptops are increasingly becoming more heterogeneous (mix of static and mobile users with varying channel conditions).

In this dissertation, I address the issue of managing wireless resources to support various multimedia applications, in wireless networks with a high degree of user mobility. Driven by necessity for flexible wireless resource management, I design, build and evaluate three wireless resource management schemes. First, I present JPRA, a joint power
and rate adaptation scheme which adaptively distributes uneven power levels of OFDMA sub-carriers to cope with frequency selectivity in fading. Thus, improves the total network capacity. Second, I present TRINITY, a practical transmitter cooperation scheme to handle heterogeneous user profiles in wireless networks. Sophisticated MIMO-based transmission strategies, based on transmitter cooperation, have emerged recently. However, different types of users profiles (e.g., static vs mobile, stable vs dynamic channels) that make up todays enterprises, require different MIMO transmission strategies(CMSA, Network MIMO and DAS). With the wrong strategy, a user could even see a degradation in performance. TRINITY can simultaneously cater to a heterogeneous mix of users, by intelligently combining a plurality of MIMO transmission strategies wherein the transmitters at different nodes can cooperate to deliver significant performance gains.

Next, I present FluidNet, a scalable, light-weight framework for realizing the full potential of Cloud-based radio access networks(C-RAN). Cloud-based radio access networks (C-RAN) have been proposed as a cost-efficient way of deploying small cells. In this work, we argue that the intelligent configuration of the front-haul network between the baseband processing units(BBUs) and remote radio heads, is essential in delivering the performance and energy benefits to the RAN and the BBU pool, respectively. FluidNet deploys a logically re-configurable front-haul to apply appropriate transmission strategies in different parts of the network and hence cater effectively to both heterogeneous user profiles and dynamic traffic load patterns.

Finally, I present FlexiWeb, a network aware compaction scheme for accelerating mobile web transfers. Latency is often cited as the main reason for poor mobile web performance and to reduce the page load times, middleboxes that compress page content are commonly used today. Unfortunately, this can hurt performance in many cases. Our measurements reveal that the middlebox should be used only when network conditions are bad; otherwise, most objects in the web page should be directly fetched from the source web server. Based on this observation we build FlexiWeb, a framework that supports network-
aware middlebox usage and performs dynamic network-aware compression to provide further performance gains.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Wireless networks are increasingly becoming important in enabling convenient Internet access for users. Currently, there are as many mobile subscriptions as people in the world, and every second, 20 new mobile broadband subscriptions are activated [2]. This has led to the increase in mobile users, data consumption has also increased. Consequently, mobile data traffic will grow ten folds by 2020, largely driven by increased video consumption and mobile web usage on mobile devices. Almost 60 percent of all mobile data traffic will be from video by 2020 [2]. Apart from mobile phones, there will also be a multitude of other connected devices communicating. According to forecasts [2] out of 28 billion connected devices more than 15 billion will be Internet of Things(IoT) and consumer electronic devices by 2021 [2].

On the other hand GSM/EDGE and 3G subscriptions currently represent the largest share of mobile subscriptions, and they will continue to dominate for another decade [2]. In developed markets, there has already been a wide adoption of more advanced technologies like LTE, but on a global scale this has resulted in a marginal decline in GSM/EDGE and 3G subscriptions. The latency of GSM/EDGE and 3G networks is very high (Avg. RTT 800ms) while the bandwidth is lower in comparison to 4G and LTE networks. These slower networks severely impacts the performance of applications like mobile web and video. Typically videos rely more on the bandwidth than the latency while mobile web depends more on the latency than the bandwidth. Furthermore, we are running out of wireless spectrum to handle the increased capacity demands. According to FCC we are already in a spectrum deficit. In summary, in order to satisfy the capacity and latency requirements of mobile applications we need to manage our wireless resources efficiently. In
this dissertation, we first present resource allocation techniques to increase wireless capacity by exploiting the frequency selective fading to reduce the capacity wastage. Then, we present a scheme to improve wireless capacity by mapping different user profiles to appropriate transmission strategies. The last capacity improving scheme that we propose leverages the heterogeneity in both user and traffic in cloud based radio access networks for small cells. To handle the latency issue, specifically in mobile web, we present a scheme which allows for fine grained proxy control to improve page load time. We show that our techniques offer significantly higher performance than their state-of-the-art alternatives. Next, we detail our contributions in solving each of these problems.

1.1 Resource Management and Its Application to Increase Capacity

1.1.1 Frequency selective fading

In today’s OFDMA networks, the transmission power is typically fixed and the same for all the sub-carriers that compose a channel. The sub-carriers though, experience different degrees of fading and thus, the received power is different for different sub-carriers; while some frequencies experience deep fades, others are relatively unaffected. In this paper, we make a case for redistributing the power across the sub-carriers (subject to a fixed power budget constraint) to better cope with this frequency selectivity. Specifically, we design a joint power and rate adaptation scheme (called JPRA for short) wherein power redistribution is combined with sub-carrier level rate adaptation to yield significant throughput benefits. We further consider three variants of JPRA: (a) JPRA-Basic where, the power is redistributed across sub-carriers so as to support a maximum common rate across all the sub-carriers (b) JPRA-Intermediate where, the power is redistributed across sub-carriers so as to support a maximum common rate across a ”subset” of sub-carriers such that the aggregate rate is maximized. (c) JPRA-Adaptive where, the goal is to redistribute power such that the transmission time of a packet is minimized. While the first two variants decrease transceiver complexity and are simpler, the third is geared towards achieving the maximum throughput possible. We implement all three variants of JPRA on our WARPradio testbed. Our extensive experiments demonstrate that JPRA can provide a 35% improvement in total network throughput in testbed experiments compared to FARA, a scheme where only
sub-carrier level rate adaptation is used. We also perform simulations to demonstrate the efficacy of JPRA in larger scale networks.

1.1.2 Mapping Users with Appropriate Transmission Strategies

The proliferation of smartphones and tablet devices is changing the landscape of user connectivity and data access from predominantly static users to a mix of static and mobile users. While significant advances have been made in wireless transmission strategies (e.g., beamforming, network MIMO, etc.) to meet the increased demand for capacity, such strategies primarily cater to static users. To cope with growing heterogeneity in data access, it is critical to identify and optimize strategies that can cater to users of various profiles to maximize system performance and more importantly, improve users’ quality of experience.

Towards this goal, we first show that users can be profiled into three distinct categories based on their data access (mobility) and channel coherence characteristics. Then, with real-world experiments, we show that the strategy that best serves users in these categories varies distinctly from one profile to another and belongs to the class of strategies that emphasize either multiplexing (e.g., network MIMO), diversity (e.g., distributed antenna systems) or reuse (e.g., conventional CSMA). Two key challenges remain in translating these inferences to a practical system, namely: (i) how to profile users, and (ii) how to combine strategies to communicate with users of different profiles simultaneously. In addressing these challenges, we present the design of TRINITY - a practical system that effectively caters to a heterogeneous set of users. We implement and evaluate a prototype of TRINITY on our WARP radio testbed. Our extensive experiments show that TRINITY’s intelligent combining of transmission strategies improves the total network rate by 50%-150%, satisfies the QoS requirements of thrice as many users, and improves PSNR for video traffic by 10 dB compared to individual transmission strategies.

1.1.3 User and Traffic Heterogeneity in Small Cells

Cloud-based radio access networks (C-RAN) have been proposed as a cost-efficient way of deploying small cells. Unlike conventional RANs, a C-RAN decouples the baseband processing unit (BBU) from the remote radio head (RRH), allowing for centralized operation of BBUs and scalable deployment of light-weight RRHs as small cells. In this work, we argue that the intelligent configuration of the front-haul network between the BBUs and RRHs, is
essential in delivering the performance and energy benefits to the RAN and the BBU pool, respectively.

We then propose *FluidNet* - a scalable, light-weight framework for realizing the full potential of C-RAN. *FluidNet* deploys a logically re-configurable front-haul to apply appropriate transmission strategies in different parts of the network and hence cater effectively to both heterogeneous user profiles and dynamic traffic load patterns. *FluidNet* ’s algorithms determine configurations that maximize the traffic demand satisfied on the RAN, while simultaneously optimizing the compute resource usage in the BBU pool. We prototype *FluidNet* on a 6 BBU, 6 RRH WiMAX C-RAN testbed. Prototype evaluations and large-scale simulations reveal that *FluidNet* ’s ability to re-configure its front-haul and tailor transmission strategies provides a 50% improvement in satisfying traffic demands, while reducing the compute resource usage in the BBU pool by 50% compared to baseline transmission schemes.

### 1.2 Resource Management and Its Application to Decrease Latency in Mobile Web

To reduce page load times and bandwidth usage for mobile web browsing, middle-boxes that compress page content are commonly used today. Unfortunately, this can hurt performance in many cases; via an extensive measurement study, we show that using middle-boxes to facilitate compression results in up to 28% degradation in page load times when the client enjoys excellent wireless link conditions. We find that benefits from compression are primarily realized under bad network conditions. Guided by our study, we design and implement FlexiWeb, a framework that determines both *when* to use a middlebox and *how* to use it, based on the client’s network conditions. First, FlexiWeb selectively fetches objects on a web page either directly from the source or via a middlebox, rather than fetching all objects via the middlebox. Second, instead of simply performing lossless compression of all content, FlexiWeb performs network-aware compression of images by selecting from among a range of content transformations. We implement and evaluate a prototype of FlexiWeb using Google’s open source Chromium mobile browser and our implementation of a modified version of Google’s open source compression proxy. Our extensive experiments
show that, across a range of scenarios, FlexiWeb reduces page load times for mobile clients by 35–42% compared to the status quo.

1.3 Outline of this dissertation

The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. In chapter 2, we detail the design JPRA - a joint power and rate adaptation scheme to alleviate frequency selective fading in wireless networks. In chapter 3, we describe our experimental study that reveals an interesting set of observations and guidelines for mapping different user profiles to an appropriate transmission strategy. Chapter 4 presents FluidNet - a scalable, light-weight framework for realizing the full potential of C-RAN. Finally in Chapter 5, we present FlexiWeb - a framework that determines both when to use a middlebox and how to use it, based on the clients network conditions.
Chapter 2

Adaptive Sub-carrier Level Power Allocation in OFDMA Networks

2.1 Introduction

The surge in demand for methods to transmit large amounts of data over the wireless channel has led to recent interest in orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM). The time dispersive and frequency-selective [3] nature of the wireless channel causes intersymbol interference (ISI) and signal degradation (due to fading) which are serious impediments in wireless communications. OFDM combats frequency-selectivity fading [3], by dividing the channel into subcarriers much narrower than the channel coherence bandwidth. This reduces a frequency-selective fading channel into a set of flat fading subcarriers. Multiple measurement studies [4, 5] have validated the existence of frequency diversity in practice. The current implementations as specified by the IEEE standards [6] for such systems do not include schemes for adaptively assigning powers to subcarriers based on CSI (Channel State Information); instead, these systems evenly distribute the total transmission power budget across all subcarriers (waterfilling [7] with equal power without CSI knowledge).

However, at a receiver, since each sub-carrier typically experiences a different fade the transmission rates that can be supported by the different sub-carriers can differ. Figure 2.1 shows such a scenario where different subcarriers show a difference in SNR of up to 12dB on a single link.
Spatial and temporal diversity can further complicate the communications between a single sender and multiple receivers at different times. Each receiver will likely have a different multipath fading profile given the differences in receiver locations. Even for the same receiver, the fading effects experienced by the different sub-carriers can be expected to differ in time.

Traditional rate-adaptation algorithms try to cope with fading by varying the transmission rate in response to either packet losses (e.g., [8]) or signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) variations (e.g., [9]). However, these are not done at a per sub-carrier level. Thus, poor received quality on a few sub-carriers can affect the supported transmission rate. To cope with this, Rahul et al. [4], propose FARA, a scheme that supports per sub-carrier rate adaptation. While FARA provides gains over traditional rate-adaptation schemes, it does not address the problem of frequency-selectivity directly and does not utilize the available power budget efficiently.

In this paper, we propose redistributing the power across the sub-carriers to better cope with frequency selectivity. Specifically, we argue for an adaptive, scenario specific, uneven distribution of transmission powers across sub-carriers. By appropriately assigning the transmission powers to the different sub-carriers (while adhering to the total power budget for the transmission), and by combining this with the choice of appropriate per sub-carrier transmission rates, we envision achieving significant gains in throughput. As our main contribution, we design a joint power and rate adaptation (JPRA) scheme towards realizing these envisioned benefits.
Calibration phase in JPRA: In order to determine the right power levels for each sub-carrier, a calibration phase is necessary for JPRA. The goal of calibration is twofold; (i) to identify the practical decoding thresholds for each transmission rate, and (ii) to correlate the required change in the received signal of a sub-carrier (in order to support a rate) with an appropriate change in the corresponding transmit power at the sender. We perform several measurements to understand if such a calibration phase is viable. We use the error vector magnitude (EVM) to determine the minimum power level needed for sustaining a specific transmission rate. We find that these minimum powers are consistent over a large number of scenarios and node locations. This suggests that infrequent benchmark measurements are sufficient to calibrate JPRA and utilize it for adaptive sub-carrier level power allocation during data-transfers.

Variants of JPRA: We propose three variants of JPRA. The first variant, named JPRA-Basic, selects the power-assignments such that a 'single best rate' can be used on all the sub-carriers. This best rate corresponds to the highest rate for which the EVM threshold is satisfied for all the sub-carriers at the receiver. As one can easily see, since we operate on a fixed power budget, the scheme entails the transfer of power from relatively good sub-carriers (unaffected by fading) to those that are in deep fades. The advantage of this approach is that it is simple and reduces the transceiver complexity (since they only need to decode at a single rate). However, this may not yield the maximum achievable throughput with power re-allocation. As shown later however, it does offer an additional benefit in ensuring that transmission rate transitions are less likely than in traditional approaches (stabilizes the rate in use). In addition, it can potentially provide significant power savings for a target PDR, compared to traditional systems.

An implicit assumption made with JPRA-Basic was that all the sub-carriers can at least support the minimum rate; if not the link under consideration may not be able to carry any data whatsoever. Furthermore, there may be carriers that are in deep fades and if power is allocated to such carriers, it may be detrimental to the overall throughput performance. One may want to retain the simplicity of JPRA-Basic, but at the same time, try to improve the throughput performance that it yields. Towards this, we propose a second variant JPRA-Intermediate. Wherein, we sequentially eliminate the worst sub-carrier (meaning that no power is assigned to that sub-carrier) and re-distribute the power across all the other sub-carriers. After this, the transceiver can then compute the achievable common transmission rate. Note here that there is an inherent trade-off. Since we eliminate
sub-carriers, there is a decrease in the raw capacity available on the link. On the other hand, a higher transmission rate is likely to be possible on the remaining sub-carriers. Our objective is to find the best set of sub-carriers such that the aggregate rate is maximized. Essentially this variant of JPRA constitutes an intermediate step between JPRA-Basic and JPRA-Adaptive (described next).

Towards maximizing throughput via sub-carrier level rate allocation, we propose a third variant JPRA-Adaptive. Our goal with this scheme is to minimize the total transmission time of a packet by appropriate power re-distribution. Essentially, with JPRA-Adaptive, powers are assigned to sub-carriers such that the total number of bits (as mapped to symbols on a constellation) transmitted on the sub-carriers in each symbol-duration is maximized. To illustrate with an example, consider a case where we have just two sub-carriers. Assume that the power assignments are such that either both sub-carriers can be modulated using QPSK (2 bits per symbol) or, one sub-carrier can be modulated with BPSK (1 bit per symbol) while the other can be modulated with 16-QAM (4 bits per symbol). In this case, the packet airtime is minimized with the latter choice since more bits are transmitted per symbol duration (5 bits instead of 4 bits) and is consequently chosen by JPRA-Adaptive. We wish to point out here that in order to support a higher modulation, a higher received power is required. Thus, in the latter case the power on the second sub-carrier (supporting 16-QAM) is increased compared to the power used in the former case (when it supported QPSK). Similarly, the power on the first sub-carrier has to be decreased in the latter case compared to the former one (and thus, it can support only BPSK as opposed to QPSK).

We implement all the versions of JPRA on our six node WARP radio testbed. We also implement FARA [4] for comparison. We perform extensive experiments which show that JPRA-Adaptive outperforms FARA by as much as 35% in terms of throughput. The gains are much more significant compared to traditional OFDMA systems (75%). We also show the efficacy of JPRA in larger scale settings via simulations.

The main properties of JPRA are summarized below:

- **Throughput Efficiency:** JPRA-Adaptive achieves a 75% increase in more network throughput as compared to standard SNR based rate adaptation. It also outperforms the state of the art OFDMA rate adaptation scheme, FARA[4] by 35% in terms of total network throughput.
• **Potential Power savings**: JPRA-Basic is more power efficient compared to systems with no power re-distribution. Specifically, for a fixed BER (bit error rate), we observe up to 4.5 dBm in power savings.

• **Stability of Transmission Rates**: JPRA-Basic reduces the number of rate changes by 30% in comparison to standard SNR based rate adaptation.

• **Impact on Carrier Sensing**: JPRA does not affect the RSS (received signal strength) of packets since the total power budget remains fixed.

We acknowledge that our system is currently applicable only on (quasi) static topologies. The calibration phase required for the deployment of our scheme cannot be as effective in scenarios that include mobility. However, we seek to examine mobility scenarios as part of our future work.

**Organization:** The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide relevant background and overview related work. The calibration phase of JPRA is described in Section 3. Details of the two JPRA variants for power/rate allocation are in Section 4. Section 5 describes both our experimental and simulation results. Section 6 concludes the paper.

### 2.2 Background and Related Work

In this section, we first describe studies related to our work and then, we briefly provide background on the EVM calculation required by our system.

*Frequency Selective Fading:* There are studies that employ rate adaptation to cope with frequency selective fading. For example, in [4] the authors propose Frequency Aware Rate Adaptation (FARA) to improve system performance. They assign subsets of sub-bands to each sender-receiver pair and based on the SNR reported by the receiver on these sub-bands, the sender performs rate adaptation. However, the authors do not propose a solution to improve the performance of sub-carriers experiencing frequency selective fading or low SNR. Barthia et al [5] propose a smart mapping of symbols to sub-carriers. This supports partial recovery of symbols if they are lost due to frequency selective fading. They also propose an extra layer of FEC codes on top of Physical layer FEC. One of the main limitations of this work is that the proposed solution is only compatible with block FEC schemes and its not clear how it will work with convolutional or turbo code FECs [6]. A large
amount of feedback information is also required for partial symbol recovery. In contrast our scheme is not limited by the choice of FECs and the amount of feedback information is low (we only need to send sub-carrier power values and rates).

**Rate Adaptation**: There is a large volume of studies on rate adaptation (e.g., [11, 9]). SampleRate [11], proposed by Bicket et al., probes the performance at a random rate every 10 frames, and selects the rate that minimizes the expected transmission time (including retransmissions). Wong et al. [8] develop Robust Rate Adaptation Algorithm (RRAA), which uses short term loss ratios to opportunistically change rate. It further incorporates an adaptive RTS filter to prevent collision losses from lowering data rates. All these (and many similar) existing schemes adapt rate according to frame loss rates. RBAR [12] uses the RTS/CTS exchange to estimate the SNR at a receiver, and picks the transmission bit rate accordingly. OAR [13] further builds on RBAR, by opportunistically transmitting back-to-back frames when the channel quality is good. CHARM [14] leverages the reciprocity of the wireless channel to estimate the average SNR at the receiver using packets overheard from the latter. The overhead of RTS/CTS (present with RBAR and OAR) is thus avoided and implementation on commodity cards is enabled. Sen et al [15] propose the use of EVM (Error Vector Magnitude) to perform rate adaptation. Since the above rate adaptation schemes use information such as loss ratio, SNR and EVM averaged over a packet, they fail to capture the effects of frequency selectivity. On the contrary, we try to directly address issues related to frequency selective fading by using per subcarrier EVM measurements.

**Multi-User OFDM**: There exist a few studies on subcarrier, power and rate assignments in multi-user scenarios. In this case a single channel is shared among multiple users. In [16] Javidi et al propose a scheme to outperform “water filling based multi-user subcarrier assignment” by introducing a subcarrier allocation scheme which takes the queue lengths of different users into account. Adaptive power allocation for a multiuser OFDM environment has been proposed in [17, 18]. An OFDM channel is divided into multiple subbands and these subbands are assigned to different users. To alleviate frequency selective fading experienced by different users, redistribution of power and modulation on these subbands is done according to the SNR experienced by the users. However, the majority of these studies are evaluated only via simulations by making assumptions about channel conditions. Furthermore, power adaptation is done for each user and not on a per OFDM sub-carrier basis.
Error Vector Magnitude (EVM): In this work we use the EVM per subcarrier as the CSI (carrier state information) feedback from the receiver, for the sender to perform power redistribution and rate selection. EVM is a vector measurement taken in terms of peak (or rms) percentages between the ideal symbol position and the actual measured position in the constellation space for a particular modulation. The error vector is a vector in the I-Q plane between the ideal constellation point and the data interpretation by the receiver [10]. In other words, it is the difference between the actual received symbols and the ideal symbols. The average power of the error vector, normalized to the signal power, is the EVM. It can be expressed as a percentage:

\[
\text{EVM}(\%) = \sqrt{\frac{P_{\text{error}}}{P_{\text{reference}}}} \times 100
\]

where, \(P_{\text{error}}\) is the RMS power of the error vector and \(P_{\text{reference}}\) is defined as the reference constellation average power. In contrast to SNR, higher EVM values correspond to bad channel conditions, while lower EVM values represent good channel conditions. Note that in JPRA, SNR can be used in lieu of EVM with very minimal changes. It only requires changing of the EVM based rate table to a SNR based rate table and replacing the EVM with SNR in the calibration phase; Specifically, in this phase changes in SNR with changes in transmission powers will be recorded.

2.3 Calibrating Phase of JPRA

JPRA is a measurement driven system and requires a set of calibrating measurements. These measurements are:

1. Per sub-carrier EVM for each received packet. This provides the system, knowledge with respect to both the sub-carriers that are experiencing deep fades and those that are relatively unaffected.

2. EVM threshold for supporting each available rate. This identifies the modulation that a sub-carrier can support.

3. A mapping between a power adjustment and the corresponding EVM change. This is critical in determining the effect of a power change on the rate that can be supported by a sub-carrier. In other words, it seeks to answer: By increasing (or decreasing) the
transmission power on a sub-carrier by a certain magnitude, what is the higher (or lower) rate that that can be achieved on that sub-carrier?

Figure 2.2: Calibration phase of JPRA

In what follows we provide more details on the way we obtain these measurements. Figure 2.2 outlines the main steps involved in calibrating JPRA. We defer a detailed description of our testbed to later; simply put, we have a six node WARP testbed that we use for all of these calibrations.

**Calculating per sub-carrier EVM:** EVM is an indicator of modulator or demodulator performance in the presence of impairments. For a receiver to calculate the EVM, both received and transmitted packets are required. The WARP boards provide the per sub-carrier EVM for every correctly received packet. If the packet passes the CRC check, the receiver can reconstruct the exact signal that was transmitted. The bits are re-mapped on to a constellation space to obtain ideal symbol positions based on the modulation used for the transmission. With the ideal symbol positions, it is easy to calculate the EVM as described in Section 2.2. With the above process it is not possible to calculate the EVM for packets that fail the CRC check; the receiver cannot deduce what was transmitted and thus, cannot obtain the ideal symbol positions. Thus, the EVM estimates are updated only based on packets that are correctly received. Note that the EVM for a corrupt packet can be calculated using a simple pilot based EVM calculation scheme; in fact, such a scheme is already being used in some of the commercial atheros based wireless cards [19].
Stability of EVM: Frequency diversity is a known property of wireless channels. However, if the EVM of a subcarrier changes too quickly (say every few milliseconds), it will be hard to track it without excessive overhead. Exploiting frequency diversity in rate and power adaptation requires the performance of the subcarriers to change slowly in comparison with the adaptation timescale. In order to measure the stability of EVMs under static and slow changing environments, we perform a set of experiments where we placed 6 warp boards at different locations to create links of varying quality. We fix one of these boards as transmitter and remaining nodes act as receivers. To create a slow changing
environment we slowly move the antenna around the node. Each run lasts for 5 minutes, and is repeated 5 times. The receivers continuously measure the EVM per subcarrier and report the values as a function of time. The reported results are the averages of 5 runs. Figures 2.3(a) and 2.4(a) show the per subcarrier EVM for both static and slow changing channels. We see that EVM values differ significantly across subcarriers for both cases. The differences in EVM values can be as high as 6% to 8% in the case of the slow changing channel. The static channel is less diverse but still the subcarrier EVMs can vary by as much as 3-4%. Figures 2.3(b) and 2.4(b) show how the EVM in a representative subcarrier
Figure 2.5: Average change in EVM(%) with change in sub-carrier Power from 0 to 1 for QPSK.

Figure 2.6: Average change in EVM(%) with change in sub-carrier Power from 1 to 2 for QPSK.

Figure 2.7: Average change in EVM(%) with change in sub-carrier Power from 0 to 1 for 16QAM.

varies over time. As can be seen, the EVMs in static environment largely vary within only a narrow interval over a period of few tens of seconds. In slow changing environment, the subcarrier EVM values changes more rapidly but still stay stable over multiple seconds. Furthermore, note that the magnitude of EVM variations over time is (Figure 2.3(b) and 2.4(b)) much lower than the variations in magnitude of subcarrier EVMs (Figure 2.3(a) and 2.4(a)). This is important for the calibration process to be effective. These results show that a rate and power adaptation scheme like JPRA can successfully harness the frequency diversity in both static and slowly changing scenarios.
Mapping rate to the EVM threshold: In order for a symbol on a sub-carrier to be demodulated with high probability, its EVM at the receiver needs to be below a specific threshold. This threshold is different for different modulation schemes. Similar thresholds has been determined in terms of SNR [4], but cannot be directly used with JPRA. The mapping between the EVM threshold and rate are calculated empirically via measurements, by varying the transmission power and the locations of the sender-receiver pair. The maximum EVM value that yields a target PDR (90% in our case) provides us with the required information. We observe that this mapping does not change from one setting to another. However, we recognize that it may vary for different hardware platforms. Thus, although we use one time pre-deployment measurements for calibration, in practice, they may have to be periodically repeated. The mappings that we obtain are presented in Table 2.1 and used to select the transmission bit rates with JPRA.

Estimating power adjustments for specific EVM changes: To perform joint rate and power adaptation we need to estimate the magnitude of increase/decrease in the EVMs of the received sub-carriers, for given changes in the transmit power. This mapping will facilitate the power redistribution across the available sub-carriers. In the current implementation of OFDM on WARP Boards, the total transmission power (called the power budget) is distributed equally among the available sub-carriers. The radio board applies power to the analog baseband/RF waveforms. In other words, the time domain signal after the IFFT stage is processed for power allocation. Since, in the time domain the individual sub-carriers are not explicitly visible, the power is uniformly distributed across all frequencies used. To achieve a non-uniform power allocation across the sub-carriers, we process each sub-carrier prior to applying the IFFT. The coefficient used to establish the power level of a sub-carrier does not correspond to actual transmission value but is a scaling factor. It takes real values between 0 and 2, with 1 representing the default power (uniform distribution of the power budget across sub-carriers), 0 mapping to zero transmission power and 2 to the maximum transmit power allowed (double the default transmission power for that sub-carrier).

In order to determine the scaling factor described above, we perform another set of calibration measurements. We use a pair of WARP board transceivers and we vary the transmission power of a sub-carrier by scaling its transmission power as explained above, with a step size of 0.1. At each step the transmitter sends back to back packets for 3 minutes; we perform 10 trials for each step. Figures 2.5 and 2.6, show the average EVM(%) change
when QPSK is used when decreasing and increasing the transmission power of a sub-carrier, respectively. Analyzing the obtained data we find that a third-degree polynomial can fit the data fairly accurately (the corresponding $R^2$ value is 96%). Consequently, this polynomial can be used to predict the change in EVM(%) with respect to sub-carrier power. We also looked at different modulations and we observe that qualitatively the results do not change with the change in modulation. To illustrate, Figure 2.7, depicts the results obtained when 16-QAM is used. A polynomial of degree 3 can again be used to fit the data ($R^2$ value is 95%).

As one might expect though, the coefficients of the polynomial are different as compared to the QPSK case since the EVM(%) range is different. Finally, we repeated the above experiments using different sub-carriers obtaining similar results. In particular, the fitting polynomial coefficients for different sub-carriers for the same modulation are very similar. The above measurements are obtained for static links and the results do not significantly change for small variations in the transceivers’ locations. However, for large deviations from the initial measurements positions the results will not hold; in particular, the polynomial coefficients will be different. Therefore, we need to perform these calibrating measurements when a new link appears or when the topology changes significantly. This limits the applicability of the current version of JPRA to static or slowly changing topologies. Extending JPRA to more dynamic settings is deferred to the future.

Note that in JPRA, SNR can be plugged in with very minimal changes. It only requires changing of EVM based rate table to a SNR based rate table and replacing the EVM with SNR in the calibration phase where changes in SNR with changes in transmission powers are recorded.

**Calibration overhead of JPRA:** Mapping EVM thresholds to bit rates is a one time process and is only performed when system is initiated. Many hardware manufacturers already perform this calibration and can provide it as part of hardware specification sheets [21]. The main contributing factor towards calibration overhead is the estimation of power adjustments for specific EVM changes. Power adjustments for specific EVM changes are mapped to a third degree polynomial equation for each modulation as described above. This step is executed each time a new link appears or in a periodic fashion when the channel is changing rapidly. For each calibration, we exchange $M \times 10$ packets between the transmitter and receiver, where $M$ is the number of available modulation schemes;
Table 2.1: EVM to bit-rate(modulation + coding) mapping

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maximum EVM(%)</th>
<th>Modulation</th>
<th>Coding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>BPSK</td>
<td>1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>BPSK</td>
<td>3/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>QPSK</td>
<td>1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>QPSK</td>
<td>3/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.67</td>
<td>16-QAM</td>
<td>1/2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>16-QAM</td>
<td>3/4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>64-QAM</td>
<td>1/2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Specifically with each modulation scheme 10 packets are exchanged. Since we vary the transmission power from 1 to 0 (1 being the default) or 1 to 2, with a step size of 0.1, we need 1 packet for estimating EVM at each power level. As mentioned earlier once estimated, this mapping does not change significantly from one subcarrier to another; thus, the same polynomial equation is used for estimating the EVM at all subcarriers, for a particular modulation. The total time required to execute this step is of the order of milliseconds. For example, in the case of 802.11g, there are 4 available modulations. To calculate all the third degree polynomial equations to predict the change in EVM with change in power, we need to transmit 40 packets. In 802.11g the average packet transmission time is 428 $\mu$s [22] (including the acknowledgment). In this case the total time required to send 40 packets is $\approx 22$ milliseconds. We believe that an overhead of few tens of milliseconds is acceptable when subcarrier EVM values stay stable for few tens of seconds, as shown in figure 2.3(a).

2.4 Power/Rate Allocation with JPRA

In this section we describe the three versions of JPRA in detail. In a nutshell, for all schemes, each receiver upon packet reception calculates the per sub-carrier EVM. Using this information JPRA redistributes the power among the sub-carriers depending on the objective (i.e., sub-carriers use the same maximum possible common rate with JPRA-Basic and JPRA-Intermediate or the the packet air time is minimized while allowing sub-carriers to be modulated at different rates with JPRA-Adaptive). Figure 2.8 depicts the high level functionalities of JPRA.
Upon executing the appropriate JPRA version, the receiver obtains a tuple for each sub-carrier specifying (i) the magnitude of increase or decrease in transmission power and (ii) the corresponding bit rate to use; this is represented as \((\text{carrier}\#, TX\text{power, Rate})\). This is transmitted to the sender in the ACK (or NACK). The sender can then adjust its sub-carrier’s transmission powers and bit-rates for the next packet. Note that in the case of JPRA-Basic and JPRA-Intermediate, all tuples will have the same rate information. If the channel conditions remain constant for a train of packets, the receiver may omit sending this information with every packet and the sender will use the latest sub-carrier settings for the next packet.

![Diagram of Power and Rate allocation with JPRA](image)

Figure 2.8: Power and Rate allocation with JPRA

### 2.4.1 Achieving a common bit-rate with JPRA-Basic

Due to frequency selectivity, for a specified bit-rate, some of the sub-carriers’ EVMs will be lower than the minimum tolerable EVM for that rate (class 1 sub-carriers); on the other hand, some others will have EVMs higher than the threshold (class 2 sub-carriers). In conventional OFDMA systems, the modulation used is conservative. In particular, all sub-carriers are modulated with the minimum supported rate from among them. With
JPRA we make a case for redistributing the extra power from class 1 sub-carriers to class 2 sub-carriers. This in turn will reduce the EVM of the latter and can potentially allow the use a higher bit-rate modulation on all the sub-carriers.

Upon receiving a packet, the receiver iterates over the list of available rates that are greater than the currently supported lowest rate, to identify the maximum bit-rate that all sub-carriers can satisfy after power redistribution. In each iteration, it has to solve the problem of per sub-carrier power redistribution for the specific rate considered. One can map this problem on to a form of the well-known Knapsack problem (which we describe later) and based on this, we provide a solution to our problem.

In every iteration, the receiver first subtracts the EVM of every sub-carrier ($EVM_i$) from the EVM threshold ($EVM_{th}$) of the rate under consideration (obtained from the calibration phase). For some sub-carriers this value will be negative, while for others it will be positive. If there are no negative values (the EVM of every carrier is lower than the rate’s EVM threshold), all sub-carriers can be modulated using this rate. If not, it maps the EVM difference to the corresponding sub-carrier transmission power increase required in order to meet the threshold (negative weights), or the excess transmission power present in sub-carriers whose EVM adheres to the required threshold (positive weights). Again, this mapping is done based on the measurements from the calibration phase. The positive weights are summed to get the total extra energy available (in Knapsack problem terminology, the total weight that can be carried by the knapsack). Each of the absolute values of the negative weights is considered as the weight of the corresponding sub-carrier (item). Our objective is to select as many items as possible with the given total weight. Ideally, we want all items to be included in our Knapsack. If this can be achieved, all sub-carriers can be modulated with the rate considered and we further examine the next available higher rate. If this cannot happen, we terminate our iterations; as shown later it is guaranteed that no other higher rate can be supported.

The problem of finding the maximum number of sub-carriers that can satisfy the given EVM threshold requirement (for the considered rate $j$) at each iteration, can be formalized by the following optimization problem. Let us assume that $n$ sub-carriers are above the EVM threshold for rate $j$ and have negative weights (these are the items to choose from). We introduce a slack variable for each such item $i$, $x_i$, which is 1 if the sub-carrier is chosen for placement in the knapsack (assignment of power for rate $j$), and 0 if not. Then we need to solve the following problem:
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{maximize} & \quad \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i^j \\
\text{subject to} & \quad \sum_{i=1}^{n} x_i^j \cdot w_i^j \leq W^j
\end{align*}
\] (2.1, 2.2)

where \(x_i^j \in \{0, 1\}\) for each \(i \in \{1, 2, \ldots, n\}\) and, \(W^j\) is the total excess power available.

However, we are not interested in finding the maximum number of sub-carriers that can be assigned additional powers to meet the rate requirement (items that can be put in the knapsack); our goal is to only check if all such sub-carrier requirements can be accommodated. Specifically, we need to check if the value of the objective function is equal to \(n\). If this is the case, rate \(j\) can be supported; if not, rates greater than or equal to \(j\) cannot be supported. Thus, the receiver only needs to check if upon setting \(x_i = 1, \forall i \in \{1, 2, \ldots, n\}\), the constraint (2.2) is satisfied. If so, it moves to the next higher rate; if not, it chooses the immediately lower rate and is done with rate selection.

To see this, note that in each iteration we iterate over the rates in the decreasing order of their EVM thresholds. For rate \(j\), we can rewrite constraint (2.2) in terms of EVM values as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
(EV M_{th}^j - EV M_1) + (EV M_{th}^j - EV M_2) + (EV M_{th}^j - EV M_3) + \ldots + (EV M_{th}^j - EV M_n) \\
\geq 0
\end{align*}
\] (2.3)

where, \(EVM_{th}^j\) is the EVM threshold for rate \(j\) and \(EVM_i\) is the EVM of sub-carrier \(i\)(from among \("n"\) sub-carriers). Similarly for rate \(j+1\), constraint (2) can be rewritten as:

\[
\begin{align*}
n \times EVM_{th}^{j+1} - (EVM_1 + EVM_2 + \ldots + EVM_n) \geq 0
\end{align*}
\]

To show that we cannot support rates higher than or with the rate at which we terminate our iterations, let’s assume that constraint (2) fails for rate \(j\). This happens when the
inequality in (2.3) does not hold true. This implies that,

\[ n \times EVM_{th}^j - (EVM_1 + EVM_2 + \ldots + EVM_n) < 0 \]

\[ \Rightarrow n \times EVM_{th}^j < (EVM_1 + EVM_2 + \ldots + EVM_n) \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.4)

Since \( n \times EVM_{th}^{j+1} < n \times EVM_{th}^j \) (the EVM for a higher rate is smaller than that of a lower rate) the following inequality must hold true:

\[ n \times EVM_{th}^{j+1} < (EVM_1 + EVM_2 + \ldots + EVM_n) \]

This proves that if constraint (2) fails for rate \( j \), then it will also fail for rate \( j + 1 \). By induction, it can be easily shown that constraint (2) will fail for all possible rates higher than \( j \).

Algorithm 1 summarizes the steps of our common rate selection algorithm.

Once it has decided on the maximum common rate that can be supported, the receiver performs the power redistribution. It transfers power from the fading-immune sub-carriers, to the affected ones. Algorithm 2 presents the steps taken. Recall that with Algorithm 1, we divide the sub-carriers in two classes (lists). The first list contains the sub-carriers with the excess power, while second list contains sub-carriers that require more power for meeting the EVM threshold for the chosen rate. These lists are returned by Algorithm 1 and used by Algorithm 2 to perform power redistribution. Upon executing this algorithm, the receiver first subtracts the excess power from the sub-carriers in List-1. It then adds the extra power as required to each sub-carrier in List-2 (in decreasing order of the required power). If total extra power is more than the required power then left over power is distributed evenly among all the sub-carriers.

2.4.2 Achieving a common rate with JPRA-Intermediate

Selecting a common rate as above for all the sub-carriers may not be optimal since there may exist carriers (in deep fades) that may be unable to carry data at acceptable rates. With JPRA-Intermediate our objective is to find a common rate on a subset of sub-carriers such that the aggregate rate is maximized. This constitutes removing sub-carriers which
Algorithm 1 Rate selection using JPRA-Basic.

1: **Input:** Sub-carrier $EVM_i$, Rate $j \in S$, Rate threshold $EVMTH_j$, EVM to Power Mapping.
2: **Output:** Rate $j$, List $L_{j,1}$, List $L_{j,2}$
3: for each Rate $j$ do
4:      for each Sub-carrier $i$ do
5:          $diff_i = EVTMTH_j - EVM_i$
6:          Map $diff_i$ to power $p_i$
7:          if $p_i > 0$ then
8:              $W = + p_i$
9:              Put $p_i$ in List $L_{j,1}$
10:         else
11:             $w = + \text{mod}(p_i)$
12:             Put $\text{mod}(p_i)$ in List $L_{j,2}$
13:         end if
14:     end for
15:     if $w \leq W$ then
16:         return Rate $j$, $L_{j,1}$, $L_{j,2}$
17:     else
18:         return Rate $j - 1$, $L_{j-1,1}$, $L_{j-1,2}$
19:     end if
20: end for
Algorithm 2 Power Redistribution after selecting rate.

1: **Input:** Initial sub-carrier Power $p'_i$, List $L_{j,1}$, List $L_{j,2}$.  
2: **Output:** Adjusted sub-carrier Power $p''_i$.  
3: **for each** sub-carrier in List $L_{j,1}$ **do**  
4: \hspace{1em} $x = + p_i$  
5: \hspace{1em} $p''_i = p'_i - p_i$  
6: **end for**  
7: Sort List $L_{j,2}$ in decreasing order  
8:  
9: **for each** Sub-carrier in List $L_{j,2}$ **do**  
10: \hspace{1em} $p''_i = p'_i + p_i$  
11: \hspace{1em} $y = + p_i$  
12: **end for**  
13:  
14: **if** $x > y$ **then**  
15: \hspace{1em} $l = (x - y)/n$  
16: \hspace{1em} where $n$ is total number of sub-carriers  
17:  
18: **for each** sub-carrier in List $L_{j,1}$ and $L_{j,2}$ **do**  
19: \hspace{1em} Update $p''_i = + l$  
20: \hspace{1em} **return** $p''_i$  
21: **end for**  
22: **end if**
require high powers per bit delivered, and redistributing their powers to other sub-carriers; at the same time, it is possible that powers from some of the best sub-carriers are also carried over to other sub-carriers towards achieving the above objective. Note that there is an inherent trade-off here; while eliminating poor sub-carriers can increase the common rate that can be supported on the other sub-carriers, it also decreases the number of available sub-carriers and thus, contributes to a lowering of the capacity. JPRA-Intermediate tries to find the best point of operation while accounting for this trade-off.

Let us assume, for simplicity, that all sub-carriers are considered for setting the common rate. When a packet is received, the receiver iterates over the list of available rates that are greater than the currently supported lowest rate, to identify the maximum bit-rate that all the sub-carriers can satisfy after power redistribution. The problem of identifying the maximum bit-rate that all the sub-carriers can satisfy after power redistribution is already solved in JPRA-Basic using a Knapsack formulation.

To maximize the aggregate rate after identifying the maximum common rate, JPRA-Intermediate removes subcarrier which requires the highest power per bit delivered and adds its power to the excess power budget. We then, again perform power redistribution and calculate the common rate for remaining subcarriers. We remove subcarriers until the aggregate rate achieved is maximized.

Algorithm-3 is the main algorithm in JPRA-Intermediate. It iteratively invokes Algorithm 1, to identify a set of sub-carriers that support the maximum number of bits to be transmitted per symbol, using a common rate. To begin with it considers all sub-carriers (as described above), and calls Algorithm 1, to find the maximum common rate that can be supported in this case (say \( R(n) \), where \( n \) is the number of sub-carriers). The total number of transmitted bits per symbol is then \( n \times R(n) \) (after performing power redistribution). It then removes the sub-carrier that requires the highest power per bit delivered (poorest sub-carrier) and adds its power to the excess power budget (as discussed); the common aggregate bit-rate with the remaining \((n-1)\) sub-carriers is now calculated by invoking Algorithm 1 to be \((n-1) \times R(n-1)\), where \( R(n-1) \) is the maximum common rate that is now supported. If \((n-1) \times R(n-1) < n \times R(n)\), it is easy to see that the algorithm has converged, since no further optimization is possible. Note that \( R(n) \) and \( R(n-1) \) are calculated after performing power redistribution using Algorithm 2; thus these are only available as this algorithm is executed iteratively. If not, from among the remaining sub-carriers, the poorest sub-carrier is removed and the process is repeated. The iterations continue until a point is reached, say
with the number of sub-carriers $m$, where $m \times R(m) < (m + 1) \times R(m + 1)$. This implies that the optimal set of sub-carriers are the $(m + 1)$ sub-carriers in the prior to last iteration and, $R(m + 1)$ is the maximum common rate to be used.

Algorithm 3 Common rate selection and Power redistribution using JPRA-Intermediate.

1: **Input:** Total number of sub-carriers $n$, Per sub-carrier $EVM_i$, Rate $j \in S \equiv \{6, 12\ldots\}$, Rate threshold $EVM_{TH}j$, EVM to Power Mapping, Initial Per sub-carrier Power $p'_i$.  
2: **Output:** Rate $R(m)$, Per sub-carrier Power $p''_k(m)$.

3: $R(n) = \text{Algorithm-1}(EVM_i, \text{Rate } j \in S, EVM_{TH}j, \text{EVM to Power Mapping})$

4: Aggregate Rate $AG_n = R(n) \times n$

5: **Remove Sub-carrier which requires highest amount of power per bit delivered and add it’s power to total excess power $W$**

6: $m \leftarrow n - 1$
7: **while** $m > 1$ **do**
8: $R(m) = \text{Algorithm-1}(EVM_i, \text{Rate } j \in S, EVM_{TH}j, \text{EVM to Power Mapping})$
9: Calculate $AG_m = R(m) \times m$
10: **if** $AG_m < AG_{m+1}$ **then**
11: $p''_k(m+1) = \text{Algorithm-3}(p'_i, \text{List } L_{j,1}, \text{List } L_{j,2})$
12: **return** $R(m+1)$ and $p''_k(m+1)$
13: **break**
14: **else**
15: Update $S = S - R(m)$
16: **Remove Sub-carrier which requires highest amount of power per bit delivered add it’s power to total excess power $W$**
17: Update $m \leftarrow m - 1$
18: **end if**
19: **end while**
20: $p''_k(m) = \text{Algorithm-2}(p'_i, \text{List } L_{j,1}, \text{List } L_{j,2})$
21: **return** $R(m)$ and $p''_k(m)$

Once the maximum common rate and the sub-carrier set to be used have been determined as above, the receiver performs the power redistribution. It transfers power from the fading-immune sub-carriers, to the affected ones. Algorithm 2 presents the steps taken. Upon executing this algorithm, the receiver first substracts the excess power from the sub-carriers in List-1. It then adds the extra power as required to each sub-carrier in...
List-2 (in decreasing order of the required power). If the total extra power is more than the required power, then the left over power is distributed evenly among all the sub-carriers.

**Computational Complexity:** The run time for JPRA-Intermediate is $O(n^2 \cdot l)$, where $n$ is the number of sub-carriers and $l$ is the number of available data rates. In brief, JPRA-Intermediate (i.e., Algorithm 1) iterates over the $n$ sub-carriers and executes algorithm 2 in every iteration. The latter includes a nested loop which executes over all the sub-carriers and over all the $l$ transmission rates, thus, requiring $n \cdot l$ running time. Since, algorithm 3 (whose complexity is $O(n)$), is executed outside the loop in Algorithm 1, the time complexity of JPRA-Intermediate is $O(n^2 \cdot l)$.

### 2.4.3 Minimizing Transmission Air Time with JPRA-Adaptive

The transmission time of a packet depends on the modulation and coding rate used, Higher modulation schemes lead to shorter packet times. In turn, shorter packet transmission times lead to throughput improvements. Ideally, in order to minimize the packet air time one would select the highest modulation on all the sub-carriers. However, due to frequency selectivity in fading all sub-carriers might be unable to support this high rate.

Adaptive modulation and coding schemes have been proposed to cope with frequency selectivity (e.g., [4]). With such schemes, the bit-rate for each sub-carrier is selected based on its CSI (Channel State Information). However, power redistribution is not performed. Power redistribution helps in maximizing the total number of bits transmitted by the sub-carriers in a symbol duration. Let us consider a toy example with two sub-carriers A and B, initially with default power allocations. A can only support BPSK while B can support QPSK. In total A and B can carry 3 bits since BPSK and QPSK can modulate 1 and 2 bits, respectively. If one completely shuts down A and transfers its power to B, B may be able to use 16QAM with the extra power. Thus, the total number of bits transmitted in a symbol duration is now 4 instead of 3 (a 16QAM symbol maps on to 4 bits). Thus, we gain 1 extra bit per symbol by doing power redistribution. With a large number of sub-carriers, where each sub-carrier has a different EVM and requires a different level of extra energy to support a higher modulation scheme, the gains can be (and actually are) more significant.
**Formalizing the problem:** The problem of appropriately allocating powers (and thus, transmission bit-rates) to sub-carriers in order to minimize the packet air-time can be formally defined as follows: Let’s assume that there are \( N \) sub-carriers \( x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_N \), and \( R+1 \) (one for each rate level and a null rate level for no assignment) bit-rate levels for each sub-carrier. On each sub-carrier only one specific bit-rate out of the \( R+1 \) available bit-rates can be used; for each bit-rate \( j \in x_i \) there is a corresponding profit \( r_{i,j} \), which is the bit-rate itself and a weight that corresponds to the power \( p_{ij} \), needed to achieve this bit-rate. We estimate this power using our measurements from the calibration phase. Maximizing the profit, essentially translates to using the highest bit rates on the sub-carriers; as one can easily see, this maximizes the number of bits transmitted per symbol and as a consequence, minimizes the transmission air time. However, the maximization of the profit as above is constrained by the total power budget available \((P)\).

The above problem can be mapped to the well known Multiple Choice Knapsack Problem (MCKP). In MCKP, we are given \( m \) classes \( N_1, N_2, \ldots, N_m \) of items that are to be packed in a knapsack of capacity \( C \). Each item \( j \in N_i \) has a profit \( a_{ij} \) and a weight \( w_{ij} \), and the problem is to choose at most one item from each class such that the profit sum is maximized without the weight sum exceeding \( C \).

With our problem, a sub-carrier \( x_i \) corresponds to a class, that consists of items that correspond to the \( R+1 \) bit rates. The profit is the bit-rate value \( r_{ij} \) and weight is the required power \( p_{ij} \). The total capacity of the knapsack is the total transmission power \( P \), available to the transmitter.

Using this mapping, our problem can be formulated as the following MCKP:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Maximize} \quad & \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j \in x_i} r_{ij} k_{ij} \quad (2.5) \\
\text{Subject to} \quad & \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j \in x_i} p_{ij} k_{ij} \leq P \quad (2.6) \\
& \sum_{j \in x_i} k_{ij} = 1, \quad i = 1, \ldots, N \\
& k_{ij} \in \{0, 1\}, \quad i = 1, \ldots, N, \quad j \in x_i
\end{align*}
\]
Here $k_{ij}$ is a slack variable for each $r_{ij}$; if a particular $r_{ij}$ is selected to be included in the knapsack it is 1 and otherwise 0. The total number of items considered is $n = \sum_{i=1}^{N} R + 1 = N \cdot (R + 1)$.

**Solving the problem:** The MCKP problem is NP-hard [23] as it contains the knapsack problem as a special case [23]. However, it has been shown that it can be solved in pseudo-polynomial time [24]. Pisinger [25] proposes an algorithm (MCKNAP) which has been shown to outperform other algorithms for solving the MCKP problem. The algorithm first extends the partitioning algorithm of Balas and Zemel [26] for the original knapsack problem, to the case of MCKP. The partitioning algorithm identifies a set of classes (called the core) that include the optimal solution with high probability; this can be thought of as a reduction phase. A dynamic programming algorithm is then applied on the core in order to identify the optimal solution in pseudo linear time. This can be thought as an expanding phase, since it might add classes that do not belong to the core. The resulting solution defines the classes and the corresponding elements that are included in the knapsack (i.e., the elements with $k_{ij} = 1$). Based on the assigned rates, the total transmit power is allocated among the carriers.

**Computational Complexity:** The computational complexity of MCKNAP is $O(n + c \sum_{x_i \in c} r_i)$ for a minimal core $c$; thus, the algorithm executes in linear time for small cores and pseudo polynomial time for large cores. The proofs are available in Section 7 of [25].

### 2.5 Performance Evaluation

In this section, we examine the performance of JPRA via extensive real testbed as well as simulation experiments.

#### 2.5.1 Testbed Setup and Implementation

Our testbed utilizes the Wireless Open-Access Research Platform (WARP) developed at Rice University. The WARP platform consists of three main components; (a) A Xilinx Virtex-II Pro FPGA, (b) A 2.4/5GHz Radio Board, which supports wideband applications such as OFDM, and (c) A 10/100 Ethernet port, which serves as the interface between the board and the wired Internet. The Xilinx module implements the MAC and
PHY layer protocols. MAC protocols can be implemented in C, while the PHY layer protocols are implemented within the FPGA fabric using MATLAB Simulink. The current physical layer design uses an OFDM implementation that is loosely based on the PHY layer of the 802.11a standard. The WARPMAC/WARPPHY modules provide basic building blocks towards implementing more advanced MAC/PHY protocols. The basic configuration of WARP’s OFDM design is given in Table 2.2.

We conduct our experiments on a six node WARP indoor testbed. We randomly select three sender/receiver pairs, and send saturated traffic with packets of 1472 bytes. We consider cases where the connections interfere with each other and cases where they don’t. Each experiment lasts for 6 minutes and the reported results are the averages of 5 runs unless otherwise stated. Each node is connected to a laptop through an Ethernet switch, which acts as a controller. The controller is also used for analyzing and collecting traces during the experiment.

**Implementation:** We implement JPRA on top of WARP’s standard OFDM design, which runs on the board’s FPGA in real time. We run JPRA at the MAC layer to calculate the rates to be used and the power redistribution. The receiver communicates this information to the transmitter through ACKs or NACKs (as mentioned in Section 2.4). We modify the transmitter to perform power redistribution and rate adaptation per sub-carrier, upon obtaining this information from the receiver. We also implement (for comparison), a standard EVM based rate adaptation scheme, which selects a single rate
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for all the sub-carriers. This scheme referred to as *Standard rate*, selects the appropriate rate for each packet by comparing the average packet EVM with the threshold values in Table 2.1. Standard rate adaptation does not perform any kind of power adaptation. Finally, for comparison purposes as well, we also implement FARA as described in [4]. In brief, FARA selects a rate based on the EVM or SNR threshold for each sub-carrier. In our implementation, FARA examines the individual sub-carrier EVM and selects the rate which can be supported. If a carrier cannot satisfy even the basic (minimum) rate it is left unused (no symbols are mapped on to that sub-carrier).

2.5.2 Experimental Results

**Effects of power redistribution on RSSI value:** We first want to ensure that a power redistribution with JPRA does not affect key network functionalities like carrier
sensing. Typically the RSSI value is used in most of the wireless systems to determine the amount of energy on the channel. It is used as an indicator of whether the channel is idle or not. In WiFi, packet detection is based on RSSI values as well. Thus, we measure the RSSI values per packet with and without JPRA. Figure 2.9 depicts a part of a representative trace that we collected with Standard Rate adaptation, JPRA-Basic, JPRA-Intermediate and JPRA-Adaptive. As one can see the RSSI values are similar in all scenarios, thus leading us to believe that JPRA will leave key higher functions such as carrier sensing or packet detection unaffected. The reason behind this observation can be explained as follows. The RSSI value is essentially the average energy present on the antenna during the reception of the preamble. Since JPRA is not applied on the preamble, we do not observe any significant RSSI variations.

**Network throughput:** Next, we examine the total network throughput. Figure 2.10 compares the throughput with JPRA with that using Standard Rate Adaptation and FARA. The throughputs are normalized by the highest throughput value among all observations (highest throughput = 1). This provides an immediate assessment of the relative performance with the schemes that we compare. The channel bandwidth in this experiment was 10MHz. We observe that JPRA-Intermediate outperforms standard rate adaptation by up to 28% and it outperforms JPRA-Basic by 8%. As one may expect, FARA outperforms both JPRA-Basic and JPRA-Intermediate, since it opportunistically employs higher rates on a subset of sub-carriers. However, the gains are marginal (< 8%); further, JPRA-Basic and JPRA-Intermediate only require feedback corresponding to the common rate to be used unlike in FARA where the rate for each sub-carrier has to be specified. JPRA-Adaptive outperforms both standard rate and FARA by, above 42% and 20% respectively. The main source of gain for JPRA-Adaptive in comparison to FARA and Standard rate adaptation, is the per sub-carrier power redistribution. The power redistribution allows the transmission of a higher number of bits per symbol as discussed earlier. Note here that we show the 95% confidence intervals for all results.

Wider channels exhibit a higher degree or frequency selectivity. We also perform the same set of experiments with a 20 MHz channel; this channel width is typical in WiFi systems. With the 20 MHz channel the observed normalized throughput with JPRA-Intermediate is 43% higher as compared with that of the Standard Rate adaptation (Figure 2.11). Using single bitrate on all the subcarriers reduces the aggregate throughput of JPRA-Basic by 13% in comparison to JPRA-Intermediate. FARA still outperforms JPRA-
Intermediate by about 7%. With JPRA-Adaptive we observed higher gains with the 20MHz channel width. In particular, our results (Figure 2.11) indicate that JPRA-Adaptive delivers upto 75% more network throughput than Standard Rate Adaptation. It also outperforms FARA by 35%. Thus, *per sub carrier power adaptation enhances network performance in comparison to schemes without power adaptation*. With the increase in channel width, gains also increase. This becomes especially noteworthy, given the increasing number of technologies that use wide channels (e.g., 802.11n with 40 MHz channels and white space networking with channels of at least 100MHz).

**Stability of rate:** One of the main reasons why JPRA-Basic could still be attractive is the stability of rate that it can offer. In addition JPRA-Basic and JPRA-Intermediate requires a much simpler transceiver design since they select a single rate for a given transmission which can be supported on all or a chosen subset of sub-carriers; therefore a single rate or modulation is applied to all or a subset of the sub-carriers like in standard OFDMA. In contrast FARA and JPRA-Adaptive, in the worst case, use \( l \) (total number of rates) different modulations on the different sub-carriers for a given transmission, which leads to a more complex transceiver design. In particular the transceiver has to implement additional bookkeeping to track the rates on the different sub-carriers with these other schemes.

To reiterate, a single rate is chosen, which all sub-carriers can support. Since some carriers might experience fading while others may not, on average with power redistribution, the maximum common rate that can be supported is not expected to change significantly from one transmission to the next (even though the sub-carriers that experience fading might be different). In order to examine the performance of JPRA-Basic with respect to rate stability, we created 10 diverse links in our lab by changing the positions of the sender and the receiver. The sender transmits 1472 byte size packets for 3 minutes and we monitor the throughput on the receive side. We also log the number of rate changes applied by the transmitter. The results are shown in Figure 2.12. We plot the average number of rate changes over 3 trials with JPRA-Basic, JPRA-Intermediate, Standard Rate, JPRA-MT and FARA. As one can see JPRA-Basic resulted in up to 30% fewer rate changes in comparison to Standard Rate Adaptation, it also outperforms the other schemes. JPRA-Adaptive performs upto 8% and 14% better than FARA and Standard Rate Adaptation. With FARA and JPRA-Adaptive, we consider a rate change to have occurred if the transmission bit-rate on any sub-carrier is changed between packet transmissions. We believe this is reasonable since the receiver has to now decode packets with the new rate on the specific sub-carrier.
Note here that FARA also performs better than standard rate because it shuts down sub-carriers which are in deep fades, these are the carriers where the fluctuations are most likely. To summarize, power redistribution helps in stabilizing rate changes since it improves performance on sub-carriers experiencing selective fading (which results in increased rate changes).
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**Power savings:** In our next experiments, we examine the possible power saving gains with JPRA-Basic. In particular, we seek to answer the following question “Can we use lower total transmission power in order to achieve a target PDR?” We set a target PDR of 90% and we vary the total transmission power of the sender. On an average over 5 trials we observe that with JPRA-Basic we need 4.5dBm less power compared to Standard Rate adaptation in order to achieve the preset target packet delivery ratio. These gains are important, since potentially JPRA-Basic can reduce interference; moreover, it can lower energy costs since it requires less transmission power to achieve a certain performance.

**Overheads:** A receiver needs to send feedback information to the transmitter to perform rate and power reallocation. WARP’s CSMA/CA MAC layer uses standard 802.11 DATA and ACK packet formats, but allows us to piggyback rate and power information on the ACK packets (as with 802.11n ACK packets [27]). Bit-rate information is encoded using 6 bits (up to 64 values). Each sub-carrier power value is a signed real value between 0 and 2.0, which can be represented using 7 bits. When the channel remains stable for multiple packets we just send a normal ACK (without any additional information) which tells the receiver to use power and rate values from the previous instance. For 48 data sub-carriers to
encode bit-rate and power information we require 48*6 bits and 48*7 bits, respectively. In a worst case scenario, JPRA-Adaptive incurs a 5.2% overhead and JPRA-Intermediate incurs a 2.5% overhead compared to Standard Rate adaptation for a payload size of 1472 bytes. The worst case overhead for JPRA-Basic is also 2.5% (as with JPRA-Intermediate). Note that the corresponding overhead increase with FARA is 2.4%. In our testbed the average overheads that we observed for JPRA-Adaptive, JPRA-Intermediate and JPRA-Basic were 4.1%, 1.40% and 1.1%, respectively. The average overhead of FARA was 1.82%, which is more than JPRA-Basic and JPRA-Intermediate since these are more stable and require less feedback. We wish to point out here that our throughput results, already account for this overhead i.e., the gains are in spite of the overhead.

2.5.3 Simulations

In order to evaluate our scheme in larger settings we perform simulations in NS-3. In order to have a realistic OFDM PHY layer model, we use a modified version of NS-3 which includes a detailed physical layer model called PhySim-Wifi[28]. PhySim-WiFi includes a physical layer implementation of the OFDM PHY specification for the 5 GHz band as well as a wireless channel emulation. Specifically in our simulations we use NS-3.9 with the PhySimWiFi 1.1 module. Key Physical and MAC layer parameters are given in Table 2.3. We further modified PhySim-WiFi in order to implement JPRA-Basic, JPRA-Intermediate, JPRA-Adaptive and FARA. Standard rate adaptation is already implemented in NS-3 but we modified it to use EVM instead of SNR as rate adaptation metric. We implemented
Table 2.3: MAC/PHY parameters used in simulation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carrier Frequency</td>
<td>5320MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF Bandwidth</td>
<td>20MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number Of Sub-carriers</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modulation Schemes</td>
<td>BPSK, QPSK, 16QAM, 64QAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payload Length</td>
<td>512/1472 bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tx Power</td>
<td>20dBm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAC Protocol</td>
<td>CSMA/CA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

these schemes in a similar fashion as we implemented them on our testbed. We repeat the calibration phase in the simulator in order to calculate per sub-carrier EVM, EVM to sub-carrier Power mapping and EVM to rate thresholds. EVM to sub-carrier power mapping follows a similar third degree polynomial curve that we observed on our testbed.

To create frequency selectivity, the sub-carrier gains $|h_n^2(t)|$ are generated based on path loss and fading. The path loss model is characterized by a standard model $|h_{PL}|^2 = K * 1/d^\alpha$ parameterized by $K = 40.14dB$ and the path loss exponent $\alpha = 3.5$. The fading component is implemented based on [29] and parameterized with the values provided in [30] (Table 1 of the reference). The resulting fading gains feature correlation in time and in frequency. The environment is further characterized by an RMS delay spread of 25ns.

**Simulation setup:** Our simulation topology consists of 40 nodes, arranged in a 8 × 5 grid. The inter-node distance in the grid is 20m. We consider randomly selected transceiver pairs (also referred to as traffic pairs) to send data packets. We consider 4 sets of experiments while varying the number of active links. In particular, we experiment with 5, 10, 15 and 20 traffic pairs, active simultaneously. Since the topology is fixed, a higher number of traffic pairs implies higher traffic intensity. We use CBR (constant bit rate) to generate packets of size 512 bytes and 1472 bytes. Simulation time for each run is 120 seconds, and our results are the average of 10 of such simulation runs.

**Simulation results:** Figures 2.13 and 2.14 present the results for network throughput with different node densities with each scheme. With JPRA-Intermediate, the total network throughput is 71% higher as compared with Standard rate adaptation, when the node density is 20. The network throughput of JPRA-Basic lies between that with JPRA-Intermediate and Standard Rate Adaptation and it outperforms Standard Rate Adaptation by 59%.
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JPRA-Adaptive improves the total network throughput by up to 185% in comparison to Standard rate and also registers a gain of 64% over FARA. Similar to our experimental results FARA outperformed JPRA-Intermediate by 9% in simulations; again, this is due to per sub-carrier rate adaptation which leads to higher throughput. As the number of competing links increase, the gain for each scheme increases up to a certain traffic intensity. After this *sweet point* the gains are diminished since interference and contention become the dominant impairments.

With increased interference we observe an increasing number of packet collisions. Interference reduces the opportunity to gain from power redistribution since it affects all the sub-carriers.

### 2.6 Conclusions

In this paper, we make a case of adaptively distributing uneven power levels to OFDMA sub-carriers to cope with frequency selectivity in fading. To validate our thesis that this will provide significant throughput benefits, we design JPRA, for jointly selecting the transmission power and bit-rate for the sub-carriers that compose a channel. We design three versions of JPRA: (a) JPRA-Basic, a simpler scheme, which while less effective in improving throughput, provides increased stability in the rate in use, simplicity in transceiver design and potential power savings (b) JPRA-Intermediate, which provides a balance between simple transceiver design and throughput gains and (c) JPRA-Adaptive which provides significant throughput gains albeit with lower rate stability. We implement all the variants on our WARP radio testbed and also perform simulations to showcase its benefits in larger settings. We show that JPRA-Adaptive can provide up to a 35% increase in throughput compared to the state of the art, FARA scheme that only performs per sub-carrier rate adaptation.
Chapter 3

TRINITY: Tailoring Wireless Transmission Strategies to User Profiles in Enterprise Wireless Networks

3.1 Introduction

Two trends are becoming evident in enterprise wireless networks. First, enterprises that used to be dominated by static users due to devices like laptops and notebooks are increasingly being populated with mobile users owing to the proliferation of smart phones and BYOD initiatives. Second, wireless transmission strategies have also improved significantly to cope with the increased demand for capacity. Specifically, the past decade has seen strategies go from conventional CSMA to more sophisticated MIMO-based strategies. While standards have come as far as multi-user MIMO (IEEE 802.11ac), research has advanced to the point of building network (distributed) MIMO systems [31, 32].

Network MIMO (netMIMO) represents the highest form of multiplexing, allowing multiple data streams to be transmitted concurrently from distributed transmitters to users by converting interference into a multiplexing gain via transmitter cooperation. However, its benefits are realizable only if the whole process of channel estimation of all users’ channels, their feedback and use for netMIMO operation, is completed within the coherence time of
all the users’ channels. Indeed, applying netMIMO for mobile users or for whom the latter condition is not satisfied, can even hurt performance by as much as 70% for a 3 client system as shown later. Given the mix of users with diverse channel and mobility characteristics (referred to as profiles) in next generation enterprise networks, it is both important and timely to understand how transmission strategies must be tailored to user profiles so as to maximize system performance and improve user quality of experience.

A potential approach could be to differentiate between static and mobile users, apply netMIMO only for static users, while employing conventional CSMA approaches as in current enterprise networks for mobile users. However, such an approach has two drawbacks: (i) netMIMO could hurt performance even for static users if their channel fluctuations (e.g., environment changes) result in small coherence times; and (ii) while conventional CSMA would work for mobile users, it could be highly sub-optimal due to handover delays and the lack of transmitter cooperation gain.

We argue that users in an enterprise network can be profiled more generally into one of three distinct categories. First, they can be categorized into those with large and small channel coherence times. Further, among those with small coherence times, we can further classify them based on the contributing factor - user mobility or environment dynamics. Similarly, the gamut of wireless transmission strategies can be grouped into one of three distinct categories. At the top level, we have those that allow transmitter cooperation and those that do not. We refer to the latter as Reuse strategies, an example being the
current enterprise CSMA scheme, where transmitters reuse the channel based on interference avoidance\(^1\). Schemes that enable transmitter cooperation can be further classified into two categories - \textit{multiplexing}: those that exploit interference (through cooperation) and channel state information (CSI) to transmit multiple independent streams to users (e.g., netMIMO), and \textit{diversity}: those that bypass interference by sending multiple versions of a stream through different transmitters without the need for CSI feedback to provide a diversity gain (e.g., space-time block codes, Distributed Antenna System, etc.)

With the help of implementation of the various strategies and real-world experiments with users of various profiles, we show that there is no single strategy that can cater to all users effectively and more importantly, not applying the right strategy for a user can even hurt performance. For example, for a 3 transmitter system, we find that multiplexing schemes (netMIMO) yield the best performance for static users with large coherence times with gains as high as 69%. However, when applied to mobile users and even static users with small coherence times, it degrades performance by as much as 71%. On the other hand, diversity schemes, with their increased coverage and diversity gain, yield the best performance for mobile users with gains as much as 96%. Interestingly, for the third category of static users with small coherence times, transmitter cooperation either degrades performance or results in capacity under-utilization, thereby resulting in conventional reuse schemes being the best suited strategy with gains as much as 83%.

While our findings would apply to larger topologies as well, translating them to a practical system encounters two key challenges: (i) accurate categorization of users into

\(^{1}\text{Note that this does not preclude each of the transmitters from individually employing MIMO to their users.}\)
various profiles is central to the whole process, and (ii) how to combine multiple strategies to effectively cater to users of various profiles simultaneously. To this end, we present TRINITY - a practical system to address the afore-mentioned challenges and cater effectively to users of various profiles simultaneously. Briefly, TRINITY is deployed at the central controller (managing enterprise networks) and incorporates three key design elements.

- It enables simultaneous operation of all strategies by multiplexing them in the frequency domain in OFDM networks, where the available sub-carriers are split between different strategies. This allows for power pooling benefits that are not available with time domain multiplexing.

- The resources (e.g., # sub-carriers) allocated to a strategy depends on the traffic load of the corresponding user profile and is closely integrated with the user categorization process itself. A measurement based approach coupled with sensor hints (e.g., accelerometer [33]) is employed to accurately categorize users into profiles.

- To maximize network performance, an efficient approach for clustering transmitters is proposed that addresses the performance-complexity tradeoff with multiplexing and the coverage-capacity tradeoff with diversity schemes.

We implement and evaluate TRINITY via extensive experiments on our 13 node WARP [34] testbed and with large-scale simulations. We see that TRINITY categorizes users with 90-95% accuracy. Tailoring transmission strategies to heterogeneous user profiles at finer time-scales compared to application layer dynamics, TRINITY can benefit both throughput and delay sensitive applications. It improves network rate by 50%-150%, satisfies QoS requirements for thrice as many users, and improves PSNR for video traffic by 10 dB, compared to individual transmission strategies.

3.2 Overview of Strategies

The gamut of transmission strategies can be categorized based on the level of cooperation between the transmitters at the top level. Note that, in all the schemes we discuss below, each transmitter (AP) can individually employ single-user or multi-user MIMO with its own clients. However, for ease of exposition, we will restrict our discussion to single antenna APs and users.
3.2.1 Non-cooperating Transmitters

The case of non-cooperating transmitters would correspond to the conventional CSMA paradigm - APs avoid interference in the presence of a carrier (sensing), while spatial reuse is automatically leveraged otherwise. In the example in Fig. 3.1, APs 1 and 3 can transmit in tandem on the same channel, while AP 2 time shares the medium with 1 and 3. Such schemes and their variants (e.g., with MIMO APs) will collectively be referred to as *Reuse* schemes.

3.2.2 Cooperating Transmitters

When transmitters are allowed to cooperate and are synchronized (at symbol level), additional benefits can be leveraged depending on the nature of cooperation.

**Diversity**

The goal of these schemes is to send multiple, dependent versions of a data stream through multiple transmitters to provide transmit diversity. A popular example would be the distributed Alamouti space-time (ST) codes [35] - when APs 1 and 2 employ the 2\(\times\)1 Alamouti code to client 1, the resulting diversity gain allows the SNR at client 1 to scale as \(|h_{11}|^2 + |h_{21}|^2\), where \(h_{ij}\) is the complex channel gain between AP \(i\) and user \(j\).

A simpler form of transmit diversity is to transmit the same version of the data stream from multiple transmitters as shown in Fig. 3.2, wherein client 1 receives a coherent combination of the streams over a composite channel \(\tilde{h} = h_{11} + h_{21} + h_{31}\). The power pooled from the multiple transmitters contributes to a combining (SNR) gain on average. This latter form of transmit diversity is similar in principle to broadcast and is often referred to as traditional distributed antenna systems (DAS). Further, unlike ST diversity, DAS does not require the receiver to estimate the individual channels from different transmitters (and associated pilot overhead). This has made it a popular transmit strategy for deployments in stadiums, universities, casinos, hospitals, etc. [36] for both WiFi and cellular signals.

Allowing the data to be accessible from multiple transmit points simultaneously not only provides coverage (during mobility) but also a diversity gain. Further, it does not use CSI (between APs and clients) and hence does not rely on feedback from clients. We refer to such schemes broadly as *diversity* schemes.
Multiplexing

In multiplexing, multiple independent data streams are transmitted concurrently to different users by converting interference into a multiplexing gain through transmitter cooperation - a classic example of which is network (distributed) MIMO [31, 32]. The data streams for different users are shared at each of the transmission points, which are in turn tightly synchronized (at the level of symbol phases). From the PHY layer perspective, this can be realized using a precoding algorithm called zero-forcing beamforming (ZFBF) [37]; this applies a precoding matrix (V, computed from channel matrix inverse) to send a linear combination of the data streams through each AP, such that unwanted streams (interference) cancel each other at each client, thereby leaving only the desired stream. A simple scenario is shown in Fig. 3.3.

Network MIMO (netMIMO) can allow the capacity to scale with the number of cooperating transmitters. However, this comes at the cost of leveraging CSI that needs to be fed back from the clients in a timely manner and tight phase synchronization between APs. We refer to variants (e.g., other forms of precoding) of these netMIMO schemes as multiplexing schemes.

Related Work

The availability of experimental software radio platforms has made it possible for network practitioners to take sophisticated physical layer multiplexing schemes like beamforming [38], multi-user MIMO [39, 40, 41], interference alignment [42, 32], network MIMO [31], etc. from theory to practice. Similar efforts have been made with respect to Reuse [43] and diversity [44] strategies as well. While these works have made great strides in highlighting the potential and limitations of such schemes in practice, their focus has understandably been on static clients with stable channels (for reliable CSI estimation) as a first step. On the theory front, works [45] are now exploring how to effectively leverage outdated CSI. However, their use in netMIMO is still in its early stages and is hence not considered here.

Recent works [33, 38] have looked at the impact of mobility on the performance of user’s rate adaptation. While [33] employs sensor hints to detect mobility and tune rate adaptation accordingly, [38] adapts the rate table subject to channel coherence for
beamforming purposes. Both these works focus on the rate adaptation process assuming a
given transmission strategy.

Going forward, given the heterogeneity of user profiles that a system must cater
to in both enterprises and outdoor cellular (e.g., small cell LTE, WiMAX) networks, it
becomes important to understand which strategies are appropriate for which user profiles
and how to intelligently combine them, thereby forming the focus of this work.

3.3 Mapping Strategies to User Profiles

3.3.1 User Profiles

Users in enterprise networks can be categorized into one of the following three
categories based on their mobility and channel coherence characteristics.

- **Mobile users with Short Coherence Time (Mobile):** Coherence time (Tc) varies based
  on the speed of mobile client which can range from walking speed of 3-4 Kmph (Tc
  = 10 ms) to vehicular speeds of 75 Kmph\(^2\) (Tc = 1.1 ms).

- **Static Users with Short Coherence Time (Short-Tc):** Static users can also experience
  short Tc (10-20 ms or less) due to a dynamic environment where objects or other
  subjects (users) are mobile.

- **Static Users with Long Coherence Time (Static):** Clients in static settings and in the
  absence of mobility experience a more stable channel (longer Tc, 100 ms or more).

3.3.2 Experimental Study

Our experimental set-up shown in Figs. 1 to 3 is deployed in an indoor lab with
three transmitters and three clients using a WARP testbed. For mobility we placed the
WARP clients on a cart and we moved the cart at walking speeds. We move the cart at the
same walking speed on the same path for all mobile experiments. Aggregate network rate
(throughput normalized to unit bandwidth, bits/s/Hz) is used as the metric and depends
on both client SNR as well as the schedules indicated in Figs. 1 to 3. The reported results
are averaged over multiple runs. Further details on testbed, implementation and metrics are given in section 4.6.

**Static Clients:** From Fig. 5.5, it can be seen that when all the clients are static, \textit{netMIMO is the most appropriate strategy}, outperforming Reuse and DAS by up to 69.8%. netMIMO achieves high network rate by multiplexing three data streams to three clients at the same time. Since the channel coherence time in our static environment is large, all clients can decode their data with high reliability. Further, \textit{since the benefit of spatial reuse

\footnote{Vehicular speeds are considered as our schemes are also applicable to small cell networks outdoors as discussed in Section 3.8.}
(absent in DAS) outweighs the diversity gain in static environments, Reuse performs better than DAS.

**Mobile Clients:** However, as we vary the number of mobile clients in the network, the performance of both netMIMO and Reuse start to degrade; the degradation for netMIMO being especially severe. On the other hand, owing to coverage and combining gain in SNR from three transmitters without reliance on any CSI, DAS is unaffected by client mobility. Thus, DAS outperforms netMIMO and Reuse by upto 96.7% depending on the number of mobile clients.

To better understand the behavior of these transmission schemes, we also recorded the received SNR of the symbols transmitted from each transmitter. Fig. 5.6 shows the average SNR of the mobile clients under Reuse, DAS and netMIMO over multiple runs. For DAS and netMIMO, we only report the SNR values of a single client because other clients also exhibit a similar trend. In the Reuse scheme, client-1(C1) is associated with AP-1, client-2(C2) with AP-2, client-3(C3) with AP-3. During experiments client-1 is moved from left to right while client-3 is moved from right to left. Client-2 is moved in both directions. It can be inferred from Fig. 5.6 that each client in Reuse, experiences a high SNR only when they are near their respective APs. In DAS, a mobile client experiences a high SNR throughout the experiment due to the coverage and the signal combining effect from the three transmitters, with about 5-6 dB of SNR gain over the highest SNR possible with Reuse (with ideal handoffs).

**Why not Reuse or netMIMO for Mobile Clients?** Note that in addition to link degradation, mobility also impacts the benefits of spatial reuse in Reuse. Even for centralized schemes [43] to leverage reuse, interference conflicts have to be estimated from transmitters to various clients to determine appropriate reuse schedules - a process that is executed only once every several packets to eliminate overhead and complexity. In the presence of client mobility, tracking interference conflicts of mobile clients accurately is not practical, which in turn affects the potential of reuse from such clients.

In netMIMO, the SNR goes down as soon as the client becomes mobile. The reason is evident from Figs. 5.7, where in contrast to a static client, a large variation in channel phase (20deg-40deg) and magnitude (1-2 dB) is observed for a walking client even with a channel (CSI) feedback rate of 10ms (similar values were also reported in [38]). Since precoding employs CSI to remove the interference between the concurrent streams, stale CSI resulting from such variations during mobility has a more pronounced impact on
**netMIMO performance.** Further, if there are $N$ clients/AP, $M$ APs and $S$ sub-carriers (or sub-channels) in a OFDM transmission, to apply netMIMO, one needs to measure channels from each of $M$ APs (sequentially, $M$ transmissions) to all the $MN$ clients in all the $S$ sub-carriers ($SMN$ channels), which then has to be fed back from each of the $MN$ clients ($MN$ transmissions) to construct the channel matrix required by the precoding algorithm. Even with channel reciprocity (available only in TDM systems), one has to incur the $MN$ transmissions from clients for estimation. Further, adding a few measurements per client that are typically needed for stable channel estimates, it is hard to accomplish this entire process within the channel coherence time of even walking clients, thereby explaining the acute degradation in netMIMO performance for mobile clients.

Thus, **DAS ends up being the best suited scheme for mobile clients.**

**Short-Tc Clients:** A client can experience fluctuating wireless channel conditions even when it is not mobile due to various reasons (such as mobility in environment, multi path etc.). This fluctuation in channel conditions can result in a small channel coherence time (around 10 ms) even though the client is static as observed in Fig. 5.7 for a static client in a busy indoor cafeteria. Fig. 5.8 shows the aggregate network rate achieved by each scheme for such static clients in a busy cafe. With phase variations as high as 20deg even for a CSI feedback rate of 10 ms, netMIMO is highly susceptible to stale CSI and the rate degrades in a similar fashion as in mobile scenario. However the corresponding degradation in Reuse is now less pronounced. While link quality is impacted, since the topology does not change, spatial reuse is not impacted and thus, Reuse outperforms DAS (higher gains expected in larger topologies). Hence, interestingly, a simple Reuse scheme serves the best for static clients that experience fluctuating channel conditions (small coherence time).

### 3.4 Design of TRINITY

Two key challenges arise in realizing a practical system that can leverage our inferences from Section 3.3: (i) How to categorize users into various profiles? and (ii) How to intelligently combine various strategies to cater to a heterogeneous set of users simultaneously and manage resources effectively between strategies? We now present the key elements in TRINITY designed to address the above challenges. TRINITY is implemented at the central controller that manages the distributed transmitters.
3.4.1 Categorization

While channel coherence is hard to measure, the mobility state of a user that influences the former can be inferred with the help of sensor and SNR hints as follows.

**Triggers**

*Sensor hints:* Most mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets are equipped with GPS and accelerometer. While GPS can provide a good estimate of user speed outdoors (especially for vehicular users), accelerometer readings have been successfully employed [33, 46] to decipher user mobility indoors with high accuracy. While accelerometer data is used to determine whether a mobile device is static or mobile in [33], it is used to determine user mobility at walking speed in [46]. When accelerometer data is available, TRINITY employs the approach in [33]. Here, for each new accelerometer sample, the standard deviation of the sample’s magnitude is computed over a sliding window ($w$) of samples. If the standard deviation in a window exceeds a threshold ($a$), movement is detected, while if it is within the threshold for $n$ successive windows, the device is reported to be stationary. We adopt the values reported in [33], where experimental evaluations indicated that with $w = 5$, $a = 0.15 \, m/s^2$, and $n = 10$ device movement can be detected with high accuracy over 95%.

*SNR hints:* While sensor hints provide high accuracy, they may not be available from all devices. In such cases, TRINITY employs SNR hints to decipher user mobility with accuracy over 85% using approaches similar to [47, 48]. The variation in the average SNR
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of a client during a given time period can be used for this purpose. Consider a simple experiment where a mobile client is moving away from the AP at walking speed and we record its SNR variation with time. We performed 20 such trials and SNR trace from one such trial is compared against that of a static client in Fig. 3.9. As expected, the SNR variation for a mobile client is quite high due to the rapidly changing environment. More importantly, we found that the SNR variation for the mobile client is consistently more than 10 dB in all 20 trials. Similar values based on experimental measurements are also reported in [47, 48]. Using this value as threshold, one can estimate the mobility state of a user (mobility hint) by taking the standard deviation of a moving window (2 seconds) of ten samples of average SNR, each computed over a 200 ms (t₀) interval.

\[ \text{Std.Dev}(\text{SNR}(t - 9t₀), \ldots, \text{SNR}(t - t₀), \text{SNR}(t)) > \text{Th}_{\text{moving}} \]

where \( \text{Th}_{\text{moving}} = 10 \text{dB} \).

**Sensitivity of netMIMO** Similar to sensor and SNR hints, netMIMO’s sensitivity to fluctuating channels can be used effectively in categorization. When channels are measured from the transmitters to users and the precoding matrix is computed for netMIMO, one can easily estimate the SINR _expected_ at users when netMIMO is executed (calculated using the proposed technique in [49], see Section 3.5.3). When netMIMO is executed, the resulting SINR or rate can be _measured_ and then compared against the estimated value. A significant drop in measured rate is expected if netMIMO can no longer be supported by the user’s channel. To understand the validity of our claim, we simulate a scenario with
different channel coherence times to create mobility. Instead of transmitting the symbols over the air we pass them through a flat AWGN channel, so as to keep it constant over the coherence time (channel feedback rate is 20ms), after which it changes independently to a new realization. It is seen from Fig. 3.8 that netMIMO rate drastically degrades for a client when it changes its state from being static to mobile even at walking speed. Unlike DAS or Reuse, the deviation between the estimated and measured rates is very large for netMIMO (more than 50% consistently) due to its strong reliance on CSI.

Thus, while sensor and SNR hints are strong indicators of mobility, significant rate discrepancies can easily predict lack of support for netMIMO.

Algorithm

Leveraging the above two indicators as triggers, TRINITY categorizes users with high accuracy using the following approach.

**Step 1:** When a user joins the network, with the help of sensor and/or SNR hints, it first determines if the user is mobile and if so categorizes it to be a DAS user. Otherwise, it aggressively assumes the user to be a netMIMO user.

**Step 2:** In addition to the user’s netMIMO SINR, it can also estimate (from the measured channels) the SNR (and hence rate) the user would receive if the transmitters were to instead operate in DAS and reuse (single transmission per user) modes. If there is a significant difference between the estimated and observed netMIMO rates (by more than 50%) for the user, then the user is removed from the netMIMO category. If the user cannot support netMIMO and if its sensor and/or SNR hints do not indicate it to be a DAS user, only then the user is classified as a Reuse user.

**Step 3:** Re-categorization during network dynamics- Since a user’s profile can change from time to time, categorization cannot be a one-time process but must be implicitly integrated into the system. If the user is a netMIMO or Reuse user and if its profile degrades to a lower multiplexing category (netMIMO→reuse→DAS), then this would automatically be reflected in its rate (for netMIMO) and sensor/SNR hints (for Reuse). Using these triggers, the user can then be appropriately assigned to DAS or reuse. However, to determine if a non-netMIMO user can be moved to a higher multiplexing category (DAS→reuse→netMIMO), TRINITY periodically (every 5 secs) moves the user to netMIMO category and performs categorization to determine its appropriate category.
3.4.2 Multiplexing Strategies in Frequency Domain

The ideal scenario would be to partition the network into disjoint regions, where only one strategy needs to be applied in each region. This would allow frequency and time resources to be reused by strategies across the network. While such scenarios can occur (e.g., a big conference hall with only static users on one end and a cafeteria with only mobile users on the other end of a floor), they are not common. In reality, users of different profiles are inter-twined in various regions of the network (e.g., static and mobile users in a cafeteria). Hence, it becomes inevitable to multiplex different strategies either in the time or frequency domain to serve users of different profiles in any given region.

TRINITY employs multiplexing in the frequency domain, which allows it to leverage power pooling benefits from the transmitters. In an OFDM system with say $N$ sub-carriers, these sub-carriers would be split orthogonally (eg. $N_m$ to netMIMO, $N_d$ to DAS, $N - N_m - N_d$ to Reuse) between the various strategies in TRINITY (eg., Fig. 3.10) and used by the transmitters to serve their respective clients anywhere in the network. On the downlink (AP→users), when an AP (with fixed transmit power) has users that do not cover all the profiles, then the unused power on the sub-carriers assigned to the unused strategy(s) will be pooled to the sub-carriers assigned to the strategies in operation. This in turn results in a higher SNR on the sub-carriers in operation, a gain termed as power pooling gain. Note that when strategies are multiplexed in the time-domain, all sub-carriers are used for a given strategy at a time and hence there is no room for power pooling.

3.4.3 Resource Management

Once the users are categorized, the traffic load for each of the strategies is determined based on the traffic carried by users in the respective category in the entire network. The different user profiles ($i$) are weighted ($v_i$ based on priority or fairness), and the allocation of number of sub-carriers to each of the strategies across the entire network is made proportional to their weighted traffic load (eg. $N_i = \frac{v_i N}{\sum_i v_i}$). Note that other weight choices can also be employed. Among the sub-carriers allocated to a strategy, users in the respective profile are then scheduled based on a desired fairness model (proportional fairness in our case). Since resource management is tightly coupled with user categorization, it continuously adapts to dynamics in user profiles. Once resources have been allocated to different
strategies (user profiles), the next step is to determine how the transmitters serving users in different categories access these resources.

3.5 Medium Access in TRINITY

While the reuse strategy can be realized in a completely distributed manner, cooperation strategies like netMIMO and DAS do require a central entity (eg. central controller). Given this, TRINITY adopts a centralized approach to downlink medium access, whereby transmissions are scheduled by the central controller. Further, since the resources allocated to the strategies are orthogonalized in the frequency domain, it is now sufficient to consider scheduling within each of the strategies in isolation. We will later discuss (Section 3.5.5) how the various strategies are integrated at a transmitter.

3.5.1 Clustering for netMIMO and DAS

Need for Clustering: For netMIMO, the ideal operation would be to execute one large netMIMO between all the transmitters in the network and the users in the netMIMO category. While this would provide the maximum number of concurrent streams (scaling with the # of transmitters, say $T$), this would also incur the overhead of synchronizing all the transmitters, measuring and feeding back CSI from all transmitters to all netMIMO users and sharing of all netMIMO users’ data streams across all transmitters. Clearly this is not feasible beyond a few transmitters (as considered in [42, 31]), especially for large networks, where the central controller manages several tens of transmitters.

Similarly in the case of DAS, involving all transmitters in one big DAS set-up eliminates the need to identify appropriate transmitters for clients, especially when they are mobile and indoors. However, the cost incurred is that the data served to a user on a sub-carrier is broadcast to all the transmitters, thereby significantly limiting reuse in the network. Given that users’ mobility may be restricted to regions of the network for a given period of time, this could amount to gross under-utilization of the spectrum.

Approach: To address these issues, TRINITY employs a clustered approach to executing netMIMO and DAS. TRINITY decomposes the set of transmitters into smaller, contiguous clusters of transmitters (Fig. 3.12), wherein netMIMO and DAS are executed only within each cluster and interference between clusters is avoided either in the time or frequency domain. Executing cooperation strategies at the cluster granularity ensures
feasibility for netMIMO, while it allows for reuse of spectrum across clusters for DAS. The maximum cluster size ($Q$, decided based on practical considerations) as well as the clusters themselves can be different for netMIMO and DAS.

*Clustering Algorithm:* In determining these clusters, we design a topology-aware clustering algorithm for TRINITY. The underlying principle is that transmitters within each cluster should have strong mutual interference (ideally they should form a clique in the conflict graph), in order to maximize the cooperation or combining gain. Moreover, transmitters across different clusters should be weakly coupled, so as to maximize frequency reuse opportunities. TRINITY adopts a graph coarsening approach to clustering (executed by the central controller), whereby neighboring vertices are consolidated (merged) recursively based on a desired metric.

**Step 1:** For each strategy, the entire network can be represented by a conflict graph $G(V, E)$, where transmitters constitute the vertices $V$ and an edge $(u, v) \in E$ indicates interference (to clients) between transmitters $u$ and $v$ operating under the given strategy.

**Step 2:** For each randomly selected vertex $v$, the algorithm finds the neighbor $u$ that together with $v$ suspends the maximum clique locally. Then, it merges $u, v$ and their edge into a single vertex $u'$, which is added into the conflict graph.

**Step 3:** This procedure is applied recursively on the new conflict graph, until no more vertices can be merged or the cluster size constraint $Q$ is reached. Each vertex in the resultant conflict graph contains multiple transmitters in the original network, which then form the desired clusters (see Fig. 3.11).

Employing *heaviest clique* to be the coarsening metric helps create clusters with good cooperation gain, while also reducing the interference across clusters.
3.5.2 Interference Avoidance across Clusters

An inevitable feature of clustering in netMIMO and DAS is that transmitters on the edge of the clusters will receive interference from neighboring clusters, albeit only from transmitters operating in the same strategy. Note that, instead of allocating sub-carriers to strategies across the entire network, one can envision varied allocations for different clusters based on their local traffic demand. However, this would result in cross-strategy interference across clusters that is challenging to address and is hence avoided in our design.

To eliminate inter-cluster interference, TRINITY takes the following approach.

Step 1: It considers a conflict graph with clusters themselves as vertices (an edge exists between adjoining clusters) and performs a simple, (degree-based) greedy multi-coloring on the set of sub-carriers allocated to the strategy.

Step 2: The orthogonal sets of sub-carriers assigned to the clusters are then used by their cluster-edge transmitters alone to remove inter-cluster interference, while all sub-carriers allocated to the strategy are used by the cluster-interior transmitters, thereby allowing for efficient reuse of resources across all the clusters. In the example in Fig. 3.12, APs 3 and 4 are cluster-edge transmitters and hence operate on orthogonal subcarriers (first 24 subcarriers), while the other APs operate on all sub-carriers (see Fig. 3.13) for their netMIMO clients.

In the case of reuse strategy, there is no need for clustering (or equivalently cluster size is one with every transmitter being an edge transmitter). Thus, a conventional conflict graph with transmitters can be formed and a greedy multi-coloring on the set of sub-carriers allocated to reuse strategy will determine the set of frequency resources for operation at each transmitter.

3.5.3 Client Scheduling

Once the set of sub-carriers for operation at each transmitter for a given strategy is determined, the next step is to schedule clients. Given that there may be multiple clients associated with a transmitter, scheduling must be performed to ensure long-term throughput fairness for clients.

Reuse and DAS: Each client $i$ is associated with a weight $u_i$ and a time-averaged throughput $R_i$. In each time frame $t$, each transmitter schedules a client (among those in the same strategy) with the maximum weighted throughput ($\text{arg max}_i u_i r_i(t)$), and performs the fol-
Following update after packet transmission:

\[ R_i \leftarrow \alpha r(t) + (1 - \alpha)R_i, \text{ and } w_i \leftarrow R_i^{-1} \]

where \( r(t) \) is the throughput achieved in the current time frame and \( \alpha \) is an exponential filtering coefficient. By configuring \( w_i \) to the inverse of \( R_i \), the above update is proven to achieve long-term proportional fairness for clients and is equivalent to maximizing the aggregate utility of users in the strategy (with each user’s utility given by \( \log(R_i) \)) [37].

**netMIMO:** Here, scheduling is more sophisticated as each transmission involves multiple clients. Different grouping of clients results in different crosstalk interference and hence different individual throughput. TRINITY groups clients using a simple greedy approach, executed in the beginning of each time frame (more sophisticated approaches are also possible). It iteratively searches for the next client that provides the maximum increase to the weighted sum throughput \( R(t) \), until no clients can be added. A client’s weight \( w_i \) is updated in a similar way to reuse and DAS.

When a set of clients are grouped for netMIMO transmission, the expected rate of each is computed assuming zero-forcing beamforming with a maximum power constraint on each transmitter. Suppose \( M \) is the channel matrix from all transmitters in the cluster to the set of selected clients \( I' \), with rows indexing the clients and columns the transmitters.
The zero-forcing precoding matrix is computed as the pseudo-inverse of $M$ [37]: $D = M'(MM')^{-1}$. To respect the per-transmitter power constraint, elements of $D$ must be normalized [37] by $\sqrt{P}$, where $P = \arg \max_k \sum_{i=1}^{|I|} |M_{ki}|^2$. Then for client $k$, the expected rate can be estimated as $R_k = W \log(1 + \sum_j M_{kj}D_{ji}/(\sqrt{P}N_0))$, where $N_0$ is the receiver’s noise level and $W$ the bandwidth.

### 3.5.4 Framing Transmissions

TRINITY multiplexes multiple strategies in the frequency domain at a transmitter, which amounts to transmitting to multiple clients in a single frame. This is the essence of OFDMA, which is popular in cellular networks (LTE, WiMAX). Similar to a conventional OFDMA frame, TRINITY’s transmission frames are two-dimensional in time and frequency (time symbols and sub-carriers). The frame consists of a preamble followed by a control region spanning a couple of symbols (and all sub-carriers). The control region (spanning two symbols) contains information on which sub-carriers carry data meant for which user as well as the MCS (modulation and coding rate) to be used for decoding the data. It is the responsibility of the controller to ensure that data for users on a specific strategy are scheduled only on sub-carriers assigned for the strategy. Training or reference signals/pilots are also embedded in the frame (similar to WiMAX/LTE, 802.11n/ac) to enable frequency synchronization, channel measurement and CSI reporting for netMIMO.

Compared to OFDM (employed in 802.11n/ac), whereby transmission to a single user is made in a frame, OFDMA would incur slightly higher control overhead (due
to multi-user transmission). However, it has been shown that the benefits of user multiplexing in OFDMA and its associated frequency (multi-user) diversity and power pooling gains outweigh the additional overhead incurred. Further, if necessary, the number of users scheduled at a transmitter within a strategy can be limited to balance diversity gains vs. overhead.

3.5.5 TRINITY: Summary of Operations

We summarize the sequence of operations in TRINITY with the help of a simple example in Fig. 3.12, where there are 6 APs and 9 clients, six of which (1,2,3,5,6,7) are static, two (4,8) are short-Tc and one (9) is mobile.

1. With the help of sensor and/or SNR hints, a non-categorized user is first checked to see if it is a DAS user (client 9). Otherwise, it is assumed to be a netMIMO user. Channels are estimated for the netMIMO user, followed by its execution. Based on the estimated and observed rates for netMIMO operation, and coupled with sensor hints, the user is appropriately categorized as either netMIMO or reuse user (clients 1,2,3,5,6,7 are netMIMO; 4,8 are reuse users).

2. Sub-carriers in frequency domain are appropriately partitioned between strategies based on traffic load of users in the associated categories, priority and fairness. (Assuming unit traffic load for all clients, netMIMO, reuse and DAS strategies receive 24, 8 and 4 sub-carriers respectively out of a total of 36 sub-carriers.)

3. For a given cluster size limitation \(Q_{\text{netMIMO}} = 3, Q_{\text{DAS}} = 6\), transmitters are clustered for netMIMO and DAS strategies using the heavy clique graph coarsening approach (two clusters for netMIMO and one for DAS). Transmitters on the cluster interior (APs 1,2,5 and 6 for netMIMO; all APs for DAS) use all sub-carriers assigned to the strategy, while those on the cluster edge operate on a subset determined by multi-coloring to avoid interference (for netMIMO, APs 3 and 4 operate on orthogonal sets of 12 sub-carriers out of the allocated 24). For reuse, transmitters directly employ a multi-coloring approach to determine their frequency resources (APs 2 and 5 do not interfere and employ all 8 sub-carriers assigned for reuse). Clients are then scheduled at each transmitter for each strategy on the appropriate set of sub-carriers subject to proportional fairness.
4. Data for multiple clients belonging to different profiles are then frequency multiplexed and transmitted simultaneously from each AP (frame transmissions at each AP is shown in Fig. 3.13).

5. While netMIMO and reuse users are re-categorized automatically as and when their channel state changes to one with lesser multiplexing gain, reuse and DAS users are explicitly moved to netMIMO category periodically to see if they can access a state with higher multiplexing gain.

3.6 Implementation and Test-bed

3.6.1 Implementation

We have prototyped TRINITY on the WARP (FPGA-based) SDR platform using the WARP Lab framework. Each main WARP board is capable of supporting up to four daughterboards with RF front-ends. Multiple WARP boards can be connected to a host PC via an Ethernet switch. The host PC is responsible for the (de-)construction and processing of baseband waveforms that are transmitted (received) to (from) the FPGA board with the RF front-end. TRINITY and all its components are executed on the Host PC, which also serves as the central controller, and downlink frames for each AP are determined. WARP boards are used for both the AP and clients.

Transmission Strategies:

The PHY layer implementation for reuse is a simplified, centralized version of 802.11g. A transmitter modulates data bits using BPSK, and then maps the modulated symbols to OFDM subcarriers. Every 64 subcarriers form an OFDM symbol, and multiple OFDM symbols form the data portion of a frame (packet). Then, the transmitter prepends a preamble to the data, which contains two random sequences known to the receiver. The receiver uses a correlation algorithm to detect these random sequences, identify the start of the packet, and estimate the channel state information (CSI), in a way similar to [50]. Then the OFDM symbols can be identified and demapped to BPSK symbols (by normalizing with the CSI), and then demodulated to the original information bits sent by the transmitter. As a frame duration may exceed the channel coherence time, 4 pilot subcarriers are inserted into each OFDM symbol to update the channel periodically.
If transmitters are operating in netMIMO, then the central controller performs a linear combination of the BPSK symbols (zero-forcing beamforming precoding [37]) to be sent by the different transmitters so as to pre-cancel their mutual interference. The channel matrix, whose inverse provides the precoding matrix, is obtained before netMIMO operation from the CSI piggy-backed in the ACK packets for the previous frame. Each receiver stores its latest channel estimation results in its ACK, based on pilots from the last few OFDM symbols of the previous frame. Due to the nature of WARPLab framework, the minimum feedback delay for CSI is 50 ms, which is still sufficient for enabling netMIMO for static clients. The DAS mode is a simple extension to the reuse PHY. The same data symbols are modulated and sent over the air by different transmitters simultaneously without precoding.

**Categorization:** While SNR hints can be directly obtained from the sent and received data bits, WARP devices do not provide sensor hints unlike modern mobile devices. Hence, to emulate the latter, a trigger is explicitly fed to the WARP device during a channel state change using WARP’s User I/O Push buttons. Several WARP-based PHY layer designs [34] have employed these push buttons for events such as incrementing center frequency, switching antenna mode, changing modulation and coding etc. In TRINITY, we program one of the push buttons to convey the sensor hint to the central controller that the client is mobile once it starts walking.

### 3.6.2 Deployment and Synchronization

In TRINITY, we make the transmitters themselves light-weight, serving as just RF boards and transmitting the RF signal, while all the baseband processing is pushed to the central controller. Hence, all the processing from all APs happens at the central controller. This allows for efficient and practical realization of netMIMO, especially for synchronizing, estimating channels and sharing of data streams across APs over a large geographic area. With each WARP mother board serving 4 daughter RF boards, we move the mother boards to the central controller, while the daughter boards serve as the RF transmitters. The RF signals processed at the mother boards are carried to the RF daughter boards through optical fibers (as shown in Fig. 3.14) that have very low latency ($\approx 5\mu$s/KM), thereby preserving the symbol-level synchronization needed for netMIMO. The RF signal is modulated to optical through an off-the-shelf commercial RoF (radio over fiber) transceiver, carried over the fiber and then converted back to RF signal at the other end. Co-locating multiple
### Table 3.1: Physical layer parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value 1</th>
<th>Value 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>2.48GHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bandwidth</td>
<td></td>
<td>10MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedback Rate</td>
<td>50ms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symbols/Pkt</td>
<td>2048</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symbol Time</td>
<td>20 µs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modulation</td>
<td></td>
<td>BPSK</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WARP mother boards also enable easier clock and phase synchronization between them (using approaches recently proposed in [51]) - a feature imperative for the functioning of netMIMO.

Note that the above distributed, thin AP deployment model (with an optical backhaul) has several benefits and has recently become a very cost-effective and popular option for cellular and WiFi coverage in convention and hospitality centers, hospitals, etc. [52].

#### 3.6.3 Experimental Set-up

All our experiments are carried out in the afore-mentioned testbed that is deployed in an indoor office environment as shown in Fig. 3.15. Our testbed consists of 6 Transmitters and 7 client nodes. Different scenarios and network topologies are created by moving the transmitters and clients to different locations. For mobility we placed the WARP clients on a cart and move the cart at (timed and repeatable) walking speed on the same path across all mobile experiments. Since a controlled environment is not possible for short-Tc clients (eg. busy cafe), to allow for repeatable experiments with short-Tc clients, we emulate their channel variations by moving only their antenna in the proximity of their original location. Fig. 3.16 clearly shows that such emulation produces channel variations very similar to a busy cafe, while at the same time allowing for repeatability.

All clients and transmitters are single antenna WARP boards. To avoid external interference, all experiments are performed during night and on channel 14 (unused by other devices) in the 2.4 Ghz band. All nodes are connected to a central controller (a PC running the WARPLabs PHY layer signal processing modules) via an Ethernet switch. Each experiment lasts for 6 minutes and the reported results are averaged over multiple runs unless otherwise stated.

**Metrics:** The main metrics of evaluation are aggregate network rate (bits/s/Hz or bits/s as appropriate) and utility. A client’s rate is obtained from its achievable Shannon
rate \((\log(1 + \rho))\) and depends on average received SINR \((\rho\text{, per sub-carrier})\) from OFDM symbols transmitted as well as number of sub-carriers allocated to it. Due to the inherent feedback latency in WARP, rate adaptation is not supported and hence throughput is not directly measured. In a way, measuring rate directly from SINR prevents the vagaries of rate adaptation algorithm from influencing the inferences on strategies. Utility is used to incorporate fairness among clients in the same category. To achieve proportional fairness in our client scheduling (Section 3.5.3), the utility of a user is given by the logarithm of its rate \((\log(R_i))\). To evaluate QoS, we consider video delivery. Specifically, we consider typical video file [53] (encoding rate = 1Mbps, frames per second = 30) downloads and estimate the achieved Peak-Signal-to-Noise-Ratios (PSNR) for quantifying the delivered QoS. PSNR is defined as a function of the mean squared error (MSE) between the pixels of the decoded video and that of the original version. It is computed as follows: 

\[
PSNR = 10 \log_{10} \frac{2^{L-1}}{\text{MSE}} \text{ [dB]},
\]

where \(L\) is the number of bits used to encode pixel luminance (8 bits).

### 3.7 Evaluation

#### 3.7.1 Micro-benchmarks

We validate TRINITY’s performance first by micro-benchmarking its individual components,

**Categorization**

We use a sample network topology containing 3 APs and 6 clients as shown in Figure 3.17. Two scenarios are considered: (1) categorizing a single client (client 4) in isolation, and (2) categorizing two clients (2 and 4) simultaneously. To emulate a realistic scenario, where new clients in the network need to be categorized, we assume the rest of the clients in the network are already categorized accurately and focus on the categorization accuracy of the new clients. Given that all devices may not provide sensor hints, we also consider two variants - one with sensor hints and one without sensor hints (only SNR hints and CSI).
**Accuracy with and without sensor hints:** Client 4’s channel state is set to be in one of the 3 states: static, mobile or short-Tc and 20 trials are performed for each of the states. In the case of two clients (4 and 2), experiments are conducted over all possible combinations of their profiles. Categorization accuracy is evaluated by comparing the profile categorized by TRINITY against ground truth, which in turn is the client’s profile that yields the highest aggregate network rate. To determine the client’s optimal profile, we perform exhaustive search by trying all possible combinations of transmission schemes (DAS, Reuse and netMIMO) for each client in the topology to find the combination which maximizes the overall network rate.

The accuracy results are presented in Fig. 3.18. TRINITY achieves a high accuracy of 95% for netMIMO users, 90-95% for reuse users and 80-85% for DAS users. The accuracy is highest for netMIMO, where rate discrepancies provide a clear indicator, while channel dynamics for DAS users contribute to some classification errors. The accuracy with sensor hints is about 7% higher than without it, indicating that SNR hints are sufficient to provide comparable accuracy in classifying DAS and reuse users. This is promising in that it reduces the dependence on sensor hints, allowing for operation with all devices. Further, introducing multiple clients for simultaneous categorization does not impact the accuracy of categorization. This is expected as categorization is specific to individual clients.

**Impact on network rate and utility:** We now try to understand the implication of the accuracy results by presenting their impact on aggregate network rate. Here, after categorization, the appropriate transmission schemes are used to transfer data to clients.
and the aggregate network rate is measured. The results in Fig. 3.19 clearly indicate that the impact of making local categorization decisions for users, although sub-optimal compared to the exhaustive global approach (eg. some slow moving users may be under Reuse w.r.t. network rate), does not incur appreciable loss, while providing a large reduction in complexity. Given the high accuracy of categorizing netMIMO users, their loss in network rate is negligible. For reuse and DAS users, while the loss is small with sensor hints, in its absence the loss can get to 10% and 15% respectively but still remains within reasonable limits. Similar results are seen when the metric is modified to utility to capture fairness in Fig. 3.20.
The above experiments clearly indicate *TRINITY’s ability to categorize users into their respective profiles with high accuracy using standard CSI and SNR hints (without reliance on sensor hints)*, thereby resulting in close-to-optimal network performance.

### Multiplexing

We use the following topology for all the multiplexing experiments, wherein two APs jointly perform netMIMO to two netMIMO clients and DAS to a single DAS client. Also, one of the APs serves a single reuse client. Since different number of sub-carrier
resources may be employed in multiplexing, we use rate in bits/sec (accounting for # sub-carriers) as metric.

**Feasibility of Frequency Domain Multiplexing (FDM):** We first need to verify if multiplexing strategies (and hence users) simultaneously on orthogonal sub-carriers in the same frame can be made to work without any inter-carrier interference and hence throughput loss. We perform the following simple experiment. First, we evaluate the rate obtained by the clients when the strategies are operated in isolation, thereby operating on the entire bandwidth. Then, we execute TRINITY, wherein the three strategies are multiplexed at the two APs in each frame. Each strategy receives only one third of the entire bandwidth when multiplexed. The resulting rate of one client in each profile is then compared against that received when operating in isolation in Fig. 3.21. It can be clearly seen that the client in each profile is able to receive one third of its net rate when multiplexed, thereby indicating that clients are able to receive data when multiplexed simultaneously without suffering any throughput loss.

**Different Allocation Policies:** TRINITY can incorporate various allocation policies in determining the set of sub-carriers allocated to the different strategies. We now highlight two such policies. In one policy, we allocate sub-carriers proportional to the traffic in each profile. Assuming the same traffic load from each client, this is equivalent to an allocation proportional to the number of clients in each profile. Using the same topology as above, we now increase the number of DAS clients in the network. The resulting aggre-
gate network rate in each profile is presented in Fig. 3.22, clearly reflecting an allocation corresponding to the increasing traffic load in DAS profile at the cost of other profiles. In another policy, if one wants to maintain strict allocation guarantees between profiles, one could perform a deterministic allocation. For eg. in Fig. 3.23, we split the sub-carriers equally between the profiles and independent of their load. Hence, as the number of DAS users is increased, the available bandwidth for DAS profile gets shared amongst its users resulting in lower rate per DAS user without affecting users in other profiles.

**Benefits of Frequency Domain Multiplexing (FDM):** Recall that FDM allows for the power from un-used sub-carriers at an AP from one profile to be used towards clients in other profiles, thereby providing an SNR (power pooling) gain. We validate this gain by reducing the number of sub-carriers utilized for transmission to a reuse client and
Figure 3.29: Execution of TRINITY on sample topology 1

Figure 3.30: Execution of TRINITY on sample topology 2
pooling the transmit power on only the active sub-carriers. Fig. 3.24, clearly shows the SNR gain as a function of the bandwidth utilized, where the SNR gain per sub-carrier can be as high as 4.5 dB when only a quarter of the bandwidth is utilized.

To understand the implication of this power pooling gain, we consider its impact on network rate compared to time domain multiplexing (TDM). In our experimental topology, when the reuse client is associated with AP1, the sub-carriers allocated for reuse at AP2 are un-used, whose power is redirected to those used to serve netMIMO and DAS users. Considering an equal split of sub-carriers between strategies, this results in about 10% gain in aggregate network rate compared to TDM in Fig. 3.25. When the DAS user is removed, its sub-carriers are re-allocated between netMIMO and reuse users, thereby allowing for more un-used sub-carriers (and their power) from reuse profile in AP2 to serve the netMIMO users. This further increases the rate gain to about 15%.

Increasing the number of APs, increases the possibility of more sub-carriers being left un-used at APs, since all APs may not be serving users from all profiles. To see if this contributes to increased network rate, we increase the number of APs within the interference range of the current two APs in our topology. Indeed, Fig. 3.26 shows that increasing the number of APs can leverage more power pooling gains from FDM and hence contribute to around 20% increase in network rate compared to TDM.
3.7.2 Integrating TRINITY Components

We now evaluate TRINITY as a whole system with all its components and showcase how it caters effectively to users of various profiles.

Case studies in dynamic networks

We consider two case studies to highlight TRINITY’s adaptation to network dynamics.

Moving to a lower multiplexing profile: The first experiment consists of 6 APs and 6 clients as shown in Figure 3.27. APs 1 and 6 do not interfere with other APs, whereas APs 2, 3, 4 and 5 are in a cluster, where they interfere with each other and can perform netMIMO or DAS. There are 3 static and 3 short-Tc clients at the start of the experiment. We depict TRINITY’s operations and reactions on a time line as shown in Fig. 3.29. It can be seen that at the start of the experiment, TRINITY categorizes the clients accurately into different profiles - static clients are assigned to netMIMO, whereas short-Tc clients are assigned to reuse. TRINITY then runs its multiplexing algorithm to allocate these strategies on orthogonal frequencies as shown in Fig. 3.29 and starts transmissions.
APs 2, 3, 4 and 5 split their sub-carriers between netMIMO (served by APs 2,3,4,5) and reuse (served by AP 3) in the cluster. Hence, APs 2, 4 and 5 benefit from the power pooled from their un-used reuse sub-carriers.

At the 20th second, we change client 5’s state from static to mobile by moving it at walking speed in the vicinity of APs 2, 3, 4 and 5 till the end of the experiment. The change in profile to a lower multiplexing one (from netMIMO) is identified automatically by reacting to netMIMO rate discrepancies in TRINITY. Hence, within a second, TRINITY re-categorizes client 5 accurately into the DAS profile and obtains the new sub-carrier mapping for the APs as shown in Fig. 3.29. To understand the impact on network rate during network dynamics, we compare TRINITY’s rate against that of the optimal (exhaustive) solution, and is presented immediately after re-categorization as well as after 50s. It can be seen that the loss in network performance during the re-categorization process (latency to find the new profile) is small and gets further amortized when measured a longer time window.

**Moving to a higher multiplexing profile:** The second experiment consists of two clusters of APs, one with 2 APs (cluster 1) and other with 4 APs (cluster 2), as shown in Figure 3.28. There is one mobile client in each cluster, along with 2 short-Tc and 2 static clients in cluster 2.

Fig. 3.30 shows TRINITY’s operations. At the beginning, TRINITY correctly categorizes client 1 under DAS (served jointly by APs 1 and 2), clients 3 and 5 are served under netMIMO from APs 4 and 5, and clients 2 and 6 are served under reuse from APs 3 and 6 respectively. The sub-carriers in this cluster are split between reuse and netMIMO, while they are all assigned to DAS in the other cluster. At the 21-st second, clients 4 and 6 both switch their state from mobile and short-Tc to static. Here, we do not consider the presence of sensor hints (only SNR and CSI). Hence, to detect the change in state to a higher multiplexing profile, TRINITY needs to wait for its periodic upgrade check. This happens every 5s (at 25s), where TRINITY upgrades its mobile and short-Tc clients to netMIMO and re-categorizes them, finding both of them to be in netMIMO profile. Since upgrading to a higher multiplexing state needs to be done actively, the latency involved results in a sub-optimal profile being used during that time and hence some loss in network rate (about 15-20%) when viewed over a short measurement as shown in Figure 3.30. However, this gets amortized when measured over a longer window.

**Impact on Network Rate/Utility:** To understand TRINITY’s network-level performance, we compare it with four other schemes: optimal (exhaustive), netMIMO-
only, DAS-only and reuse-only. The latter three are baseline strategies that apply only one strategy to all users irrespective of their profile and is hence representative of state of the art schemes that do not differentiate between user profiles. Our evaluations include various network topologies with 6 APs and 6 clients in our testbed, similar to those in Figs. 3.28 and 3.27 but with a more comprehensive set of clustering patterns for the APs, namely topologies with (i) linear placement of APs (only neighboring APs interfere with each other’s clients), (ii) two clusters of 3 APs each, (iii) three clusters of 2 APs each, (iv) clusters of size 1, 2 and 3 APs, and (v) a single cluster of 6 APs. In each topology, clients’ locations and profiles are randomly configured, and the APs transmit back-to-back data for 180 seconds.

Figs. 3.31 and 3.32 show the average of the aggregate network rate and utility respectively that is achieved over all scenarios for each scheme. It can be seen that TRINITY’s performance is very close to that of optimal and outperforms other schemes by almost 50% in network rate and two folds in utility. This clearly indicates the merit of catering transmission strategies to user profiles and the resulting potential of TRINITY.

Impact on Quality of Experience: Since we consider clients of various profiles, a given rate or throughput may not be valued the same by clients with different profiles. Hence, we also evaluate TRINITY in terms of client QoS satisfaction (using same set of topologies as previous experiment). To this end, we first consider a simple metric, wherein each client requires a minimum rate for its application for satisfactory experience and the goal is to see how many clients’ requirements can be satisfied. Fig. 3.33 (bottom) shows the number of clients satisfied by a given scheme as a function of their increasing minimum rate requirement. We see that TRINITY is capable of satisfying as many clients as the optimal scheme in most of the cases. Further, it can cater to thrice as many clients as the other individual strategies. Next, we consider a standard encoded video of rate 1 Mbps with 30 frames per second for each client to understand the direct impact on application performance in Fig. 3.33 (top). Here, we see that TRINITY is able to improve clients’ video quality significantly by providing a large (median) gain of 10 dB in PSNR.

Large-scale Trace-driven Simulations

Since it is hard to scale a testbed running netMIMO on WARP to larger topologies, we now evaluate the complete TRINITY solution along with its clustering and scheduling
component using trace-driven simulations. To create traces for a realistic network topology, we move the WARP nodes to various locations of an office building, and collect the per-subcarrier channel state information (both magnitude and phase distortion) between nearby transmitter/receiver pairs. These WARP nodes together form a network of 20 APs and 30 clients. Each AP has 2 to 6 neighboring APs within its sensing range, and serves 1 to 3 clients within its communication range. Among the clients, there are 8 reuse, 10 netMIMO and 12 DAS users. The channel state information and interference relation between neighboring nodes are then fed into a simulator running TRINITY.

We evaluate TRINITY against its variants, where either its clustering or scheduling component is replaced by one of the following schemes: (i) Single Cluster, which aggregates all netMIMO or DAS APs into a single cluster; (ii) K-Cluster, which greedily clusters nearby K transmitters ($K$ is fixed to 2 in our experiments); (iii) Rand, which replaces TRINITY’s proportionally fair scheduler with a scheduler that allows an AP to randomly select one client in each category and serve it. In TRINITY, the maximum cluster size is default to 4.

Figure 3.34(a) shows that Single Cluster achieves the highest throughput performance for netMIMO users owing to its global synchronization and data sharing across all netMIMO APs. By splitting APs into small clusters of practical size, TRINITY suffers only a small loss in performance. This is because not all APs interfere with each other in a large network, and TRINITY can leverage spatial reuse between remote APs in different clusters. The K-cluster scheme does not account for the topology factor in its clustering process, i.e., weak/strong interference between nearby APs, and thus it loses 26.1% throughput compared to TRINITY.
For DAS users, Single Cluster achieves the lowest performance, as it completely sacrifices spatial reuse for diversity, causing substantial throughput loss when there are multiple DAS users spread over a large area. TRINITY and K-cluster strike a good balance between diversity (needed for mobility) and spatial reuse. For reuse clients, all the schemes achieve a comparable level of performance. Finally, TRINITY’s gain of 28.2% over Rand indicates the importance of scheduling, especially for netMIMO users, where scheduling is strongly coupled with mutual interference between netMIMO users.

Similar inferences can also be made with respect to the utility results in Figure. 3.34(b), where proportional fairness is targeted. These results clearly highlight the need for an efficient clustering and scheduling component in TRINITY.

### 3.8 Discussions

**Complexity and Overhead:** The careful design of individual components make TRINITY a light-weight framework for determining the appropriate transmission strategies for users. Its categorization module is seamlessly integrated with the transmission process and can operate even without sensor hints, namely with just SNR and rate estimates (from netMIMO clients) that are readily available. It requires only as much overhead as any closed-loop transmission scheme like beamforming or netMIMO. Further, by identifying the right set of netMIMO clients, it saves on the complexity and feedback overhead incurred in applying netMIMO generically to all clients. Also, by restricting netMIMO to clusters, its complexity and overhead is further reduced. TRINITY also employs simple but efficient algorithms for multiplexing, clustering and scheduling. The one component, where TRINITY incurs slightly more overhead is in its frame transmissions, where multiple clients are multiplexed (OFDMA) unlike in OFDM. However, as discussed in Section 3.5.4, such overhead is not specific to TRINITY and is considered to be a small price to pay for the frequency diversity and power pooling benefits delivered by OFDMA.

**Rate Adaptation:** Rate adaptation is performed once a transmission strategy is decided for a user. For netMIMO, transmission rates (rate adaptation) are implicitly determined as part of the pre-coding process once CSI is known. For Reuse and DAS, where CSI is not employed, any of the conventional rate adaptation schemes can be employed.

**Scheduled vs. Random Access:** While the Reuse strategy in TRINITY can employ random access distributed schemes as in 802.11, netMIMO and DAS by definition
would need synchronous operation among cooperating transmitters. However, by realizing them only within clusters, allows TRINITY to still leverage random access schemes (instead of scheduled) for inter-cluster medium access.

**Uplink:** TRINITY’s downlink solution would apply to uplink as well. However, realizing OFDMA on the uplink requires sub-carrier level synchronization between clients being multiplexed simultaneously, which is challenging although do-able. Hence, TRINITY is currently limited to FDM only on downlink, while employing TDM on uplink.

**Small Cell Networks:** While TRINITY is presented in the context of enterprise wireless networks, it is equally applicable to upcoming, outdoor small cell (LTE, WiMAX) networks as well. Indeed, the problem of mobility is exacerbated in outdoor small-cell networks, wherein the potential benefits of TRINITY would be even more pronounced.

### 3.9 Conclusions

With the growing user (device) heterogeneity in wireless networks, we envision to identify and optimize transmission strategies that can cater to users of various profiles effectively. We believe such an approach is critical to improving user quality of experience in next generation wireless networks. Through real world experiments, we show that no single strategy can cater to all users and the best-performing strategy varies from one profile to another. Building on our insights, we present the design and evaluation of a practical system *TRINITY*, whose elements are geared towards addressing the challenges in realizing our vision.
Chapter 4


4.1 Introduction

Mobile network operators are facing the pressure to increase the capacity and coverage of their radio access networks to meet the exponential growth in data traffic demand [54]. While leveraging the increased spatial reuse from smaller cells is a promising direction, every new cell adds to the capital and operational expenses borne by the operators. To address this problem, cloud-based radio access network (C-RAN) architectures have been considered by several operators [55] and service providers [56] as a cost-efficient way of realizing small cells. Unlike typical RANs where the baseband units (BBUs) and the radio units are situated together, the C-RAN concept (depicted in Fig. 4.1) migrates the BBUs to a datacenter (i.e., the BBU pool) hosting high performance general purpose and DSP processors, while providing high-bandwidth optical transport to the remote antennas called remote radio heads (RRHs). We define the high-bandwidth optical transport that carries the cellular signals between the BBUs and the RRHs to be the front-haul part of the network, whose bandwidth requirements could be significantly higher (tens of Gbps) than that of the backhaul depending on the nature of the signals (digital/analog, layer 1/2) carried [55]. The decoupling of the BBUs and radio units in a C-RAN allows for sophisti-
cated centralized techniques for interference management, where the BBUs in the pool can seamlessly cooperate to improve the RAN capacity. In addition, the deployment of radio units is made light-weight and can be realized in a fast and scalable manner for small cells (other benefits of C-RAN are detailed in [55]).

In this work, we argue that the front-haul that is unique to a C-RAN has a critical role in delivering its performance and cost benefits. We note that although the BBUs are decoupled from the RRHs in terms of physical placement, there exists a one-to-one logical mapping between BBUs and RRHs in that one BBU is assigned to generate (receive) a signal (e.g., LTE or WiMAX frame) to (from) an RRH (although the mapping can change over time). This one-to-one mapping allows for generating a distinct frame for each small cell (deployed in the form of a RRH), which is key for enhancing the network capacity via techniques such as dynamic fractional frequency reuse (dynamic FFR [57]) or coordinated multi-point transmissions (e.g., LTE CoMP [58]). We contend that this notion of a fixed, one-to-one mapping is not optimal in a practical cellular network deployment for two reasons.

**RAN Performance:** First, these techniques primarily apply to static users. The mobile users will have to bear frequent handoffs (exacerbated by smaller cells) and the associated performance penalties. In addition, tracking a mobile user’s location and channel may be difficult for such techniques. In fact for mobile clients, a traditional distributed antenna system (DAS [59]) is arguably better suited. In a DAS setting, the same signal (carrying the user’s data) is transmitted simultaneously by multiple small cells to provide
coverage benefits (which in turn reduces handoffs) and diversity gain. DAS can be realized by changing the one-to-one to a one-to-many logical mapping in the C-RAN front-haul.

**BBU Energy Consumption:** Second, the one-to-one mapping requires several BBUs to be active and generating frames, which consumes energy in the BBU pool. However, the enhanced capacity of techniques such as [57, 58] may not be needed in all parts of the network or at all times (e.g., 50% of cells carry 5% of net traffic [60]). When the traffic load is low in a region (e.g., coverage area of multiple small cell RRHs), a single BBU may suffice to serve the offered load (via a DAS mapping). This in turn reduces the number of BBUs and hence the compute resources (e.g., CPU cores, DSPs), thereby allowing energy savings in the BBU pool.

Given the above observations, we envision a C-RAN architecture with a novel, flexible front-haul that supports one-to-one as well as one-to-many logical mappings between BBUs and RRHs. Our vision is to utilize this architecture to address the traffic needs of users (static and mobile) while leveraging the energy savings made possible by the traffic load heterogeneity (i.e., temporal and spatial load variations in the network).

Towards realizing this vision, we present *FluidNet* - a flexible C-RAN system for small cells that houses an intelligent controller in the BBU pool, which dynamically reconfigures the front-haul (at coarse time scales) based on network feedback to cater effectively to both heterogeneous user and traffic profiles. This allows *FluidNet* to maximize the amount of traffic demand satisfied on the RAN for both static and mobile users, while at the same time optimizing the compute resource usage in the BBU pool. Briefly, *FluidNet* adopts a two-step, scalable approach: based on spatial traffic distribution and demand from users, *FluidNet* first determines the optimal combination of configurations (one-to-one and one-to-many, i.e., DAS and FFR strategies) needed to support the traffic demand from a set (termed *sector*) of small cells. Then, it employs a novel and efficient algorithm (with an approximation factor of $\frac{2}{3}$) to consolidate (cluster) the configurations of multiple sectors in the network to further reduce the compute resource usage without compromising on the traffic demand satisfied. *FluidNet* is both standards and technology agnostic. It allows for desirable features such as co-existence of multiple mobile operators and technologies (LTE, WiMAX, WiFi) in the same C-RAN, while employing different front-haul configurations tailored to each of their respective traffic.

We prototype *FluidNet* on a small-scale WiMAX C-RAN testbed with 6 BBUs and 6 RRHs, employing radio-over-fiber (RoF) as the front-haul. With *FluidNet*’s al-
algorithms, the logical BBU-RRH configurations are determined and executed on the fly. Real-world experiments with COTS WiMAX clients show that featuring flexible front-haul configurations and hence strategies, allows FluidNet to provide a 50% improvement in traffic demand satisfaction, while also reducing the compute resource usage in the BBU pool by 50% compared to baseline DAS and FFR strategies. Complementary, standards-calibrated (3GPP) simulations for large networks show that the clustering component in FluidNet helps further reduce the compute resource usage by 50% during low traffic load periods. Our contributions are as follows:

- We propose FluidNet - a light-weight, scalable framework to determine the optimal use of strategies (DAS, FFR) to cater to dynamic user and traffic profiles, while realizing them through appropriate configurations that help minimize compute resource usage in the BBU pool.

- We design efficient algorithms with performance guarantees in determining the appropriate configurations.

- We build a small-scale C-RAN system with 6 BBUs-RRHs; prototype FluidNet on it; and conduct over-the-air experiments, complemented by standards-calibrated large-scale simulations to demonstrate its feasibility and benefits.

4.2 Background

4.2.1 C-RAN Primer and Related Work

The C-RAN architecture, depicted in Fig. 4.1, includes three components: (i) remote radio heads (RRH), (ii) pool of baseband units (BBUs), and (iii) the front-haul (optical fiber based transport network).

**RRHs:** These are simple, light-weight radio units with antennas. Several proposals have focused on making RRHs power-efficient and scalable (e.g., [56, 61]) to support multiple bands and technologies (e.g., 3G, 4G).

**BBU Pool:** This helps migrate bulk of the base station (BS) processing of a large set of cells to a datacenter [55], allowing for easier realization of interference (e.g., CoMP [58, 62], HetNet [63]) and mobility management solutions.
On the energy front, [64, 65, 66] have looked at the benefits of switching off entire macrocell BSs based on prevailing traffic conditions. Moving the processing to a central entity in C-RAN allows for fine-grained use of resources in the pool and hence better energy savings (evaluated in Section 4.7). Further, these savings can be obtained without having to switch off an entire BS (allowing RRHs to be ON) and hence sacrificing performance or coverage.

For the BBU pool, there are several proposals for the use of heterogeneous platforms consisting of general-purpose processors as well as DSPs for compute-intensive baseband functions [67, 68]. Recently, [69] focused on assigning processor cores in a homogeneous platform to different BBUs in the pool, to meet latency requirements. Being complementary to [69], we focus on optimizing the use of BBUs themselves, which has an impact not only on compute resource usage in the BBU pool (especially in a heterogeneous platform) but also on RAN performance.

Front-haul: Optical fiber with wavelength multiplexing serves as the front-haul and distributes signals from the BBU pool to the RRHs either as (i) digitized radio signals over CPRI (common public radio interface) [70], or (ii) analog radio signals via radio-over-fiber (RoF) [52]. While CPRI is more robust than RoF over long distances, it requires more transport bandwidth. Optical front-haul is already used in several DAS deployments [59]. Recently, [71] articulated the need for a re-configurable front-haul in a C-RAN, but did not offer a solution. Our focus is to design and build a dynamically re-configurable front-haul along with the intelligence to adaptively determine the appropriate configurations.

4.2.2 Overview of Strategies

Fractional Frequency Reuse (FFR): FFR is the mechanism for radio resource management (RRM) in cellular networks, whereby inter-cell interference is addressed. Unlike WiFi, the synchronous operation of downlink (BS-MS) and uplink (MS-BS) transmissions across cells requires transmissions to be intelligently scheduled to manage interference. In the popular 1-3 FFR scheme for macrocell networks, the spectrum is divided into four fixed-size bands. One band is used by all the cell-interior clients (in each cell), who do not see interference due to the close proximity to their BS, while the other three bands are used (by cell-exterior clients) in an orthogonal manner between the three sectors (Fig. 4.2) of a cell to mitigate interference with sectors of adjacent cells. Thus, while the band used
by cell-interior clients is reused in each cell, the reuse of the other three bands are subject to the spatial reuse possible. Recently, dynamic FFR approaches [57] have been proposed specifically for small cells, and determine the number and size of bands to be used by each small cell only based on the aggregate traffic demand from its cell-interior and cell-exterior clients; they allow for better spectral utilization and do not rely on planned sectorization (unlike macrocells). Note that the FFR schemes only determine the set of spectral resources assigned to cells - scheduling of clients within those resources is done by each cell locally (based on per-client feedback) to leverage multi-user diversity.

We adopt [57] for FFR in FluidNet, although other FFR schemes can also be easily used. While point-to-point MIMO is automatically incorporated in FFR, other cooperative techniques such as multi-user MIMO and co-ordinated multi-point transmissions (CoMP) can also be applied under FFR.

**Distributed Antenna Systems (DAS):** In DAS, a common signal from a single source is delivered to multiple RRHs and transmitted simultaneously. This provides larger coverage and has been adopted by operators for both indoors and outdoors [59]. Unlike FFR that is focused on capacity, increasing the foot-print of the signal across multiple transmit points (small cells) under-utilizes the spectrum in DAS without scope for any spectral reuse.

**Relation between Strategies and Configurations:** Since interfering cells will be operating on potentially different spectral bands in FFR, different frames (with specific preamble, control, etc.) have to be generated for each cell, thereby requiring a one-to-one logical mapping (configuration) between a BBU and an RRH. This is the conventional mapping considered in C-RAN currently. However, in DAS, a single frame is transmitted by multiple RRHs, which in turn can be accomplished using a single BBU, thereby requiring a one-to-many mapping.

### 4.3 Motivation and Model

#### 4.3.1 Motivation for a Reconfigurable Front-haul

With the help of a simple experiment conducted on a WiMAX C-RAN testbed (details in Section 4.6), we now motivate why a one-to-one signal mapping between BBUs
and RRHs is highly sub-optimal. Consider a system with 3 BBUs and 3 RRHs, serving three clients as shown in Fig. 4.3, where each RRH interferes with its neighbor’s client.

1. Traffic Heterogeneity: Consider a scenario, where the clients are static, but their data rate varies (see Fig. 4.4(b)). When the total rate (e.g., 8 Mbps per client = 24 Mbps) exceeds the max. data rate supported by all the sub-channels in one frame (≈ 16 Mbps in our testbed), the increased capacity with FFR (by reusing orthogonal half of sub-channels as in Fig. 4.3) is essential to meet the traffic demand, while DAS is limited to one frame’s capacity of 16 Mbps. On the other hand, at low load (e.g., 4 Mbps per client), DAS’s capacity is sufficient to serve the clients with just one BBU, allowing the other two BBUs to be off. This is unlike in FFR, where all the BBUs have to be active to generate different frames to the RRHs; it lowers compute resource usage and thus enables significant energy savings in the BBU pool.

2. User Heterogeneity: Now, let all the three clients be mobile, moving between the 3 RRHs. Catering to the mobile clients through dynamic FFR from individual RRHs is very challenging for multiple reasons - (a) with small cells, there are frequent handoffs, whose associated latency has an adverse impact on throughput, (b) there is increased signaling load on the front-haul and the mobile core network due to frequent
handoffs, (c) it may be hard to track the mobile user to specific small cells to efficiently apply dynamic FFR and leverage reuse. Even notwithstanding such drawbacks and assuming ideal handoffs for FFR, Fig. 4.4(a) clearly shows DAS’ ability to deliver consistent coverage and performance for mobile users. Note that while relegating the mobile user to the macrocell is one option, DAS is ideal for such mobile users, since it achieves a coverage similar to a macrocell, while also increasing the link capacity (through shorter links and diversity gain, see Fig. 4.3).

Thus, while dynamic FFR is best suited for static users in high traffic load conditions, employing DAS also has benefits both from RAN performance (for mobile traffic) as well as BBU resource usage (for low traffic) perspectives. Given this, it is imperative for the front-haul to be re-configurable to realize flexible combinations of one-to-one and one-to-many BBU-RRH mappings.

### 4.3.2 Problem Definition

**Network Model**

Given that small cells have to co-exist with macrocells, we consider a large number of small cells to be deployed as an under-lay to an operator’s macrocell network (Fig. 4.2). Since a macrocell will interfere with the small cells, thereby limiting their spatial reuse ability, two kinds of RRM solutions have been considered in literature: (i) macrocells and small cells operate on different carrier frequencies, and (ii) both use the same frequency
but orthogonalize their radio resources at coarse time scales. We consider the former model and focus entirely on the downlink operation of small cells for ease of exposition. However, our solutions are equally applicable to the latter model and to uplink as well. Further, while small cells themselves could be deployed in an un-planned manner, we leverage the over-lay of macrocells and borrow the notion of logical sectors (from macrocells) to refer to the location of small cells.

**Objective**

Recall from Section 4.3.1 that while FFR (one-to-one configuration) supports the maximum amount of traffic through reuse, it does not save on computing resources in the BBU pool. On the other hand, while DAS (one-to-many configuration) minimizes the resource usage and caters to mobile traffic, it under-utilizes the spectrum. By appropriately employing FFR and DAS in combination in different parts of the network, FluidNet’s goal is to strike a fine balance between them. Specifically, subject to the primary requirement of supporting as much traffic (\(D\)) as the optimal configuration (\(D_{OPT}\)), FluidNet strives to minimize the corresponding amount of compute resources needed in the BBU pool (resource usage \(RU\), defined in Sec. 4.4) for the purpose.

\[
\min_{\Gamma} RU_{\Gamma}, \text{ subject to } D \geq \lambda \cdot D_{OPT}
\]  

(4.1)

where \(\Gamma\) represents a possible configuration, and \(\lambda\) is the fraction of (optimum) traffic demand that must be satisfied (e.g., \(\lambda = 0.99\)). The optimal configuration would depend on the relative composition of mobile and static traffic and their priorities (\(D_{OPT} = D_{FFR}\) when there is only static traffic demand). We assume mobile traffic to be prioritized over static traffic, albeit other models are also possible. Also note that minimization of compute resource consumption is only subject to satisfying as much of the traffic demand as possible and does not come at the expense of the latter.

**BBU Usage as a resource metric:** The main components of energy consumption in a traditional base station (BS) are those of air conditioning (\(\approx 2\) KW) and the BS equipment itself (\(\approx 0.7\) KW) [55]. A C-RAN system helps towards both these components by not only simplifying the cell site to a RRH (eliminating the need for air conditioning), but also consolidating the BS processing in the BBU pool. With respect to the latter component, reducing the number of BBU units and hence the frames that need to be processed, has a
direct impact on energy consumption for two reasons. (1) BBU processing involves layer 1 (framing, FFT/IFFT, decoding, etc.), layer 2 (HARQ, resource/QoS scheduling, etc.) and layer 3 (connection management) functions. While layer 3 and part of layer 2 can be handled by generic processors, some of the time-sensitive layer 2 (resource scheduling) and layer 1 (framing, FFT/IFFT, decoding) functions are typically handled by dedicated DSPs for each BBU. (2) When DAS is employed, the traffic demand of multiple cells is handled without any spectral reuse. Hence, while the (traffic) load-dependent processing component is limited to that needed to handle the total number of slots (e.g., resource blocks in LTE) in a single frame, the basic processing component (FFT/IFFT) scales with the number of cells (frames) and soon dominates the former (see [69] for realistic values). Note that optimizing the BBU usage is complementary to assigning compute resources (e.g., GPPs) to the BBUs themselves, for which solutions such as [69] can be leveraged.

4.4 Design Elements in FluidNet

We motivate FluidNet’s design by addressing key aspects relevant to the operation of transmission strategies and its impact on the compute resource usage in the BBU pool.

4.4.1 Granularity and Choice of Configurations

A strategy (configuration) is applied to a set of small cells. In macrocells, each sector has its own cell ID and is the smallest granularity for RRM operations. Given this, FluidNet adopts sector (referring to set of small cells located within the logical sector) to be the minimum granularity for configurations.

Depending on the user and traffic profiles in a sector, one has to determine the appropriate transmission strategy: DAS or FFR. However, picking either DAS or FFR in isolation often results in in-sufficient or spare spectral resources respectively, in handling the offered traffic load. Hence, FluidNet employs a flexible combination of DAS and FFR (called hybrid configurations) in each sector. It devotes the right fraction of spectral resources between the two configurations, thereby supporting the offered traffic load with the least possible use of BBU resources.
4.4.2 Realization of Hybrid Configurations

Since two configurations cannot co-exist in the same time-frequency resource, hybrid configurations have to be multiplexed either in time or frequency. If multiplexed in time, a hybrid configuration can be realized at the granularity of an epoch spanning several super-frames (10 ms each in LTE), where a contiguous subset of the sub-frames (1 ms each) operate in a DAS configuration, while the rest operate in FFR. If multiplexed in frequency, the operator’s spectrum can be divided into coarse spectral blocks (separate carriers in a multi-carrier scenario such as LTE-advanced; e.g., similar to orthogonal channels in WiFi), which are then split between the two configurations (see Fig. 4.5). The fraction of carriers allocated to the configurations is such that the traffic load is satisfied with the least possible use of BBU resources. Since a DAS configuration minimizes the use of BBU resources but supports the least amount of traffic, this is equivalent to finding the largest allocation to the DAS configuration that is capable of sustaining the offered load.

Note that, frequency-multiplexing allows appropriate number of BBU resources to be assigned to each carrier (based on the configuration using it), which do not have to be changed unless the hybrid configuration itself is updated (which happens at coarse time scales; order of minutes). This is unlike time-multiplexing, where the assignment of BBU resources has to be re-mapped even within a hybrid configuration, i.e. switches between DAS and FFR (granularity of super-frames - tens of ms). Although feasible, the time scales of the latter may limit the potential for resource and energy savings in the BBU pool. Hence, FluidNet adopts multiplexing configurations in the frequency domain.

4.4.3 Clustering for Reduced Resource Usage

In regions of the network with low traffic load, it is possible to support the traffic demand from multiple sectors jointly with a single DAS configuration. While aggregating such sectors reduces the compute resource usage in the BBU pool, it must be done in a scalable manner. FluidNet proposes a novel clustering mechanism for this purpose.

To capture the BBU resource usage for a hybrid configuration in a sector, we define the resource usage metric, RU:

\[ RU(b_i, n_i) = b_i \cdot 1 + (B - b_i) \cdot n_i \]  \hspace{1cm} (4.2)
where, \( n_i \) is the number of small cells in sector \( i \) and \( b_i \), the number of carriers (out of \( B \) total) allocated to its DAS configuration. In every carrier, the number of BBU units needed for DAS is one, while it is equal to the number of small cells (\( n \)) for FFR. Thus, \( RU \) captures the effective number of BBU units needed to support the offered load on the given spectral resources (OFDMA resources in \( B \) carriers).

Using the RU metric, \( FluidNet \) employs a scalable algorithm (details in Section 4.5) that clusters two neighboring sectors (\( i \) and \( j \)) at a time, until either their net offered load cannot be supported or the RU of the resulting cluster (\( i \cup j \)) cannot be improved, i.e.,

\[
RU(b_{i \cup j}, n_i + n_j) > RU(b_i, n_i) + RU(b_j, n_j)
\]

where \( b_{i \cup j} \) captures the new split of carriers between DAS and FFR in the cluster. While applying DAS to serve user traffic on \( b_{i \cup j} \) resources is straight-forward (shared between users without any reuse), dynamic FFR now has to be applied on \( B - b_{i \cup j} \) carriers for a larger number of cells (\( n_i + n_j \)). The latter, being a non-trivial RRM process, could become computationally intensive as the size of the cluster increases. Hence, for large clusters, \( FluidNet \) can run its FFR solution separately in each cluster’s constituent sectors (for scalability), albeit on the same set of \( B - b_{i \cup j} \) carriers.
4.4.4 Handling User Mobility

So far we had assumed that the offered traffic load in a sector or cluster can be scheduled on any of the carriers operating on either DAS or FFR. Recall that for mobile (mainly vehicular) users, a DAS configuration is essential not just for reducing compute resource usage but even for performance. Identifying such mobile users can be done in many ways (e.g., mobile operator maintains user’s mobility state). Then the offered traffic load from vehicular users can be isolated from the rest of the traffic and scheduled on resources supporting the DAS configuration. Hence, the net traffic load from mobile users in a sector or cluster would place a constraint on the minimum number of carriers that need to be allocated to its DAS configuration. Subject to this constraint, the rest of the operations (resource allocation, multiplexing, clustering, etc.) are performed as mentioned above.

4.4.5 Handling Interference across Sectors

Since FFR is executed at the sector granularity for scalability, interference is managed only between cells within a sector. The conventional (simple) solution to handle interference across sectors (or clusters) is to consider all external interference as noise. A more sophisticated approach is to make implicit provisions in the transmission strategy of a sector for alleviating interference across sectors (and hence clusters) without any coordination. Recall that, in a carrier allocated to FFR, only a subset of the sub-channels (called resource blocks in LTE) are used by any of the cells in the sector to account for intra-sector interference (e.g., cells 1 and 2 in Fig. 4.6(a)). When coordination across sectors is allowed, these sub-channels would be further chosen so as to avoid interference between sectors. However, in the absence of any coordination (for scalability), the sub-carriers constituting the sub-channels in the carrier can be permuted differently across sectors. While this does not provide the same performance as performing FFR over the interfering sectors jointly, it does provide an interference averaging (alleviating) effect (cells 1 and 3 in Fig. 4.6(a)). Note that, this is not possible when operating in DAS, where all sub-channels in the carrier are used in every interfering sector.

FluidNet determines the sector-exterior traffic that is prone to interference from neighboring sectors and operates it in an FFR configuration to alleviate interference. Hence,
similar to the minimum set of carriers needed for DAS (for mobile traffic), *FluidNet* reserves a minimum set of carriers for FFR to accommodate sector-exterior traffic.

### 4.5 Algorithms in FluidNet

#### 4.5.1 Overview of Solution

The sequence of operations in *FluidNet* for every epoch (spanning several minutes) is as follows.

**Step 1:** For every sector, obtain the aggregate traffic demand (over the previous epoch) from each of its small cells. Determine the minimum set of carriers needed for the DAS and FFR configurations based on traffic demand from mobile and sector-exterior traffic respectively.

**Step 2:** Determine the optimal multiplexing (in frequency) of DAS and FFR configurations for each sector. This would automatically classify the appropriate traffic that needs to be scheduled on a particular configuration. Based on the resulting allocation of carriers to the configurations, determine the RU metric for the sector.

**Step 3:** Cluster sectors two at a time based on their RU metric until either their net offered load cannot be supported or the RU of the resulting cluster cannot be improved.

**Step 4:** For each cell in the cluster, apply the configurations on their allocated carriers as
determined by the cluster's RU metric and assign respective traffic to carriers allocated to their appropriate configurations.

We now describe each of the steps in detail.

4.5.2 Estimation of Radio Resource Demand

Each small cell maintains an estimate of the aggregate traffic demand from its users in the current epoch (of length $T_s$). Given a traffic demand ($d_{c,u}$ in bits) from a user $u$ in cell $c$, this is translated to the corresponding radio resource demand per sub-frame (i.e. OFDMA resource slots/ms). For this, the average MCS (modulation and coding rate, $\ell_{c,u}$) used to serve the user in the epoch is kept track of and used to obtain the radio resource demand per sub-frame as $r_{c,u} = \frac{d_{c,u}}{T_s \cdot 1000 \cdot \ell_{c,u}}$ slots. Each cell ($c$) classifies its net user traffic demand $d_c$ as either mobile or non-mobile. The non-mobile category is further classified as cell-exterior or cell-interior traffic (for FFR purposes) based on presence or absence of interference respectively from neighboring small cells. At the end of the epoch, every cell ($c$) then provides 3 parameters as input to the central controller: aggregate radio resource demand from mobile ($d_{c,mob} = \sum_{i \in \text{mob}} r_{c,i}$), cell-interior ($d_{c,int} = \sum_{i \in \text{int}} r_{c,i}$) and cell-exterior ($d_{c,ext} = \sum_{i \in \text{ext}} r_{c,i}$) traffic. Note that with centralized processing in C-RAN, there is no associated feedback overhead in providing this information.

Each sector ($j$) then further aggregates the radio resource demands from mobile traffic in each of its small cells ($D_{j,mob} = \sum_{c \in j} d_{c,mob}$). The minimum radio resource demand needed for its DAS configuration is then the smallest number of carriers needed to satisfy the net mobile traffic demand, i.e., $b_{DAS} = \min_b M \geq D_{j,mob} b$, where $M$ is the number of OFDMA resource slots on each carrier. Similarly, to determine the minimum radio resource demand for FFR, it aggregates the cell-exterior traffic from all its small cells that are on the edge of the sector ($D_{j,ext} = \sum_{c \in \text{edge}(j)} d_{c,ext}$), scales them by $\alpha = 0.25$, and obtains $b_{FFR} = \min_b M \geq \alpha D_{j,ext} b$. Note that approximately only half of the cell-exterior traffic of the sector-edge cells will be vulnerable to other small cells from neighboring sectors. Further, every alternate sector-edge cell would be able to reuse the radio resources in the sector. Accounting for both these aspects, reduces the radio resource demand approximately by a quarter that is captured by $\alpha$.

Remarks: (1) Since aggregate traffic demand from a sector of small cells changes slowly at coarse time scales, determining configurations for every epoch (order of minutes) based on
the aggregate demand is both appropriate and robust. For the same reason, it also suffices to estimate the *approximate* radio resource demand from sector exterior traffic. (2) *FluidNet* requires only one parameter (mobile traffic demand) from each small cell in addition to those already required by FFR schemes (i.e. cell-interior and cell-exterior traffic demands). However, one can eliminate the former and simplify *FluidNet* ’s design by not catering to mobile and sector-exterior traffic separately (i.e. $b_{DAS} = b_{FFR} = 0$).

### 4.5.3 Optimal Sector Configuration

With the estimates of aggregate radio resource demands, *FluidNet* determines the optimal split of carriers between DAS and FFR configurations in a sector ($j$) as follows. With $b_{DAS}$ and $b_{FFR}$ serving as the minimum number of carriers needed for the DAS and FFR configurations, *FluidNet* uses an iterative approach (Algorithm 4) to determine the optimal split ($b_j, B - b_j$) by starting with $b_{FFR}$ as the minimum set of carriers needed for FFR and allowing it to expand till the radio resource demand can be satisfied or if the limit of $B - b_{DAS}$ carriers is reached. Since mobile and sector-exterior traffic demands are already accounted for, to check if net radio resource demand can be met, *FluidNet* essentially needs to check only if the remaining resource demand ($\sum_{c \in \text{edge}(j)} d_{c,ext} + \sum_{c \in j} d_{c,int}$) can be accommodated by the current split (say $b, B - b$) in the iteration, with $b - b_{DAS}$ and $B - b - b_{FFR}$ carriers in DAS and FFR configurations respectively. Note that this would involve running an FFR scheme on $B - b - b_{FFR}$ carriers first (step 3), wherein to maximize the amount of traffic demand satisfied through FFR, the cell-interior traffic ($\sum_{c \in j} d_{c,int}$) that provides maximum spatial reuse is assigned to FFR prior to the cell-exterior traffic ($\sum_{c \in \text{edge}(j)} d_{c,ext}$). The remaining traffic demand ($D - D_{FFR}$) is then scheduled through DAS on the $b - b_{DAS}$ carriers (step 4).

If the total number of carriers $B$ is small, then a simple, sequential iteration (with increments of one carrier) would suffice. However, if $B$ is large, then the FFR operation in each iteration could be computationally expensive. In this case, *FluidNet* employs binary search, where the split is moved to the left if the traffic demand cannot be met (steps 8-9), and moved to the right if spare resource slots ($f_{DAS}$, normalized to total # resource slots in a carrier $M$) remain in DAS configuration after demand satisfaction (steps 5-6). It converges at the split (say $b_j$), where the number of carriers allocated to FFR cannot be further reduced, while still satisfying the demand. Binary search reduces the number of
iterations and hence FFR operations from linear \((O(B))\) to logarithmic \((O(\log_2(B)))\). After convergence, the RU of the sector is computed using Eqn. 4.2 as \(RU(b_j, n_j)\).

**Algorithm 4 Optimal Configuration for Sector \(j\)**

1: Initialize \(b_{low} = b_{DAS}\), \(b_{high} = B - b_{FFR}\), \(b = b_{high}\), \(D = \sum_{c \in \text{edge}(j)} d_{c,ext} + \sum_{c \in j} d_{c,int}\)
2: while \(b_{high} \neq b_{low}\) do
3: \((f_{FFR}, D_{FFR}) = \text{Schedule}_\text{FFR}(B - b_{FFR} - b, D)\)
4: \((f_{DAS}, D_{DAS}) = \text{Schedule}_\text{DAS}(b - b_{DAS}, D - D_{FFR})\)
5: if \(f_{DAS} > 0\) then
6: \(b_{low} \leftarrow b; \ b \leftarrow \frac{b + b_{high}}{2}; \ b_{\text{cur}} \leftarrow b\)
7: else
8: if \(D - D_{FFR} - D_{DAS} > 0\) then
9: \(b_{high} \leftarrow b; \ b \leftarrow \frac{b + b_{low}}{2}\)
10: end if
11: end if
12: end while
13: \(b_j \leftarrow b_{\text{cur}}\)

In addition to RU, every sector keeps track of two metrics: spare radio resources \((\beta_j)\) and reuse factor \((r_j)\) in the sector (for use in clustering). Note that since minimum set of carriers are determined for FFR configuration, spare resource slots, if any, will appear only in the DAS configuration. This is normalized to the total number of slots \((M)\) in each carrier to yield \(\beta_j\). Similarly, reuse factor determines the number of actual resource slots needed to support the traffic demand in the sector (and captures the average reuse resulting from FFR): \(r_j = \frac{\sum_{c \in j} d_{c,mob} + d_{c,ext} + d_{c,int}}{(B - \beta_j)M}\).

**Theorem 1.** FluidNet’s iterative scheme converges to the optimal split of carriers between FFR and DAS configurations in each sector w.r.t. the objective in Eqn. 4.1.

**Proof.** Recall that any FFR scheme operates in two segments: one, where all cells in the sector reuse the radio resources and the other, where cells share the radio resources (similar to DAS). Thus, due to the nature of the strategies, if \(y\) and \(z\) resource slots are needed to satisfy \(x\) units of traffic in the DAS and FFR configurations respectively, then we have \(y \geq z\) always. Given this, it follows that there exists a unique optimal split, where traffic demand (assuming feasible) is satisfied with the least amount of FFR radio resources. In other words, any split to the left would result in spare radio resources in DAS, while any split to the right would not satisfy the traffic demand. Using this inference in its iteration, allows FluidNet to converge to the optimal split.
4.5.4 Properties of RU Metric

We present properties of the RU metric that are relevant for clustering. For ease of exposition, we do not consider mobile traffic in the discussions.

**Property 4.5.1.** When two sectors $i, j$ are clustered, the split of carriers in the resulting cluster has to be the minimum of those in the constituent sectors $(b_{i,j} = \min\{b_i, b_j\})$ to maximize RU.

*Proof.* Let $b_i \leq b_j$ without loss of generality. Now, $b_{i,j}$ cannot be greater than $b_i$ since this would require some FFR traffic in sector $i$ to be moved to the DAS configuration. However, since $b_i$ was optimal in sector $i$ to begin with, this would in turn require more radio resources in the DAS configuration that what is currently available, and is hence not possible.

On the other hand, if $b_{i,j} = b_i - \delta$, then

\[
RU(b_i - \delta, n_i + n_j) = (b_i - \delta) + (B - b_i + \delta)(n_i + n_j)
\]

while,

\[
RU(b_i, n_i) + RU(b_j, n_j) = b_i + (B - b_i)n_i + b_j + (B - b_j)n_j
\]

(4.4)

Now, the improvement (reduction) in RU is,

\[
\Delta = RU(b_i, n_i) + RU(b_j, n_j) - RU(b_i - \delta, n_i + n_j)
\]

\[
= b_j + (B - b_j)n_j - \delta(n_i + n_j - 1)
\]

(4.5)

Since $\Delta$ is maximum when $\delta = 0$, we have the desired result.

**Property 4.5.2.** RU metric does not satisfy the “local” property, i.e. if clustering sectors $i, j, k$ improves the RU, then this does not mean that clustering a subset of its constituent sectors also improves RU.

\[
RU(b_{i,j,k}, n_i + n_j + n_k) \leq \sum_{\ell \neq \{i,j,k\}} RU(b_{\ell}, n_\ell)
\]

\[! \Rightarrow RU(b_{i,j}, n_i + n_j) \leq RU(b_i, n_i) + RU(b_j, n_j)\]
Proof. It is easy to create a simple example that satisfies the above inequalities. Consider the optimal split of carriers for the 3 sectors $i, j, k$ as $b, b + \delta, b + 2\delta$ respectively and let the number of cells in each of them be $n$. Now, if $\delta$ is chosen such that $\frac{b}{2(n-1)} \leq \delta \leq \frac{2b}{3(n-1)}$, and applying property 4.5.1, the above statement can be easily shown to be satisfied.

**Property 4.5.3.** To cluster sectors $i$ and $j$ (with say $b_i \leq b_j$), we need all of the following to be satisfied.

1. Both sectors must have spare radio resources in the DAS configuration, i.e. $\beta_i < b_i$ and $\beta_j < b_j$.

2. The aggregate traffic from the DAS and FFR configurations of the two sectors must be satisfied by the new split of carriers in the cluster. Equivalently, $b_j - r_j(b_j - b_i) \leq \beta_i + \beta_j$.

3. The RU of the resulting cluster must be improved. Equivalently, $b_j \leq \frac{n}{n_j-1}b_i$.

Proof. When sectors are clustered, the main change is a common split of carriers ($\min\{b_i, b_j\}$), whose radio resources must satisfy the traffic from constituent sectors. Since FFR traffic from sectors already account for inter-sector interference, they can continue to leverage reuse within their respective sectors and hence easily be accommodated. However, the DAS traffic from the sectors have to be merged and share radio resources in the new DAS configuration. The first and second constraints in this property provide the necessary and sufficient conditions respectively towards ensuring this. With the common split being $\min\{b_i, b_j\}$, it is easy to see that to accommodate more DAS traffic from either of the sectors, it is necessary for both the sectors to have spare DAS radio resources to begin with. However, to ensure that the entire DAS traffic from both the sectors can be accommodated, we need $(b_i - \beta_i) + (b_j - \beta_j) \leq b_i$. When the sector with the larger DAS split ($b_j$) reduces to the smaller split of $b_i$ in the cluster, this would provide more radio resources ($b_j - b_i$ carriers) towards FFR in sector $j$. This can in turn be used to offload some of its DAS traffic. Also, due to reuse in FFR, for a given set of radio resources in FFR, more resource demand ($(b_j - b_i)r_j$, i.e. scaled by reuse factor $r_j$) can be offloaded from the DAS configuration. Hence, it suffices if,

\[(b_i - \beta_i) + (b_j - \beta_j) - (b_j - b_i)r_j \leq b_i\]

\[\Rightarrow b_j - r_j(b_j - b_i) \leq \beta_i + \beta_j \quad (4.6)\]
In addition to traffic demand satisfaction, we need to ensure that the resulting RU of the cluster is improved, i.e.

$$RU(\min\{b_i, b_j\}, n_i + n_j) \leq RU(b_i, n_i) + RU(b_j, n_j)$$

This reduces to,

$$b_j \leq \frac{n_j}{n_j - 1} b_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.7)

### 4.5.5 Clustering of Sectors

Based on the above established properties, FluidNet designs a light-weight clustering algorithm (Algorithm 5) to improve the RU of configurations applied in the network. Representing as a graph $G = (V, E)$, each sector forms a vertex in the graph, while an edge $e = (u, v)$ exists between two vertices ($u$ and $v$) if the corresponding sectors are adjacent (Step 1). Each edge $e$ carries a weight ($w_e$), which evaluates property 4.5.3 in identifying if the corresponding sectors $u$ and $v$ can be clustered, and if so assigns the resulting RU of the cluster as its weight ($w_e = RU(\min\{b_u, b_v\}, n_u + n_v)$). If however, clustering is not feasible, then this is denoted by $w_e = \infty$ (Step 2).

**Algorithm 5 Clustering of Sectors**

1. Construct Sector Graph: $G = (V, E)$, $V = \{\text{sectors}\}$, $E = \{e = (u, v) : v = N(u)\}$
2. $w_e = RU(\min\{b_u, b_v\}, n_u + n_v)$ if Property 4.5.3 is satisfied; and $w_e = \infty$ otherwise
3. Let $G' = (V', E')$; initialize $V' = V$, $E' = E$
4. while (1) do
5. \hspace{0.5cm} Pick $u = \text{Rand}(V')$
6. \hspace{0.5cm} Select $v^* = \arg\min_{v:e=(u,v)\in E'} w_e$
7. \hspace{0.5cm} if $v^* \neq \emptyset$ then
8. \hspace{1cm} Contract $(u, v^*)$ in $V'$, i.e. $(u, v^*) \rightarrow u'$
9. \hspace{1cm} Add edges in $E'$, $(u', v) : (u, v) \in E$ or $(v^*, v) \in E$
10. \hspace{1cm} Update edge weights in $E'$, $w_e'$, $\forall e' = (u', v) : v \in N(u') \& v \in V'$
11. \hspace{0.5cm} else
12. \hspace{1cm} Exit
13. end if
14. end while
15. Output clustered graph $G' = (V', E')$

With the above weighted graph, FluidNet clusters sectors through a graph coarsening approach. At each step, it picks a random vertex $u$ (Step 5), then selects the
neighboring vertex \( v \) (Step 6) that when clustered together minimizes the resulting RU \((v = \arg \min_{e \in E'} w_e, \text{ where } e = (u, v))\). It then contracts \( u \) and \( v \), along with edges between them to a new clustered node \( u' \) (Steps 7-9). Weights of edges incident on \( u \) and \( v \) are updated after the contraction (Step 10). The process is repeated until no more clustering is possible. Each vertex in the final graph \((v \in V')\) represents the clustering of sectors in the network for improved RU (Step 15). Further, the RU of each clustered node, represents the common split of carriers between the DAS and FFR configurations for all sectors in that cluster.

Recall that RU does not satisfy the local property (property 4.5.2). Hence, while local clustering schemes are light-weight and scalable, they might miss out on potential clusters that improve the RU. To reduce the impact of such sub-optimality, FluidNet leverages the structure of the sector graph as follows. The logical 3-sector operation of macrocell networks results in a graph that has only cliques of size 3 and cycles of size 6 (see Fig.4.6(b)). This special form of \( G \) is called a “sector graph”. Hence, FluidNet includes the following optimization, where in addition to computing the weight of each edge, it also computes the weight of each clique \( w_{(u,v,w)} = RU(\min\{b_u, b_v, b_w\}, n_u + n_v + n_w) \). Hence, it first starts contracting (clustering) all possible cliques \( (|V|^3 \text{ in number}) \) before moving to the contraction of edges. This would help improve RU from potential 3-sector (clique) clusters, which would not otherwise result from their constituent 2-sector (edge) clusters.

As with most clustering problems, it can be shown that the problem of finding the network-wide configuration with the smallest RU is NP-hard. We have the following performance guarantee for FluidNet.

**Theorem 2.** FluidNet’s algorithms yield network-wide transmission configurations with a RU that is within a factor of \( \frac{3}{2} \) and 2 from the optimal for sector and general graphs respectively.

**Proof.** Since a sector is the smallest granularity for operation of configurations, FluidNet’s optimality at the sector level (Theorem 1) indicates that its sub-optimality is essentially contributed by its clustering component. In bounding the latter, consider the optimal network-wide configuration to cluster the nodes of the sector graph into \( P \) disjoint clusters.
(\(C_q, q = [1, P]\)). The optimal resource usage (RU) of the network is then,

\[
RU_{opt} = \sum_{q=1}^{P} RU_{C_q}
\]  

(4.8)

where \(RU_{C_q}\) denotes the RU of cluster \(C_q\). Now, if we bound the RU sub-optimality in each of the clusters, then this would automatically bound the sub-optimality of our algorithm.

**Worst-case Topology:** Consider \(p\) sectors that are clustered by the optimal solution, i.e. cluster \(C_q\). By definition of optimality, clustering properties 4.5.3 must be satisfied. If \(RU(b_i, n_i)\) represents the RU of the individual sectors \((i)\) in the cluster \((C_q)\), then let \(y = \min_i b_i, j = \arg\min_i b_i\) and \(\alpha_i = b_i - y\). To understand the worst-case performance for our algorithm, let us compare the RU of the cluster with that of the non-clustered solution.

\[
RU_{C_q} = y + (B - y) \sum_i n_i
\]

\[
\sum_i RU(b_i, n_i) = y + (B - y) n_j + \sum_{i \neq j} ((y + \alpha_i) + (B - y - \alpha_i) n_i)
\]

\[
\sum_i RU(b_i, n_i) - RU_{C_q} = \sum_{i \neq j} \Delta_i = \sum_{i \neq j} (y - \alpha_i (n_i - 1))
\]  

(4.9)

From the above equation 4.9, it can be seen that depending on \(\alpha_i (n_i - 1)\), each sector contributes positively (\(\Delta_i \geq 0\), reduces RU) or negatively (\(\Delta_i \leq 0\), increases RU) when clustered. Hence, the worst case for our algorithm would be when (i) none of the \(p\) sectors
can be clustered, and (ii) the number of clusters that contribute positively is maximized. This is achieved with the sector topology in Fig. 4.7. Here, \textit{wlog}, let the \( p \)-th sector have the largest split of carriers \((y + \alpha_p)\) among all \( p \) sectors. Now, from the topology, it can be seen that all the sectors contribute more to (reducing) RU than the central \( p \)-th sector. By allowing all the \( p - 1 \) sectors to contribute positively to RU but the \( p \)-th sector to contribute negatively to RU, will prevent any sectors from being clustered in our algorithm and hence provides us with the worst case performance. Note that, we need at least one negatively contributing sector since otherwise, our algorithm would be able to cluster some of the sectors as well.

**General Graphs:** Using this topology, we can now bound the worst-case performance of our algorithm as follows. Consider the increased RU of the configuration produced by our algorithm as a fraction \( L \) of that of the optimal configuration. From Eqn. 4.9, we have,

\[
L = \frac{(p - 1)y - \sum_{i \neq j} \alpha_i(n_i - 1)}{y + (B - y)\sum_i n_i} \quad (4.10)
\]

For none of the sectors to be capable of clustering in our algorithm, we need,

\[
RU(\min\{y, y + \alpha_p\}, n_j + n_p) > RU(y, n_j) + RU(y + \alpha_p, n_p)
\Rightarrow \alpha_p(n_p - 1) > y \quad (4.11)
\]

Substituting Eqn. 4.11 back into Eqn. 4.10, we have,

\[
L \leq \frac{(p - 2)y - \sum_{i \neq j, p} \alpha_i(n_i - 1)}{y + (B - y)\sum_i n_i} \leq \frac{(p - 2)y}{(B - y)(\sum_i n_i - 1)} \quad (4.12)
\]

Further, any split of carriers must be less than the total number of carriers, i.e. \( y + \alpha_p \leq B \). Combining this with Eqn. 4.11, we have \( \frac{y}{n_p - 1} < \alpha_p \leq B - y \) and hence \( \frac{y}{B - y} \leq n_p - 1 \).

Substituting back into Eqn. 4.12, we have,

\[
L \leq \frac{(p - 2)(n_p - 1)}{(\sum_i n_i - 1)} \quad (4.13)
\]

The approximation factor for the algorithm is then given by,

\[
A = 1 + L \leq 1 + \frac{(p - 2)(n_p - 1)}{(\sum_i n_i - 1)} \quad (4.14)
\]
With the same number of cells in each sector $n_i = n$, we have $A \leq 1 + \frac{(p-2)(n-1)}{2(pn-1)} \leq 2$.

**Sector Graphs:** In particular sector graphs, as captured in Fig. 4.6(b) involve only cliques of size at most three. Hence, for any given cluster $C_q$, it can be easily seen that the resulting sub-graph will consist of a combination of only the following three structures: 3-clique, line, and cycle. If the optimal cluster contains a 3-clique, since any sector can be clustered with any other sector in the clique, then at least one pair of sectors must be capable of contraction (clustering) in our algorithm. Otherwise, it can be easily shown that the optimal solution would not contain the 3-clique. In the case of line and cycle structures, it is possible that no sector can be clustered. This would be the case when alternate sectors in the structure contribute negatively to clustering, thereby preventing any sectors from being clustered. Hence, irrespective of which structure or combination of structures is considered, it can be seen that at least $\frac{p-1}{2}$ sectors out of $p$ in the cluster will have to contribute negatively to prevent any clustering in our algorithm. Now, applying Eqn. 4.11 for all such sectors in Eqn. 4.10, results in

$$A \leq 1 + \frac{(p - 1)(n_p - 1)}{2(\sum_i n_i - 1)}$$

(4.15)

With the same number of cells in each sector $n_i = n$, we have $A \leq 1 + \frac{(p-1)(n-1)}{2(pn-1)} \leq \frac{3}{2}$.

**4.5.6 Scalable Realization**

While carriers assigned to DAS and FFR (say $(b', B - b')$) in a cluster are fixed for an epoch and determined by the cluster’s resulting RU (computed based on aggregate radio resource demands from previous epoch), DAS and FFR strategies are applied to appropriate incoming traffic demand at finer time scales (order of seconds) during the epoch. Further, the DAS traffic of all the constituent sectors simply share the radio resources through a common DAS configuration on $b'$ carriers. However, the FFR for the constituent sectors is executed individually within each sector (and not jointly), albeit on the same set of $B - b'$ carriers. This keeps the complexity of running FFR schemes low (restricted to cells in a sector). Not running FFR jointly across all sectors in the cluster will result in inter-sector interference. However, this does not hurt the estimated RU of the cluster since it is implicitly incorporated in the RU of the constituent sectors prior to clustering. Further, adopting a two-step approach - first determining the RU-optimal DAS-FFR configuration in
each sector, then improving RU of the network by clustering sectors through a light-weight process, forms the key in ensuring scalability of operations in FluidNet.

4.6 Prototype of FluidNet

4.6.1 Architecture

The core intelligence of FluidNet resides in the central processing entity managing the BBU pool, which consists of two key components.

1. **Resource Manager**: The resource manager is responsible for two key functionalities: (i) determining the appropriate number of BBU units (using FluidNet’s algorithms) needed to generate distinct frames and how these frames from BBUs are mapped to specific RRHs, and (ii) assigning compute resources (DSPs, cores, etc.) to each BBU unit. FluidNet focuses on the former functionality and is complementary to the processor scheduling problem addressed by studies with the latter functionality [69].

2. **Switching Element**: While the resource manager determines the logical mapping of BBU signals to RRHs, the switching element is responsible for realizing these mappings. Since some BBU frames are sent to multiple RRHs (as in DAS), while other frames are sent individually to specific cells (as in dynamic FFR), the switching element allows for both unicast and multicast switching. Based on the configuration determined by the resource manager on a given carrier, the switch module activates the appropriate set of output ports for an incoming BBU signal depending on the intended set of recipient RRHs. Since a BBU pool may potentially serve tens to hundreds of small cell RRHs, to ensure scalability, the switching fabric may be composed of multiple smaller-size switches (as opposed to one big switch). The size of the switches may be chosen to tradeoff the level of multicasting capability (e.g., for DAS) with cost.

4.6.2 Implementation

We have built a full-fledged, small-scale C-RAN testbed, capable of over-the-air transmissions. Given that LTE requires licensed spectrum, our set-up is currently based on WiMAX (with an experimental license). However, both LTE and WiMAX being OFDMA-
based, our testbed suffices to demonstrate the proposed concepts in FluidNet that are equally applicable to LTE as well. Our testbed is depicted in Fig. 4.8.

**BBU Pool, clients and gateway:** Since our focus is on the front-haul configuration, we consider six WiMAX BSs (from PicoChip [72]) directly as our BBUs. We use netbooks with USB WiMAX dongles as the clients. FluidNet’s algorithms to determine configurations, are implemented in the WiMAX gateway, whose primary role is to manage the traffic flows from/to the clients. In our set-up, a single gateway is instrumented to manage all the 6 BBUs and their clients. The gateway also hosts the controller to instruct the switch for mapping of BBU signals to RRHs. We implement the controller using LabVIEW and communicate the desired configurations to the switch via serial port (RS232).

**Radio-over-Fiber:** Ideally, baseband signals should be transported in the digital domain between BBU pool and RRHs to allow for scalable, low-latency switching between configurations. However, the lack of commercially available products to manipulate the baseband signals between BBU pool and RRHs in the digital domain (over CPRI), has prompted us to pick an alternate design, wherein we employ analog RF signal transmission based on radio over fiber (RoF) techniques. With latencies of about 5 µs/Km over the fiber, we have verified that RoF can retain the signal synchronization between RRHs as
well as the timing constraint between downlink and uplink signals for reasonable distances of around 10 Km between the BBU pool and RRHs. With RoF, the modulated RF analog signal from a BBU is converted into an optical carrier using a COTS optical transceiver, and delivered to RRHs on a single mode optical fiber.

**RRHs:** Since all the signal processing (even modulation and RF up/down-conversion) is done at the BBU pool, our RRH design is simple and consists of an optical transceiver attached to an antenna. The optical wavelengths (carrying multiple RF signals) are photodetected and converted back to the RF domain (for over-the-air transmission) by the optical
transceiver. On the uplink (from RRHs to BBUs), the operations are similar but in reverse order.

**Switching Element:** Since BBU signals are carried as analog RoF, to realize various configurations, we enable switching in the optical domain, which is controlled from the gateway. Since our optical switch supports only one-to-one switching, we enable flexible switching (one-to-one and one-to-many) indirectly by using optical splitters and multiplexers with CWDM. While the latency in switching between configurations is negligible if implemented in the digital domain, it could be appreciable in the optical domain depending on the sophistication of the switch. With our inexpensive optical switch that reconfigures individual port switches, this could amount to 1 s. This is still acceptable if hybrid (DAS, FFR) configurations are realized in the frequency domain (across spectral carriers), where they need to be changed only with appreciable load changes at the granularity of several seconds or minutes.

The gateway controls the optical switch to turn on or off each independent path from each BBU to any RRH to create various configurations. Since each switch in our testbed is limited to supporting all configurations in a set-up with at most 4 BBUs and 4 RRHs, we employ two such switches jointly to serve our 6 BBU-RRH system.

Figure 4.12: Mobile: Traffic satisfaction. 

Figure 4.13: Mobile: Energy efficiency.
4.7 Performance Evaluation

4.7.1 Prototype Evaluation

Set-up

**Testbed:** Our testbed consists of six small cell RRHs deployed in an indoor office setting, driven by six physical BBUs co-located in a single room through optical fiber (see Fig. 4.9). There are six clients, each associated to one of the six cells. All the small cells are assumed to be in a single sector of a macrocell. The BBUs can generate WiMAX RF signals over two 10 MHz bands: at 2.59 GHz and 2.61 GHz, for which an experimental FCC license has been acquired to conduct over-the-air transmissions. Hence, we consider four spectral blocks (i.e., carriers), each with 5 MHz bandwidth to realize hybrid configurations. Since our BBUs are BSs themselves, we can operate a BS and hence an RRH on only one carrier at any given time. Due to this technical difficulty, we run DAS and FFR configurations sequentially on the appropriate blocks to realize the hybrid configuration for the sector. This would equivalently amount to 4 logical BBUs (one per carrier) per small cell and hence a maximum of 24 logical BBUs in the system.

**Strategies and Metrics:** We evaluate *FluidNet* against both the DAS scheme (labeled “DAS”) and an FFR scheme (labeled “FFR”) for baseline comparison (we consider other baselines in simulations). For FFR, our topology allows each small cell to operate on half the set of sub-channels, while being orthogonal to those of its neighbors. In DAS, a single BBU frame serves all the RRHs and clients. Traffic loads (2 - 16 Mbps) and profile (static, mobile) of clients are the parameters studied. The maximum net throughput that can be delivered in a WiMAX frame (at 64 QAM) in our set-up is around 16 Mbps for 10 MHz bandwidth. Each experiment takes 180 seconds and is repeated multiple times with varying client locations. Impact of rate adaptation is isolated by picking the MCS that delivers maximum throughput for a client (we try all MCSs). The fraction of the offered load supported and the effective number of BBU units consumed in the process are the metrics of evaluation.

**Impact of Traffic Heterogeneity**

With six static clients, we study the percentage of average traffic satisfied and the number of BBUs required by each scheme with varying per-client traffic demand in Figs.
4.10 and 4.11, respectively. With high load, FFR is essential to support the traffic demand, while DAS can support only a third of the demand (Fig. 4.10). When the load is low, DAS is sufficient and activates only a sixth of the BBUs required by FFR (Fig. 4.11). While FluidNet blends the best of DAS and FFR under extreme load conditions, its benefits are more pronounced in the intermediate regime (e.g., 10 Mbps demand per-client), where it outperforms both DAS and FFR. By employing hybrid configurations and adapting them to traffic profiles, FluidNet sustains twice as much traffic as DAS and requires only half the BBUs activated by FFR.

**Impact of User Heterogeneity**

We vary the number of mobile clients in a six client scenario, with each client’s traffic fixed at 8 Mbps. To eliminate the adverse impact of handoffs in FFR (triggers, delays, etc.), we move a mobile client at pedestrian speed only in the vicinity of its RRH (sample path in Fig. 4.9). In contrast, seamless coverage and lack of handovers, allow a client to be moved in all deployment areas with DAS and FluidNet. Hence, the results in Figs. 4.12 and 4.13 are optimistic for FFR. We see that with increasing fraction of mobile traffic, FFR’s performance degrades and ends up being much worse than that of DAS (Fig. 4.12). We observed that, even without handovers, when a client moves away from its RRH, its link deteriorates and faces high interference from the control region of frames of neighboring RRHs in FFR (only data part of the frame is protected in FFR). While DAS’s coverage provides consistent link quality, it under-utilizes the spectrum when mobile traffic is low. FluidNet strikes a fine balance between the two configurations to support as much as 50% more traffic, while incurring a BBU energy consumption that is only slightly more than that of DAS.

**Adaptation to Network Dynamics**

We now evaluate FluidNet’s adaptability to network dynamics. We start with six static clients, each with a 8 Mbps traffic load. Two events are triggered, one at 40 seconds into the experiment and another at 80 seconds. In the first event, four of the clients become mobile. Then at the 80 second mark, one of the mobile clients becomes static again and the remaining mobile clients reduce their rate to 4 Mbps. From Fig. 4.14, we see that FluidNet tracks FFR performance initially (albeit at less number of BBUs activated),
when there are more static clients inducing a high traffic load. When a majority of the traffic demand becomes mobile at the first event, unlike FFR that suffers in performance, FluidNet immediately (but for a short transition delay) adapts its configuration to track DAS performance that is optimal for the updated network conditions. Similarly, when the traffic load of static clients starts to dominate, while still involving mobile clients at the second event, FluidNet employs a hybrid configuration to sustain a higher traffic load compared to both DAS and FFR, while incurring a BBU usage comparable to DAS. This clearly indicates FluidNet’s ability to effectively adapt its configurations to varying network conditions.

Multi Operator/Technology Customization

One of FluidNet’s key features is its ability to allow for multiple operators to customize the configurations needed to serve their respective clients simultaneously. To illustrate this, we design an experiment with three BBUs and three RRHs. There are two operators, one operating at 2.59 GHz and the other at 2.61 GHz, each with 10 MHz bandwidth. Both operators share the same set of three RRHs to cater to three clients each simultaneously. While all clients for operator 1 are static and impose a net rate requirement
of 21 Mbps, those for operator 2 are all mobile with a net rate requirement of 12 Mbps. To check transmission feasibility on our front-haul over longer distances, the fiber between BBU and RRHs is made to be a 10 Km fiber spindle. Fig. 4.15(a) presents the spectral graph from one of the RRHs captured using a spectrum analyzer. It is clearly seen that both the operators are able to co-exist simultaneously on the same front-haul without any interference to each other’s RF signal. Furthermore, this is achieved over a large distance of 10 Km, which demonstrates feasibility for an outdoor cellular deployment. Also, Fig. 4.15(b) shows that *FluidNet* tailors the right configuration for each operator to provide maximum satisfaction of traffic demand.

---

**Figure 4.15: Two Operators.**

**Figure 4.16: WiFi + WiMAX**
This is also evident from Figs. 4.16(a) and 4.16(b), where a single operator uses two different access technologies (WiFi and WiMAX) to serve five clients (each with 10 Mbps traffic rate) through 3 RRHs. Two of the clients on WiFi (2.43 GHz) are static and associated to two of the RRHs, while the other three are on WiMAX (2.59 GHz) and mobile. It is interesting to see that FluidNet is capable of simultaneously supporting an asynchronous (WiFi; one-to-one for CSMA) and synchronous (WiMAX; one-to-many for DAS) access technology for the same operator. FluidNet’s support for multiple operators and technologies are very useful features in a C-RAN, given the growing popularity of RAN-sharing and dual carrier small cells (for WiFi offload).

4.7.2 Simulation

Set-up: We use a 3GPP-calibrated system simulator to create a outdoor heterogeneous cellular network, with 19 macrocell sites (each has three sectors) and ten small cells per sector. Thus, the network has a total of 627 cells (57 macro + 570 small) based on the scenarios defined in 3GPP 36.814 [73]. We distribute 3600 small cell clients according to the ‘4b’ distribution [73]. We assume that the macrocells and their clients use pre-determined spectral resources orthogonal to the ones used by the small cells and their clients, and thus ignore the interference from/to the macrocell network.

To generate traffic demands, we resort to emulating a typical operational day in outdoor cellular networks. Since we do not have access to such operator data (and public data does not exist to the best of our knowledge), we use the reported peak hour distribution from [64] as follows. We mark each sector (and the small cells in it) as either “business” or “residential”. As seen in Fig. 4.2, we geographically determine that the central, shaded sectors are business sectors (there are a total of 21 such sectors with 210 small cells in them) and peripheral sectors are residential sectors (36 of them exist). The small cells in a business sector hit their peak loads between 10 a.m. and 4 p.m. and residential cells have peak hours between 4 p.m. and 8 p.m. The traffic outside the peak hours is chosen such that there is a gradual increase until the peak interval and a decrease after that.

We compare FluidNet against three other schemes. The first (labeled “FFR”) is a pure FFR solution running with a fixed cluster size corresponding to a macrocell (3 sectors = 30 small cells). The second (labeled “DAS”) is a pure DAS solution with opportunistic clustering. When the total load of neighboring sectors is less than a frame’s worth of
resources (i.e., the max. capacity of DAS), they are merged in a DAS cluster and thus served by one BBU. The third (labeled “GRID”) is reported in [64] and addresses energy consumption by turning small cells off during non-peak periods.

**Traffic Heterogeneity:** We first simulate a network where no clients are mobile. Each result is the average of five different runs with randomly selected traffic demands from clients, subject to the spatio-temporal traffic distribution.

Figs. 4.17(a) and 4.17(b) plot the traffic satisfaction ratio and the energy consumption (RU), respectively. We first see that *FluidNet* has a competitive traffic satisfaction ratio with FFR (is only 3% worse on average). The slight reduction is because FFR explicitly accounts for inter-sector interference by considering a cluster size of three sectors. In contrast, *FluidNet* applies FFR at a granularity of one sector and resorts to resource permutations to address inter-sector interference in a scalable manner. We also see that while having a competitive traffic ratio, *FluidNet* is much more (3x on average) energy efficient than FFR. DAS, albeit the most energy efficient strategy, suffers from lack of spatial reuse and hence satisfies only 65% of the traffic on average.

When compared with GRID, while the fraction of traffic satisfied does not differ considerably, *FluidNet* activates 2.2x less BBUs than GRID. This is due to the fact that while energy savings from BS-switching approaches such as GRID are inherently limited based on physical proximity of cells, *FluidNet* can cluster arbitrarily large numbers of cells to yield more energy savings. This is exemplified in Fig. 4.17(e) where we plot the temporal progression of clusters in *FluidNet*; clusters (color-coded) are seen to shift spatially from residential areas in the morning to business areas in the evening. White (uncolored) sectors are clusters of size one (i.e., cannot be merged with other sectors due to high traffic load). To closely look at clustering in *FluidNet* during non-peak hours, we compare *FluidNet* with and without the clustering component (the latter called “*FluidNet*-NC”). As seen in Fig. 4.17(c), even without its clustering component *FluidNet* outperforms GRID. Further, while *FluidNet*-NC requires 80 BBUs on average, *FluidNet* requires only 43 BBUs, resulting in much lower energy consumption. This shows that clustering is critical in realizing high energy savings.

In summary, *FluidNet* effectively exploits the spatial and temporal load asymmetry in the network and yields more energy savings than state-of-the-art solutions while satisfying a high fraction of the traffic demand.
User Heterogeneity: We now evaluate FluidNet with vehicular mobility. Here, we take the peak traffic hour of the day (4 p.m.) and investigate the traffic satisfaction ratio (averaged over 5 runs) with varying percentage of mobile clients. Each client moves at 60 miles per hour, only within its sector. From Fig. 4.17(d) we see that DAS performance is not affected by mobility since it results in a uniform signal quality for mobile clients; the network capacity is unchanged. With FFR, performance degrades as we increase the percentage of mobile clients (due to handovers and degraded SNR). With FluidNet, increasing number of mobile clients results in more carriers being allocated for DAS. While associating mobile traffic with DAS is beneficial in most of the cases, it can lead to lower performance (compared to FFR) when all the traffic is mobile. Ideally, one would need to identify the tradeoff between DAS (uniform per-client SNR but no spatial reuse) and FFR (degraded client SNR but high spatial reuse) for mobile traffic, and make careful decisions.

4.8 Discussions and Remarks

We presented FluidNet - a framework for dynamically re-configuring the front-haul of a C-RAN to meet the dual objective of improved RAN performance with reduced resource usage in the BBU pool. Our evaluations show promising benefits towards these goals. Going forward, we would like to consider the following.

Applicability to other C-RAN Models: Since FluidNet focuses on logical front-haul configurations, it can work with any front-haul (e.g., microwave wireless) as long as the latter can support the data rates needed for transport of BBU signals. Similarly, it also applies in a partially-centralized C-RAN model [55], where more processing is entrusted to the RRHs to reduce the load on the front-haul. However, the energy savings in this model needs to be investigated.

Co-existence with Carrier Aggregation: LTE-advanced systems will support multiple component carriers and carrier aggregation. Carrier split for configurations in FluidNet can be realized much more easily with multiple component carriers. However, the interaction of FFR and DAS with joint scheduling on multiple carriers needs further study.

Migrating to Digital Front-Haul Transmissions: Instead of using RF over Fiber, we would like to migrate our BBUs to those that provide access to digital I-Q streams that can be transported over CPRI. This would allow for scalable realization of our configurations in the digital domain.
Figure 4.17: FluidNet has comparable traffic satisfaction ratio to FFR (a), and is 3x and 2.2x more energy efficient than FFR and GRID respectively.
Chapter 5

FlexiWeb: Network-Aware Compaction for Accelerating Mobile Web Transfers

5.1 Introduction

The ill-effects of slow websites, especially when browsing using a cellular network, are well-documented. Recent surveys suggest that two-thirds of users encounter slow websites every week [74], and that 49% of such users abandon a site or switch to a competitor upon experiencing large delays [74]. To address this, several systems augment mobile web browsing with support from middleboxes or proxies in the cloud (e.g., [75], [76], [77], [78], [79], [80]); many of these systems are widely used today, such as Opera Mini [78], Amazon Silk [79] and Chrome beta [80]. These cloud-supported mobile browsing options can potentially reduce download times, device energy consumption, and data usage costs.

Network conditions should dictate whether or not a middlebox should be used for performing content compression: The aforementioned middleboxes primarily compress content to be delivered to wireless clients based on the common belief that compression reduces the volume of bytes downloaded, and thus, improves performance. Unfortunately, this is not always the case. As our first contribution, we conduct an extensive measurement study which shows that, when network conditions are good, there could in fact be an increase in page load times (by as much as 28%) due to the use of middleboxes.
(we refer to this as **Proxy Assisted** browsing). The problem especially occurs if the web page to be downloaded only contains small objects (no high quality images or large scripts). The primary reason for this degradation is that diverting content to a middlebox causes additional delays due to longer routes and/or processing at the middlebox; these delays offset the gains achieved due to compression in some cases, and thus, worsen page load times. On the other hand, when network conditions are bad, **Proxy Assisted** browsing decreases page load times compared to **Conventional** browsing by 32%. This suggests that the decision on whether or not to use middlebox support for mobile web transfers must be made based on (i) network conditions and (ii) object sizes.

**Content transformations ought to be network-aware:** Today, most middleboxes for the mobile web apply the same compression to all content. Insufficient compaction could potentially lead to large page load times when network conditions are poor. If users and web providers are willing to compromise on content quality for better page load times, one could enable middleboxes to perform different degrees of content compaction based on network conditions. Specifically, this is possible in the case of images if the network conditions are bad. For example, when the quality of the client’s network connection is very poor, the middlebox could even take extreme steps, such as transform a color image to a gray scale version, to ensure reasonable load times.

**Challenges:** Realizing the above vision towards network-aware, dynamic usage of a middlebox for accelerating mobile web transfers is associated with two primary challenges: (1) For every object, the decision as to whether to fetch it directly or via the proxy depends on the object’s size, but that is typically known only after fetching the object. Issuing a HTTP HEAD request just to query the webserver hosting the object for its size will add significant overhead. (2) The extent to which any particular object on a page should be compressed depends on the sizes of other objects on the page. However, given how the process of loading a web page works, the objects on a web page are only revealed iteratively as the page load proceeds.

**Design and implementation of FlexiWeb:** As our primary contribution, we design and prototype the FlexiWeb framework, which addresses the above challenges, towards providing dynamic, network-aware middlebox support for the mobile web. FlexiWeb has a novel design that encompasses three key elements. First, it uses an empirically derived model that determines, given an object’s size and the network conditions, whether
the object should be fetched via a proxy\textsuperscript{1} or not. Second, FlexiWeb incorporates a classifier that predicts an object’s size, based primarily on features derived from the object’s URL. Third, FlexiWeb performs network-aware data compaction at the proxy, wherein appropriate transformations are applied to images based on the bandwidth available between the client and the proxy; other objects (e.g., Javascripts) are compressed as in conventional middleboxes. For this, FlexiWeb uses an online algorithm that selects near-optimal compaction levels while attempting to keep page load times within a latency target dictated by user tolerance (shown to be 2–5 seconds by user studies [81]). We cast this algorithm as a utility maximization subject to latency constraints.

\textit{Flexibility}: While performing content transformation, it is important to ensure that web browsing sessions do ensure a good Quality-of-Experience (QoE). While transformations reduce delays, they must still cater to a user’s or a web provider’s requirements in terms of quality (e.g., a user may not want gray scale transformations). Hence, we allow users or web providers to set a minimum quality limit either via browser settings or via metadata embedded in a web page’s HTML; this sets the maximum allowable compression allowed on each object in a web page.

\textit{Evaluations}: Finally, we perform extensive evaluations of FlexiWeb both via in-house emulations and real-world experiments using AT&T and T-Mobile’s 4G networks in both static and mobile settings. Our experiments demonstrate that FlexiWeb reduces page load times by up to 35–42\% as compared to both Proxy Assisted and Conventional mobile web browsing.

5.2 To proxy or not to proxy

We begin with a measurement study to understand the implications of using a middlebox for compressing mobile web content. We first describe our setup for the measurements and then discuss the results.

\textit{Client side setup}: We set up multiple rooted mobile devices (HTC One phones with Android 4.3) running the open source web browser, Chromium, for Android. A Python

\textsuperscript{1}We use the terms proxy and middlebox interchangeably.
program controls the browser via Chromedriver using RemoteWebDriver. All experiments are performed with a cold browser cache. We use “page load times” as the primary metric to capture performance. The page load time is defined as the time it takes for the browser to download and process all the objects associated with a web page. Most browsers fire a Javascript event (onLoad()) when the page is loaded. Chrome’s remote debugging interface provides us the time taken to download each object in a web page.

**Server side setup:** To ensure that a phone retrieved the same content each time it fetched a particular URL (in repeated experiments), we captured Alexa’s top 500 websites (we believe these represent typically downloaded web pages) and replayed the content using the Web Page Replay tool [82]. All content was cached on our Web Page Replay server. Our server has 16 CPU cores and 64 GB of memory and is hosted on our campus network.
Figure 5.2: Gains from using a commercial compression proxy (Google compression proxy) in downloading Alexa’s top 500 web pages under different client network conditions. Gains are measured in comparison to a Conventional browser.

Figure 5.3: Average increase in Page Load Time (PLT) in seconds from using a commercial compression proxy (Google compression proxy) in comparison to a Conventional browser.

*Network conditions:* We operate over the 4G networks of two major US cellular providers, AT&T and T-Mobile. To examine the influence of different network conditions, for each provider, we carefully choose four locations where the RTT and throughput values were similar to those listed in Table 5.1. We choose these locations after monitoring the network conditions by running a long term (2 day) experiment to ensure the stability of the conditions (they stayed more or less the same) as shown in Figures 5.1(a) and 5.1(b).

*Data collection:* For each page downloaded, we record the browser-reported page load time, as well as the load time for each individual resource on the page. In addition, we run *tcpdump* on the phone to capture a trace of all network traffic during the page load. In each run, we first load a page by downloading the resources on a page directly from the webservers hosting them, and then via a compression proxy, back-to-back. We perform 10 trials for each experiment.

*Today’s compression proxies can increase mobile web page load times:* First we perform experiments over both AT&T and T-Mobile’s networks, with currently deployed commercial compression proxies. Google’s Chrome mobile browser comes with the Proxy assist option. Upon enabling this, the browser redirects all the requests to Google’s compression proxy. Using this feature, we perform experiments with a live version (clients
Figure 5.4: Gains from using a **Proxy Assisted** browser (using our own proxy) in downloading Alexa’s top 500 web pages under different network conditions. Gains are measured in comparison to a **Conventional** browser.

download the webpages directly from the source web sites as opposed to downloading a replay from our web server) of Alexa’s top 500 websites.

Figure 5.2 shows the percentage gain in performance in different network conditions, when using Google’s proxy in comparison to a **Conventional** browser (where all content is retrieved from the source). We see that the use of the proxy provides an average gain of about 32% in bad network conditions. In excellent network conditions, the **Conventional** browser (no proxy) outperforms the **Proxy assisted** browser by about 28%.

Figure 5.3 shows the average gain in page load times in seconds. We see that the proxy can increase the page load time by $\approx 4$ seconds. According to prior studies [83] a 1 second delay could potentially result in a nett loss of 2.5 million dollars in sales for an e-commerce website. It is also seen that a 4 second delay can cause up to 25% increase in page abandonment. These results clearly demonstrate that the use of a proxy can significantly hurt performance when network conditions are excellent; however, as conditions degrade, compression at a proxy can provide significant benefits.

**An in-depth study:** To get a further understanding of the implications of using a compression proxy, we set up our own proxy (to emulate the behavior of Google’s proxy) and conduct more in depth studies.
**Compression proxy setup:** We set up the compression proxy on Amazon EC2 to have a controlled environment. The proxy is located in northern California, relatively close to the geographical region of the client. We use Google’s open-source compression proxy module called PageSpeed, which we setup as a forward proxy [84]. We use the optimization strategies [85] recommended for reducing page load times. These include combining and minifying JavaScript (JS) and Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) files, inlining small resources, and others. We configure PageSpeed to dynamically optimize images by removing unused metadata, resizing images to specified dimensions, and re-encoding images to the WebP format (which requires fewer bytes than other popular formats such as JPEG and PNG).

Figure 5.4 presents the average gain in page load time with the compression proxy as compared to Conventional browsing (or direct downloads). We see that the results are very consistent with what was observed with the real-world compression proxies.

The question that we then seek to answer is: “why does performance degrade in excellent network conditions due to the use of a proxy?” Via a careful study, we find that this is primarily due to penalties associated with loading content via a compression proxy: (i) circuitous routing between the client and web servers via the middlebox, and/or (ii) processing delays at the middlebox.

**Penalties due to route stretch:** Zarifis et al [1] provide a detailed analysis of path inflation in mobile networks and suggest that factors that primarily contribute to the path inflation are diversions due to (i) ingress points and (ii) peering points. With regards to the former factor, the device’s carrier network may not have ingress points to the Internet in the device’s area. With regards to the latter, the carrier network may connect with a web service provider at a peering point or Internet exchange point (IXP), which may be at a location distant from both the mobile device and the web provider.

An analysis of our traceroute data indicates that, in the presence of a proxy, traversal of multiple peering points (because of three different networks viz., the carrier network, the network hosting the proxy and the network hosting the web server, instead of two) is likely to lead to longer paths. Indeed, we observed that end-to-end routes in some cases were inflated by up to 8 hops due to the use of the proxy, which resulted in increases in RTTs by up to 45ms.
For example, when we fetched cnn.com without using the proxy, from a location in Southern California, the request for object http://i.cdn.turner.com/cnn/.e/img/4.0/logos/city_of_tomorrow_bw.png traversed through AT&T’s core mobile network to a CDN (content distribution network) server which was geographically proximate to the client (near Los Angeles). We also found that ingress points for AT&T’s mobile core network were in the same geographical location. When fetching the same object via the compression proxy, the request went to the proxy server located in northern California and the request for the object was forwarded to the CDN located near the proxy server (northern California).
Table 5.2: Mapping that dictates when to fetch an object directly from the source server and when to fetch it via the proxy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network Condition</th>
<th>0–1 KB</th>
<th>1–3 KB</th>
<th>3–6 KB</th>
<th>6–10 KB</th>
<th>10–20 KB</th>
<th>20–40 KB</th>
<th>≥ 40 KB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>Proxy</td>
<td>Proxy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>Proxy</td>
<td>Proxy</td>
<td>Proxy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>Direct</td>
<td>Proxy</td>
<td>Proxy</td>
<td>Proxy</td>
<td>Proxy</td>
<td>Proxy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>Proxy</td>
<td>Proxy</td>
<td>Proxy</td>
<td>Proxy</td>
<td>Proxy</td>
<td>Proxy</td>
<td>Proxy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We observe a similar effect when fetching the same object via Google’s compression proxy; the request was sent to Google’s compression proxy located in northern California while the closest CDN server was in region Southern California (Los Angeles).

We wish to point out here that the cellular providers also deploy (transparent) proxies in their core network. According to [86] however, only Sprint performs any form of content rewriting. Other providers (T-Mobile, ATT and Verizon) primarily perform delayed handshaking, connection persistence and redirection using such a transparent proxy.

**Penalties due to processing overhead:** We find that the processing overhead to convert an image to WebP format (the image transformation performed by Google’s compression proxy) ranges from 10ms to 30ms per image, depending on the image’s size; if a web page contains a large number of objects, the total processing delay can be significant. In general, when compared to JPEG, the encoding speed for WebP is \(\approx 10X\) slower (and the decoding is \(\approx 1.4X\) slower) but it does provide \(\approx 30\%\) gain in terms of a size reduction, on average [87]. A commercial proxy can reduce the processing times by using advanced caching techniques (to amortize processing costs across users) but websites are increasingly personalizing their content, e.g., amazon.com shows different items to different users based on their browsing patterns. This, in turn, results in the fetching of different objects for different users.

**Impact of object size:** To summarize, our evaluations indicate that neither the Conventional nor Proxy Assisted approach is the winner in all scenarios (in terms of network conditions). To further understand the implications of using Proxy assisted browsers, we next analyze the data collected for both types of browsing to understand the impact of network conditions on load times for objects of different sizes. We partition objects into 7 bins: 0–1 KB, 1–3 KB, 3–6 KB, 6–10 KB, 10–20 KB, 20–40 KB, and ≥ 40 KB. In Figure ??, we compare the average load times computed over all objects in each category, with both browsing strategies in different network conditions. We see that when
the conditions are good, using the proxy is only beneficial for objects larger than 30 KB. This suggests that the delays due to indirection via the proxy outweigh the benefits of data compaction for small objects. As network conditions degrade, fetching compressed objects via the proxy improves object download times as compared to fetching them uncompressed directly from the source. In the extreme case, we see that the proxy’s compression enables better download times for objects of all sizes in poor network conditions.

**Takeaways:** In summary, our measurement studies suggest the following. In very good/excellent network conditions, it is best if only larger sized objects (> 30 KB) are diverted to a compaction middlebox during a web page download. Under fair to poor network conditions, one should retrieve all content indirectly via the middlebox. While TRINITY addresses other key challenges as well, these takeaways form the basis for middlebox usage in our framework.

### 5.3 Design of FlexiWeb

In this section, we describe the design of the FlexiWeb framework. As discussed earlier, FlexiWeb seeks to reduce page load times while browsing the web on mobile devices. The key property of FlexiWeb is that it is adaptive and achieves its goal under all network conditions.

**Overview:** To improve the performance vs. experience tradeoff on the mobile web, our over-arching goal is to enable mobile clients to dynamically select which resources on a web page to download via a proxy and to enable the proxy to determine how it should transform every resource that it relays. This goal imposes three logical challenges:

- How can a client account for the characteristics of the objects on a page and its network conditions to determine what to fetch directly from the source web servers and which objects to fetch via the proxy?

- Since the determination of whether to fetch an object via the proxy or not depends on the object’s size, how can we predict an object’s size before fetching it?

- To ensure that all objects on a page are delivered to a client within a target load time, the manner in which the proxy transforms any particular object on a page must depend on the sizes of other objects on the page. How can the proxy do so, given that all the objects on a page are only revealed iteratively during the page load process?
Our architecture of TRINITY towards tackling these challenges is shown in Figure 5.9. The Network Measurement component at the proxy measures the network’s characteristics via a series of measurements. The measurements made by FlexiWeb do not consume excessive resources on the client side in terms of bandwidth or energy. These measurements are then fed back to the mobile browser. The mobile browser contains an Object size prediction module which estimates object sizes in a web page that it seeks to download. This module essentially uses (i) measured distributions to determine what objects (in terms of sizes) to fetch via the proxy after transformation, and what objects to fetch directly from the source and (ii) an incremental learning algorithm to predict object sizes.

The Request splitting module then fetches each object, either directly from a web server or via the proxy; large objects are always fetched via the proxy, while the decision on “from where to fetch a small object?” is made based on network conditions (this part of FlexiWeb uses the inferences from our measurements in Section 5.2).

The Network Aware Compression module at the proxy fetches the objects from their sources. Note here that different objects could be potentially fetched from different web servers (e.g., ads may be fetched from a different domain than the one in which the web page being fetched is hosted). Since not all objects are fetched simultaneously, the
proxy has to decide on the level of compression (transformation) to be performed on each object as it is fetched, with the objective of trying to keep the total page load time within a target. The proxy meets this goal by using a novel algorithm to dynamically choose the compression level for each object (images specifically) prior to sending it to the mobile client. Specifically, it performs an online optimization to determine object transformations that allow the download to fit within a target budget page load time; it reverts to a minimal transformation (maximum compression) when the optimization formulation is infeasible.

Handling Videos: Videos in a webpage are downloaded as an image (snapshot from the video) when a page is loaded by the browser. If a user clicks on the play button of the video it starts downloading/streaming the video from a server. Video streaming is not considered to be part of the webpage download \[88\] and hence, we do not address videos explicitly in this work.

In the rest of this section, we elaborate on the different functionalities of FlexiWeb.

5.3.1 Splitting requests

Current proxy-assisted browsers either fetch all or none of the objects in a web page, via a middlebox. However, as seen earlier, this model can hurt page load times when network conditions are excellent. To minimize the page load times given the conditions, FlexiWeb seeks to identify which objects should be diverted to the proxy and which ones should not. Based on our measurements in Section 5.2, we create a mapping between how objects should be retrieved based on their sizes and current network conditions; Table 5.2 depicts this mapping. The Request Splitting Module uses this mapping to dynamically send the request for an object either directly to the web server or to the proxy.

Dynamically selecting how to fetch an object based on its size is challenging because any object’s size is not readily available to the client. After fetching the main HTML file (e.g., index.html) of a web page, current browsers parse the file to determine the next object that is to be fetched in order to render the web page. At this point, the browser only knows the object’s URL; the object size information is yet unknown. While the browser could try to determine an object’s size by issuing a HTTP HEAD request \[89\] to the web server hosting the object, this would add significant overhead since it imposes an additional round trip of wide-area communication for every object.
5.3.2 Predicting object sizes

To predict the size of an object given only its URL, we rely on learning and applying a predictive classifier. Based on the objects that it fetches over time the proxy continually builds this classifier, and periodically sends its prediction model to the client. The data from Alexa’s top 4000 web pages gathered by http archive [88], shows that the average size of web page objects changes only once every few months (as shown in Figure 5.10). Thus, it suffices that the update frequency of the prediction model is set to (say) every few months.

**Training the model:** To construct a prediction model, a dataset to train the model is required. The middlebox records the URLs of the objects that it fetches and their
corresponding sizes, and it feeds this information as input to a machine learning algorithm to predict the sizes of objects not seen thus far. Figure 5.13(a) depicts the distribution of object sizes in such a sample dataset, which comprises all objects seen on Alexa’s top 4000 websites. We see that over 80% of objects are smaller than 50 KB. This is also true in the case of images (Figure 5.14(b)). Figure 5.14(c) shows that objects with text content (JavaScript, HTML, and CSS) are even smaller. We find that images are one of the biggest contributors to large web page sizes, and hence, we looked at the distribution of the sizes of different image types. Figure 5.14(d) shows that GIF images are much smaller in size than PNGs and JPEGs.

Rather than attempt to predict the precise size of every object, which is likely an impossible task, we leverage the fact that we only need to map every object to one of the bins in Table 5.2. Therefore, the problem at hand is to accurately predict the size range given an object’s URL.

Extracting features: To perform this classification of object URLs to size ranges, we extract various features from every URL. First, we extract a “bag of words” [90] from the host name in the URL. For example, the host name in the URL http://i.cdn.turner.com/cnn/.e/img/3.0/global/icons/gallery_icon2.png yields the following bag of words: {i, cdn, turner, com}. In addition to features extracted from the host name, we include features from the URN and the type of content. Hence, the feature set for the above URL would be domain = {i, cdn, turner, com}, urn = {cnn, .e, img, 3.0, global, icons, gallery_icon2.png} and type = png.
Classifier: The problem of classifying a URL into one of the size ranges is a multi-class classification problem, i.e., it is a classification task with more than two classes. Many multi-class classification algorithms make the assumption that each sample is assigned to one and only one label; in our case, this means that an object’s URL can only be “classified” into one size range.

The random forest learning algorithm [91], which is known to perform well for multi-class classification problems can be utilized at the proxy for our purposes. It uses multiple decision trees and the final decision is made based on an aggregation of different decision outcomes from the individual trees. The main parameters of the random forest algorithm are the maximum depth of each (individual) tree, the maximum number of trees, and the maximum number of features used to train the model; details can be found in [91].

Execution: In summary, the object size prediction component of FlexiWeb executes as follows. First, the proxy labels every URL in the training dataset by assigning each object to the appropriate class based on its size. Next, the proxy uses the random forest learning algorithm to generate a classifier model based on the extracted features from the labeled dataset. The client browser then uses this model to predict the size of the object associated with each request, and subsequently (in conjunction with network condition assessments), it makes a decision on whether to retrieve the object via the proxy or directly from the source.

5.3.3 Assessing Network Conditions

An assessment of network conditions by the Network measurement module at the proxy serves two purposes. First, it enables the Request splitting module at the client to determine whether to retrieve each object from the source directly or via the proxy. Second, it also enables the proxy to make an informed decision on the extent to which it should compress each object. To assess network conditions, the Network measurement module at the proxy tracks the RTT, the loss rate, and the TCP throughput to the client.

A simple way to accurately estimate network conditions is to perform measurements in the background; the client and the proxy would exchange packets periodically to infer network conditions. However, such an approach will be prohibitive in terms of bandwidth and energy overheads on the client side. In FlexiWeb, to enable accurate estimation of the average RTT and throughput, the client browser always downloads the main HTML
file for every web page via the proxy. The main HTML file is typically sufficiently large for
the purposes of TRINITY’s estimation of network conditions, since the HTML’s transfer
requires the transmission of tens of packets. This also solves the issue of cold start, when
the client browser is sending a page request for the first time.

From the HTML’s transfer, the Network measurement module obtains a sequence
of RTT samples, and uses the median sample value to estimate the RTT to the client; we
borrow this approach from [92]. Since web page loads last only tens of seconds, these RTT
measurements suffice in predicting subsequent data transfer delays to the specific client.

The proxy sends this “network condition report” back to the client in the object
response headers of the requests; this enables the client to determine the network conditions
(excellent, good, fair or poor as in Table 5.1) and how to fetch other objects on the web
page (using Table 5.2).

5.3.4 Network Aware Compression

Current practices: Current proxy-assisted browsers transform content in a pre-
determined manner. For example, scripts, CSS files, and other text-based content are
minified and zipped before they are sent to the mobile client [93]. On the other hand, proxies
convert images to a fixed image format with a fixed compression ratio [85]. For example,
Google compression proxy’s recommended setting is to transform images to Google’s WebP
image format with a pre-defined quality; WebP is known to have much better performance
in comparison to other image formats (e.g., the average WebP file size is 25–34% smaller
compared to the JPEG file size with equivalent image quality).

Problem formulation: In contrast to the status quo, we seek to adaptively
transform any web page’s content in a manner that enables us to deliver the page within
the user’s attention span, irrespective of the client’s network conditions; a user’s attention
span has been shown to be in the 2 to 5 second range previously [81].

To deliver a web page’s content within the user’s attention span, in this work, we
focus only on adaptively transforming images on the page. Since images make up around 65%
of the bytes on the average web page [88], transformation of images (to either significantly
compressed versions or lower qualities) can significantly reduce page load times. Text and
Javascript are compressed as with traditional proxy assisted browsers (to static extents).
The adaptive transformation of images is based on assessed network conditions. If network
conditions are good, very little compression is invoked; on the other hand, if conditions are poor, higher levels of compression (including a lowering of the image quality) are in play. Our focus here is primarily to achieve the right balance between page load time and user experience. Reducing the download time of an image by applying an appropriate transformation is important, but at the same time, quality or utility of the transformed image is also important. To achieve the right balance, we associate each transformed version of an image with a cost and a utility.

**Cost:** We define the cost of a transformation as the time taken to download the transformed image from the proxy to the client. Since TCP throughput can be modeled as \( \frac{MSS}{RTT \times \sqrt{P}} \) [94] (where MSS is the maximum segment size, RTT is the round-trip time between the proxy and the client, and P is the packet loss rate), we compute the download time for an image of size \( S \) bytes as \( \frac{S \times RTT \times \sqrt{P}}{MSS} \); the proxy measures the RTT and loss rate using the technique described earlier. Here, the size \( S \) corresponds to the transformed size of the image. Thus, the higher the degree of compression due to the transformation, the lower will be the cost.

**Utility:** We use the Peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) as the utility resulting from a transformation. PSNR is the most widely used metric to quantify the quality or utility of images. It essentially captures the relative quality between two images and is defined as:

\[
PSNR = 10 \log \left( \frac{MAX^2}{MSE} \right),
\]

where MAX is the maximum possible pixel value (defined next) and MSE is the mean-squared error given by:

\[
MSE = \frac{1}{mn} \sum_{i=0}^{m-1} \sum_{j=0}^{n-1} [I(i,j) - K(i,j)]^2.
\]

In the above, the two images are of size \( m \times n \) and \( I(i,j) \) and \( K(i,j) \) are the pixel values in the two images at position \((i,j)\). The pixel values essentially reflect the intensity level in each pixel; thus, if the intensity is represented using 8 bits, then MAX will be 255. For color images (with three RGB values per pixel), note that the MSE is the average over all RGB values. With higher levels of compression or transformation, MSE increases and thus, PSNR decreases.
The proxy calculates the PSNR (utility) with each transformation with respect to the original image. Clearly, the more aggressive the transformation, the lower will be the utility of the image.

*Cost vs. utility trade-off:* As evident from the above discussion, a higher degree of compression reduces both utility and cost; an attempt to either decrease cost or increase utility adversely affects the other. Thus, though FlexiWeb should ideally maximize utility and minimize cost, both objectives cannot be realized simultaneously. Instead, it seeks to do the best it can in reducing cost and increasing utility as follows.

For tractability, we consider a limited number of transformation choices, and the proxy chooses from one of these options depending on network conditions. The set of transformations range from high utility and high cost to low utility and low cost: WebP with 85% quality, WebP with 65% quality, WebP with 45% quality, WebP with 25% quality, WebP with 5% quality, and a gray scale version of the image. As one might expect, the lowest quality image (gray scale) has the least associated cost but also offers the least utility; the highest quality image provides the highest utility but also incurs the highest cost.

*Processing times:* In the above discussion, we characterize the cost associated with a transformation to be the time taken to download that specific transformed version of an image. In reality, there is an additional cost due to processing the image. We find that regardless of which transformation we perform on each specific object, the processing delay does not change by much. We perform all of the transformations on 1000 images from Alexa’s top 500 webpages and we find that the processing times are almost identical; in the worst case, the difference in processing time is about 8% for a very few objects (we omit results due to space constraints). Thus, the processing cost does not influence the choice of transformation and is hence ignored here.

**Compressing objects based on network conditions:** Utilizing the cost vs. utility characterization of web content as above, we cast the proxy’s task of performing network aware compression as follows.

Suppose that the client needs to download a total of $N$ images in sequence over the duration of a web page download, and that it has a total page load time budget of $B$ seconds (within which the page should be ideally downloaded). For every image object $i$, let us assume that the proxy can apply $M_i$ different transformations. The question then is “which transformation should the proxy apply on each image?” The overall goal here is to maximize the sum of utilities (i.e., PSNR values) of all the selected versions for
the $N$ images, subject to the constraints that (i) exactly one version for each requested image must be selected, and (ii) the total cost of all the selected versions must be within budget $B$ (within the desired page download time). Note that maximizing the sum of the PSNR (chosen as the utility) values corresponds to a minimization of the sum of expected distortion over the images in the web page; the lower this value, the better the quality of the downloaded content and thus, user experience.

The above optimization can be formulated as follows:

$$\max_{x_{ij} \in \{0,1\}} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{M_i} u_{ij} x_{ij}$$

subject to

$$\sum_{j=1}^{M_i} x_{ij} = 1, \forall i$$

$$\sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{M_i} c_{ij} x_{ij} \leq B,$$

Here, the indicator variable $x_{ij}$ is 1 if version $j$ of image $i$ is selected, and 0 otherwise. $u_{ij}$ and $c_{ij}$ are the utility and cost, respectively, associated with version $j$ of image $i$.

The transformation selection problem as formulated in Equation 5.1 maps to the Multi-Choice Knapsack Problem (MCKP). The time budget is the size of the knapsack, and the goal is to fill in objects (images) such that the total utility of the objects in the knapsack is maximized. However, in our case, a client’s requests for objects are made online, i.e., the middlebox does not have a priori knowledge of future image requests since the objects are dynamically fetched. Thus, we need an online algorithm for solving the MCKP problem.

The online MCKP problem is well studied. Competitive online algorithms have been proposed [95] with the relaxed constraint $\sum_{j=1}^{M_i} x_{ij} \leq 1$ for all $i$, i.e., the algorithm need not to choose a version for each image (image can also be discarded). We modify the relaxed online MCKP algorithm designed by Zhou et al. [95] for solving our problem. Specifically, (i) we do not allow for the discarding of images and (ii) we modify the time budget dynamically to account for time spent either due to transfer of other content (e.g., compressed Javascripts or text) or inactivity due to waiting for objects. However, these uncertainties can cause us to exceed the original target time budget. Thus, our modified
goal is to try and stay within the budget, but if we are to exceed it, to do so to the minimum extent possible.

Now, the online transformation selection problem 5.1 can be transformed into the following relaxed problem with the inequality constraints shown; if an online algorithm for the relaxed problem has competitive ratio $C$ (the performance of the algorithm w.r.t the optimal), then, so does the original problem in Equation 5.1.

$$\begin{align*}
\maximize_{x_{ij} \in \{0,1\}} & \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{M_i} u'_{ij} x_{ij} \\
\text{subject to} & \sum_{j=1}^{M_i} x_{ij} = 1, \forall i \\
& \sum_{i=1}^{N} \sum_{j=1}^{M_i} c'_{ij} x_{ij} \leq B,
\end{align*}$$

In the above formulation, the key idea is to subtract the utility and cost of the cheapest transformation of each image from other transformations of the same image, and use these modified utilities $u'$ and costs $c'$ as the new representations associated with the corresponding transformations. If the relaxed problem does not choose a transformation, in our case we default to the cheapest transformation. The reader is referred to [96] for the proof of the above claim.

The algorithm provides a competitive ratio of $\log(U' / L') + 1$, where the utility to cost ratio of the transformations are upper and lower bounded by $U'$ and $L'$, respectively. Zhou et al. also assume that all transformed versions are much smaller in size than the knapsack, which is true of objects on a web page (each image is transferred in a time $<< B$).

Algorithm 6 presents our approach to modifying and using Zhou et al.’s solution to our problem of selecting the appropriate transformations of images at the FlexiWeb proxy. The intuition behind the algorithm is as follows. We only want to pick image transformations that have a sufficiently high utility to cost ratio, i.e., ones that satisfy a certain efficiency threshold. As we spend more budget, this threshold should increase (in other words, the cost for transferring objects later in the page load should decrease). This efficiency threshold is captured by a function $\phi(b(t), B) = (U' / L') \frac{b(t)}{B}$, where $b(t)$ is the amount
Algorithm 6 Online selection of best image transformations

1: **Initialize**: $b = 0$, $Q$ (QoE level)
2: **Event**: Image $i$ requested at time $t_i$
3: if $Q \leftarrow auto$ then
4: $M_i \leftarrow M_i$
5: else
6: if $Q \in \{1, 2, 3, 4, 5\}$ then
7: $M_i \leftarrow M_i - Q$, by removing the lower $Q$ transformations
8: end if
9: end if
10: for $j = 1 \rightarrow M_i$ do
11: $u'_{ij} \leftarrow u_{ij} - u_{i1}$
12: $c'_{ij} \leftarrow c_{ij} - c_{i1}$
13: end for
14: transformations $\leftarrow \{ j \mid \frac{u'_{ij}}{c'_{ij}} \geq \phi(b, B) \}$
15: if transformations is not empty then
16: $J \leftarrow \arg \max_j \{ u'_{ij} \mid j \in \text{transformations} \}$
17: if $b + c'_{ij} \leq B$ then
18: selectedTransform $\leftarrow J$
19: else
20: selectedTransform $\leftarrow 1$
21: end if
22: end if
23: selectedTransform $\leftarrow 1$
24: end if
25: Deliver transformation selectedTransform
26: if time $t_i \geq b$ then
27: $b \leftarrow t_i + c'_{i,\text{selectedTransform}}$
28: else
29: $b \leftarrow b + c'_{i,\text{selectedTransform}}$
30: end if

of the budget spent at time $t$. $\phi(b(t), B)$ increases with $\frac{b(t)}{B}$, the fraction of the knapsack filled at time $t$. Therefore, as time progresses, fewer transformations satisfy the efficiency condition.

Referring to Algorithm 6, the proxy first initializes the current usage $b$ to 0. Then, the transformations $u_{ij} \rightarrow u'_{ij}$ and $c_{ij} \rightarrow c'_{ij}$, are performed. The proxy then considers the set of transformations that have a utility-to-cost ratio that is higher than $\phi(b, B)$. It chooses the transformation that has the maximum utility and fits within the budget; otherwise (i.e., if none fit within the budget), it chooses the cheapest transformation. At the end of each step (i.e., after an image is transformed and sent to the client), the proxy updates $b$ with the cost of the selected transformation. The current budget usage is updated

---

2We perform a one time estimation of $U$ and $L$ offline, using a training set of images.
after the selection of a transformation. In case of inactive time periods (because of waiting for objects) an increase in knapsack usage is applied (lines 19-22 in Algorithm 6). Whenever static compression is applied to objects such as JS, CSS etc., we again apply an increase in knapsack usage (as with inactivity periods). If the target budget is exceeded, then the middlebox simply performs the cheapest transformation on each image, prior to sending it to the client. Note here that we simply subtract an object’s cost from the budget, despite the client fetching multiple objects on a page in parallel, because we consider bandwidth to be the bottleneck between the client and the proxy.

**QoE vs. page load latency:** While transforming content, it is important to ensure that web browsing has a good, associated Quality-of-Experience (QoE). While transformations reduce delays, they must still cater to a user’s or a web provider’s requirements in terms of quality (e.g., a user may not want gray scale transformations). Hence, users or web providers can set a minimum quality limit either via browser settings or via metadata embedded in a web page’s HTML; this sets the maximum allowable compression level (QoE level) allowed on each object in a web page. The QoE level is set to an auto mode by default. In this mode, all possible \( M_i \) transformations are considered (when applying Algorithm 1). Instead of the auto mode, the user or the provider can specify a QoE level from 1 to 5. If QoE level 1 is chosen, Algorithm 1 can use \( M_i - 1 \) transformations; the the lowest quality transformation is left out. If a QoE level of 5 is chosen, Algorithm 1 can only apply a single transformation, viz., the one that performs the minimum compression and retains the highest quality (WebP with 85% quality). Note that the higher the level of QoE chosen, the larger could be the deviation (increase) with respect to a desired page load time. At this time, FlexiWeb chooses the higher of the QoE levels specified by the user and the provider.

### 5.4 Implementation and Setup

In this section, we first describe our implementation; subsequently we elaborate on our experimental setup.

#### 5.4.1 Implementation of FlexiWeb

**Client side implementation:** We modify Google’s Chromium 38.0.2125.50, an open source Android browser to implement the client side modules of FlexiWeb. Specifically,
we make changes to the url\_request module in Chromium to 1) determine whether or not to go through the proxy, for each object, and 2) to predict the size of any object based on its URL. We also modify Chromium to store network measurements in the browser cache after retrieving them from the HTTP request response header sent by the proxy. For each web page, the request for the main HTML file always goes through the compression proxy; this allows the proxy to gather accurate network condition estimates (RTT and throughput). These estimates are returned to the client in a custom field in the HTTP response (sent by the proxy). The estimates stay valid for 15 seconds, and if no object is fetched via the proxy by then, the client sends the immediately following request via the proxy. Based on an object’s size and the current network conditions (stored in the browser), our modified version of Chromium chooses between retrieving the object via a proxy or directly from the source.

**Proxy side implementation:** We configure the compression proxy with 4GB memory and 2.40 GHz Intel Core 2 CPU, running Ubuntu 12.04. It is implemented using Google’s mod\_pagespeed-1.8.31.4 module running on top of an Apache 2.2 web server. TCP CUBIC is used. The Apache web server runs in the forward proxy mode. All the requests pass through mod\_pagespeed module before content is compressed. We implement the passive RTT, throughput and loss rate estimation scheme described in [94] as a kernel module; the estimated values are exposed using the Linux socket interface, to other programs and modules. Specifically, these values are used by the network aware compression module to calculate the cost of a transformation. We implement the network-aware compression module by modifying the mod\_pagespeed’s image transformation module to invoke network-aware compression (using Algorithm 1) instead of static compression. To report the network conditions to the client, we implement an Apache module to control and modify the HTTP response headers. This Apache module reads the current RTT, loss rate and throughput values and adds them to every out going response to the client using the previously discussed custom header field.

### 5.4.2 Experimental Setup

**Scenarios for evaluation:** We have three different scenarios in which we evaluate FlexiWeb.
Controlled settings: To reduce variability and control network conditions, we tethered our client phone to a laptop using a USB connection and applied traffic shaping to the tethered connection using Dummynet [97]. We emulated a 4G network with an uplink bandwidth of 1 Mbps [98] and with varying downlink bandwidths shown in Table 5.1.

An automated script was used to change the values of the link bandwidth, the loss rate and RTT for every test case.

Static clients on cellular networks: To evaluate FlexiWeb on real cellular networks, we use AT&T and T-Mobile’s 4G network connections. To create different network conditions we run experiments at the same locations that we used to gather our measurements in Section 5.2. Due to space constraints, we only present results from AT & T’s network except in some sample cases.

Mobile scenarios: Finally, we also evaluate FlexiWeb in mobile scenarios. We choose around 20 paths in two US metropolitan areas in two states with a mix of local streets and Interstate highways. Our speeds on interstate highways were around 65 miles per hour while on city streets our speeds were 30-40 miles per hour. We omit the exact details of the paths to preserve anonymity.

Web pages requested: We use the top 500 web sites visited by mobile users to run our tests (the top Alexa sites). These have a good mix of news websites, online shopping and auction sites as well as professionally developed websites of large corporations. These websites contain anywhere from 5 to 323 objects. The objects in these sites were spread across 3 to 84 domains. Each web site had HTML pages, Javascript objects, CSS and images. Due to experimentation constraints (time), the experimental results reported for mobile scenarios are only using the top 50 web pages.

Execution: We setup 2 rooted mobile devices (HTC One phones with Android 4.3) running Chromium (with our modifications) for Android. We generated a random order in which to visit the web sites and used that same order across all experiments. The period between website requests was set to 60 seconds both to allow for websites to load completely, and to reflect a nominal think time that users typically indulge in between requests. If the web page took a much shorter time to load, the system was idle until the 60 second window elapsed. We used the “page load time” as the primary metric of performance. We alternated our test runs between “Direct”, “Compression Proxy” and “FlexiWeb” to ensure that temporal factors did not affect our results. With Direct, requests are directly sent to the source web server. With Compression proxy, all the requests are sent to a proxy
with static compression settings where images are transformed to WebP with a quality of 75% (this is what is done with commercial proxies today [99] to achieve some compression without compromising the quality significantly). We ran each experiment multiple times at different times during the day.

5.5 Evaluation of FlexiWeb

![Performance gains with FlexiWeb](image1)

![PSNR of transformed images](image2)

![Impact of request splitting and network aware compression on FlexiWeb’s gains](image3)
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We evaluate FlexiWeb extensively, in each of the scenarios described in Section 5.4, and discuss the results below.

**Performance of FlexiWeb in controlled settings:** We first evaluate FlexiWeb in the controlled network settings listed in Table 5.1. We calculate the percentage gains relative to the direct scheme (no proxy) for both (i) FlexiWeb and (ii) compression proxy based browsing. Figure 5.15 shows the average percentage gains in page load times under different network conditions. The results, shown in Figure 5.15, indicate that the compression proxy degrades the performance in terms of page load times, by up to 32% as compared to direct browsing in excellent network conditions (also seen earlier). As network conditions degrade, the compression proxy outperforms direct browsing; in all other settings the reduction in object sizes (from compression) outweigh the latency overheads of longer routes and processing. We see that FlexiWeb outperforms compression proxy based browsing by up to 45% in excellent network conditions. FlexiWeb significantly gains from sending requests for small objects directly to the web server; it thereby avoids the latency overheads incurred in retrieving such objects via the proxy. FlexiWeb still downloads the large objects via the proxy, but after performing network-aware compression (large objects benefit from compression). As network conditions deteriorate, the performance gains with FlexiWeb in comparison to compression proxy based browsing diminish (only about 10%). This is because the gains due to compression now increase and almost all objects are now
retrieved via the proxy; FlexiWeb outperforms the compression based proxy here, mainly due to network-aware compression.

Next, we present the PSNR values of the transformed images with FlexiWeb and the traditional compression proxy. Figure 5.16 shows that the average degradation of PSNR using FlexiWeb is only \( \approx 4 \, \text{dB} \) in comparison to compression proxy; this is in spite of FlexiWeb performing more aggressive compression during poor network conditions.

**How does FlexiWeb provide performance gains?:** Next, we examine the gains from the two main functions performed by FlexiWeb i.e., request splitting and network-aware compression. We analyze the web page download traces and separate the objects into those retrieved directly from the source web server and those via the proxy. We measure the gain with respect to each object’s load time due to each function, in comparison to the load time of the object when fetched directly from the server. We then calculate the average gain across all objects fetched, with respect to each function. From Figure 5.17, we see that in excellent and good network conditions the gains are primarily due to objects being fetched directly from the source web server; in excellent conditions, almost 70% of the gains are due to this. As network conditions degrade the number of objects fetched via the proxy increases and the gains due to network-aware compression dominate. Since in poor network conditions, FlexiWeb fetches all objects via the proxy, all the gains are due to network-aware compression.

**Accuracy of object size predictions:** Next, we evaluate the accuracy with which FlexiWeb predicts the size of objects. We use the data collected at the proxy as described in Section 5.3. We use the 10 fold cross validation method [100]. We divide our dataset into two parts: a training set that contains 30% of the dataset, and a test set that contains the remaining 70%. We train our model using the training set and later perform prediction on the remainder (70 %) of the data which was held out. For the purposes of evaluation, we use the *precision criterion* [101], which determines the fraction of records that are correctly classified from among those that are grouped under a classification. Specifically,

\[
\text{Precision(\%)} = \left( \frac{\text{TruePositive}}{\text{TruePositive} + \text{FalsePositive}} \right) \times 100.
\]

Figure 5.18 shows that the accuracy of predicting the size of objects based on the URL text is quite high. We can predict objects of size 0 to 1 KB and objects larger
than 20 KB with more than 90% accuracy. We can predict other object sizes with at least 70% accuracy. Note that an inaccurate prediction simply causes FlexiWeb to fetch the object sub-optimally (directly instead of via the proxy or vice versa). Thus, while it slightly causes a degradation in FlexiWeb’s performance, it does not disrupt the web browsing process. Note here that our prediction has high accuracy because we only seek to predict "the" range into which an object’s size falls, and not the object’s precise size.

**Quantifying the sub-optimality of network-aware compression:** For network-aware compression, we use the modified online MCKP algorithm shown in Algorithm 6. To illustrate the difficulty of the online transformation selection problem, consider an end user with a time budget of 5 seconds to download a page. Let the download of version $j$ of image $i$ be represented by a utility-cost pair $(u_{ij}, c_{ij})$, where $u_{ij}$ is the utility (e.g., PSNR or negative distortion) and $c_{ij}$ is the cost. Suppose the first image has two possible versions with utility-cost pairs $(1,1)$, $(2,2)$, and the second image also has two versions with utility-cost pairs $(2,1),(4,2)$. If the user requests for both the images sequentially, then the optimal (offline) solution is to choose the stream $(1,1)$ followed by $(4,2)$. This gives a total utility of 5 with a total cost of 3. However, an online transformation selection algorithm must first choose a stream from $(1,1)$, $(2,2)$, without knowledge of the subsequent request. Our online MCKP algorithm is likely to choose the transformation $(2,2)$ followed by $(2,1)$, resulting in sub-optimal utility.

Here, we seek to quantify the sub optimality of Algorithm 1. We select 100 web pages from the Alexa’s top 500 web pages with varied number and sizes of the objects. We first download the pages using a modified version of MCKP, called OPT-MCKP. OPT-MCKP [102] is an offline version of MCKP, where the object requests are known in advance. With this information OPT-MCKP can always choose the right transformation. We repeat the same experiment using our ON-MCKP algorithm (Algorithm 6) . A popular way to evaluate online algorithms is using what is called the “Competitive Ratio” [103]. The competitive ratio of an online algorithm for an optimization problem is simply the ratio between the cost of the solution found by the algorithm and the cost of an optimal solution. Figure 5.19 shows the CDFs of Competitive ratio (converted to percentage) across the 100 pages; we see that 80% of the time, the page load times with ON-MCKP are within 10%-20% of that with OPT-MCKP.
Number of objects and web pages downloaded within a time budget: Next we evaluate FlexiWeb in terms of number of objects retrieved within a specified time budget of 5 seconds. We compare the number of requests satisfied by FlexiWeb in comparison with conventional compression proxy based browsing. Figure 5.20 depicts the CDF of the percentage of additional objects retrieved by FlexiWeb as compared to conventional compression proxy based browsing; we see that FlexiWeb fetches 17% more objects on average, within the same time budget. FlexiWeb achieves this by fetching small objects directly from the web server in excellent and good network conditions; the decrease in per-object download times allow the downloading of more objects within the page load
time budget. Even in bad network conditions FlexiWeb fetches 1-2% more objects on an average than conventional compression proxy based browsing, but mainly due to network aware compression. An increase in number of additional fetched objects also translates to an increase in the number of web pages downloaded in the target budget. Figure 5.21 shows the CDF of page download times of web pages using regular compression proxy and FlexiWeb. We see that FlexiWeb can download about 19% more web pages on average, within a target budget of 5 seconds.

**Evaluations on AT &T and T-Mobile’s networks:** We evaluate FlexiWeb on real cellular networks to show that the gains seen in controlled settings also exist in real cases. From Figure 5.22 and 5.23 we see that FlexiWeb outperforms conventional compression proxy based browsing in excellent network conditions (by up to 38% with T-Mobile and 37% with AT & T) In poor conditions it out performs the latter by up to 6% with T-Mobile and 2% with AT & T. The gains are in between for other network conditions.

**Scenarios with mobility:** Next, we seek to evaluate FlexiWeb in scenarios where a passenger accesses web pages while in a moving car. We choose 20 different paths to capture typical scenarios: (i) driving on a highway at high speeds and (ii) driving around in a city at moderate speeds. We used two mobile devices (both HTC One phones) connected to two laptops via USB, one downloading web pages via a conventional compression proxy while the other does so using FlexiWeb. We choose to download Alexa’s top 50 web pages for this experiment. Both the devices are connected to AT & T’s network. In addition to
page load times we also keep track of signal strengths at both the devices. We start the experiments on both the phones at almost the same time to avoid variations in network conditions. We measure the average percentage gains with FlexiWeb while downloading all the web pages. In Figure 5.24, we plot the CDF of this average percentage gain over all the webpages downloaded on the different paths; we see that 80% of the time, FlexiWeb provides an average percentage gain of 34% over compression proxy based browsing, in terms of page load times. In 20% of the cases, it only provides 14% gains. Upon closer inspection, we found that some paths were experiencing excellent to good signal strength throughout while others were experiencing low signal strengths much more often than good signal strengths. It is well known that excellent/good signal strength is highly correlated with good network conditions (low RTT and loss rates, high throughputs) while the opposite is true with low/poor signal strength [104]. In excellent/good network conditions FlexiWeb significantly outperformed conventional compression proxy based browsing (since FlexiWeb retrieved most objects in the web pages directly and only few large objects via the proxy). On paths where network conditions were bad, both the conventional compression proxy based browser and FlexiWeb, fetched almost all objects via the proxy. FlexiWeb outperformed conventional compression proxy based browsing because of its network-aware compression module.

5.6 Related Work

Measurement studies: There is prior work on characterizing the properties of web pages, and protocols that impact mobile web browsing. The study in [105] shows that optimization of compute intensive tasks at proxies only offers marginal gains. In [106], the complexity of web sites is studied via browser-based active measurements. Other studies have evaluated the benefits of existing mechanisms for improving mobile web performance. Erman et al. [107] showed that SPDY [108], a recently proposed alternative to HTTP, does not clearly outperform HTTP over cellular networks. They identify the disharmony between TCP and cellular networks as the underlying cause. Similarly, Sivakumar et al. [109] showed that proxy-assisted thin client browsers, such as Amazon Silk [79], do not provide clear benefits in terms of page load time and energy. None of these efforts study the implications of using Proxy Assisted mobile web browsing in different network conditions, as we do here.
**Client-based solutions:** Client-side solutions have been proposed to improve mobile web performance. WebSieve [110] generates mobile-friendly websites from the original desktop versions. Zoomm [111] speeds up web page loads by parallelizing the execution of dynamic components of any web page. Adrenaline [112] parallelizes the fetching of web pages by decomposing existing web pages on the fly into loosely coupled mini pages, and loading mini pages in parallel via separate processes.

**User studies:** Lymberopoulos et al.’s user study [113] shows that mobile web browsing exhibits a strong spatio-temporal signature, different for every user. Based on this study, they propose a machine learning based model to accurately predict future web accesses for a user, and they use this prediction to prefetch content in a timely manner. Wang et al. [114] show that caching and prefetching provide very limited benefits for mobile web browsing, but speculative loading can decrease page load times by up to 20%.

Unlike FlexiWeb, none of the above approaches consider modifying web clients to dynamically select when to use proxies for data compaction.

**Proxy-based solutions:** Due to the computation and bandwidth limitations on mobile devices, researchers have proposed to offload various types of functionality from client devices to proxies. For example, Zhao et al. [76] offload execution of dynamic content to the proxy, while Cho et al. [115] propose the delegation of DNS lookups and TCP connection establishment to the proxy. Chava et al. [116] try to reduce the usage cost incurred by the end-user by computing a cost quota for each web request, and having a proxy adapt the web page accordingly. The cost quota for each web request is dynamically calculated based on the pricing plan of the user and her current data usage levels. Recently, Google [85] and Nokia [117] have incorporated data compression proxies in their mobile web browsers; these proxies (hosted in data centers) are expected to reduce cellular data usage and speed up mobile web browsing. Wang et al. [75] propose a framework that allows the execution of “any” portion of the page load process in the cloud (unlike browsers such as Opera Mini that only allow fixed parts to be executed in the cloud).

None of these proxy-based solutions are network-aware. While some of the proprietary solutions are not documented, to our knowledge, all existing systems always fetch content via the proxy, unlike FlexiWeb; further, they apply the same content compression irrespective of network conditions.
5.7 Conclusions

In this paper, we argue based on an in-depth measurement study that always using cloud-based middleboxes to assist mobile browsing can be detrimental to performance in terms of web page download times. Our measurements reveal that the middlebox should be used only when network conditions are bad; otherwise, most objects in the web page should be directly fetched from the source web server. Based on this observation we build FlexiWeb, a framework that supports network-aware middlebox usage. In addition, FlexiWeb also performs dynamic network-aware compression to provide further performance gains. We demonstrate via extensive experiments that FlexiWeb outperforms conventional compression proxy based browsing by decreasing page load times by as much as 42%, on average.
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